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ABSTRACT 

In any zoom lens, by virtue of the differential motions of lens groups, individual 

zoom groups experience both conjugate and pupil shifts during zooming. When using a 

modular design approach, in which lens groups are designed independently, one has to 

take into account the dynamic aberration matching among lens groups. Deliberate 

aberration can be introduced to zoom groups to produce an overall compensatory effect 

over the zoom range. Similarly perfect pupil matching among zoom groups cannot be 

maintained for a continuum of zoom positions. With the deliberate introduction of pupil 

aberration on the group level, compensatory effects can be obtained and a more desirable 

pupil match can be achieved, resulting in better stability of system image performance 

over the zoom range. 

The investigation presents a systematic explanation of how intrinsic lens group 

aberration contents can afifect the overall aberrational behavior of mechanically 

compensated zoom systems. Particularly, the investigation centers around the explicit use 

of lens group pupil spherical aberration in controlling residual aberrations in zoom lenses. 

The study explores its capability in controlling the variation of distortion, which is often 

the dominant residual aberration in zoom systems. Different techniques for implementing 

explicit pupil spherical aberration control are also explored. 

The method employed in the study involves the use of black box lens modules. 

Lens groups are represented by mathematical constmcts instead of actual constructional 

parameters in which individual lens group aberration contents can be manipulated 
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directly. Instead of attempting to model the zoom lens problem analytically, actual ray 

trace results and well proven facts in aberration theory are relied upon. The method is to 

use ray trace experiments to substantiate the empirical arguments. Several zoom lens 

configurations are selected and converted into lens module equivalents. The optimum 

intrinsic lens group aberration contents are found using global optimization techniques. 

The aberration behavioral trends are then gathered and the connections between optimum 

lens group aberration contents and system aberrational behavior are observed. 

Conclusions are drawn based on the observations and well established results in 

aberration theory. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The correction of pupil aberration is not usually a major concern in most optical 

systems since pupil aberration does not directly contribute to image degradation. 

However in certain types of optical systems, pupil aberration control can be an important 

issue (Fallah and Maxwell, 1996) (Missig and Morris, 1995) (Appendix F). The best 

example is the relay system which is illustrated in figure LI. If individual lens groups in 

a relay system are to be designed modularly (i.e. designed as separate lens units), one has 

to take into account the aberration matching among them. Furthermore, each lens group 

has its own pair of intrinsic conjugate pupils: entrance pupil and exit pupil. When the 

system is put together, these pupils have to match to provide one final set of entrance and 

exit pupils, and it is achieved only if pupil aberrations are also controlled. 

Zoom lenses are very much like relay systems, they also consist of distinct lens 

groups. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a classic four-group system. The resemblance is 

immediately recognized: a cascade of lens groups and a train of imaging and re-imaging. 

In fact the zoom kernel in a zoom lens is concepmally nothing other than a relay sub

system with variable magnification. A zoom lens is inherently a multimode system. By 

virtue of the motion of lens groups, individual zoom groups experience both image and 

pupil magnification changes during zooming. Group aberration matching becomes a 

dynamic problem. Deliberate aberration can be introduced into the zoom groups to 
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produce an overall compensatory effect over the zoom range. Similarly perfect pupil 

matching among zoom groups cannot be maintained for a continuum of zoom positions. 

With the deliberate introduction of pupil aberration on the group level, compensatory 

effects can be obtained and a more desirable pupil match can be achieved, resulting in 

better stability of system image performance over the zoom range. 

The purpose of this dissertation work is to find a systematic explanation of how 

intrinsic lens group aberration contents can affect the overall aberrational behavior of 

mechanically compensated zoom systems. Particularly, the investigation centers around 

the explicit use of lens group pupil aberration. The study also explores its capability in 

controlling the variation of distortion, which is often the dominant residual aberration in 

zoom systems. Different techniques for controlling pupil spherical aberration explicitly 

are also investigated. 

The approach used in the current investigation is a semi-analytical/numerical one. 

Instead of attempting to model the zoom lens problem analytically, acmal ray trace results 

and well proven facts in aberration theory are relied upon. The method is to use ray trace 

experiments to substantiate the empirical arguments. A number of zoom lens 

configurations (about 40) are selected and the optimum intrinsic lens group aberration 

contents are found using global optimization techniques. The aberration behavioral 

trends are then gathered. Any connections between aberrational behavior and optimum 

lens group aberration contents are observed. Finally, some conclusions are drawn based 

on the observations and established results in aberration theory. 
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This ray trace approach has the advantage that all higher order aberration effects 

are included. Any attempts to model the zoom lens problem are bound to be limited to a 

certain aberration order. Furthermore, due to the complexity of the zoom lens design 

problem and infinite variations in zoom lens configuration, a generalized analytical 

approach may not be a practical proposition. Useful insights may otherwise be lost in 

complicated mathematical expressions. 

variator cotnpensacor 

zoomkernei 

Figure LI Schematic of a relay system Figure 1.2 Schematic of a four group zoom lens 

1.2 Background 

To put it mildly, the popularity of zoom lens is overwhelming. In fact fixed focus 

prime lenses have become more or less a novelty in the consumer market. This is not too 

surprising since ±e advantages of zoom lenses over prime lenses are numerous. The 

most apparent benefits are: 

L) convenient framing, 

2) convenient perspective selection and 

3) operation rapidity. 
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Since a zoom lens iniierently is a multimode lens (actually a continuous 

multimode lens), it is also natural to incorporate other new features into the design, 

making them even more attractive than prime lenses. Some of the extra features include: 

1) internal focusing, 

2) collapsible systems, 

3) extended focusing range (macro focusing) and 

4) image motion stabilization. 

Zoom lens technologies have also advanced a great deal over the past two 

decades, resulting in a growing interest in zoom lens design. This is mainly due to three 

reasons: 

1) advancements in optical design techniques, 

2) advancements in optical fabrication and 

3) growing market demands. 

1.2.1 Zoom lens production statistics 

In order to illustrate the increasing significance of zoom lens design over the 

years, we can examine the statistics of zoom lens patents granted by the U. S. Patent and 

Trade Office. A. simple patent search was conducted and the statistics were gathered (as 

of March 1998). The result is not surprising: the impact of zoom lens has been growing 

over the years. For example, while in 1976, there were 21 zoom lens related U. S. patents 

granted, diere were 193 in the year 1996. Although there are other underlying factors that 
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may affect the statistics, it is nevertheless apparent that the importance of the zoom lens 

increasing. 

The following bar chart (figure 1.3) summarizes the result of the patent search. 

The solid bars indicate the number of zoom lens related patents granted in the 

corresponding years. The hollow bars represent the total numbers of lens related patents 

granted. 
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K" we examine the percentage comparison, we will notice the gradual increase in 

the ratio of zoom lens patents over lens patents in general, implying the interest in zoom 

lenses over conventional systems. The following plot (figure 1.4) illustrates the 

percentage of the zoom, lens related patents over all lens related patents: 
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Figure 1.3 Zoom lens patent search result 
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Figure 1.4 Percentage of zoom lens patents granted over the past 22 years 

It may be argued that patent search results may not necessary reflect reality. In 

fact a lot of published patent designs are never put into production. Some actual 

production data may be introduced to substantiate the argument. Table 1.1 tabulated the 

1990 production figures of different types of 35mm format camera lenses in Japan 

(Yamanashi, 1997). Specifically, the data show that compact zoom lens for the so -called 

"point-and-shoot" compact cameras have become the mainstream zoom lens type, 

surpassing the classical four-group zoom type. Undoubtedly, zoom lens design has 

occupied a very unportant part in lens design. 

Table 1.1 Production figure of camera lenses (Japan, 1990) 

Type of lenses Production in 1990 
Single lens reflex 35iiim fomat 500,000 

Compact 35mm format 1,500,000 
Compact zoom^ 35min format 1,000,000 

• ̂  • • • 

• o • 
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1.2.2 Historical background 

The history of zoom lenses can be traced back to the days when lens design was 

an empirical, experimental task. Since the inception of the telephoto lens, designers and 

opticians alike had realized that the distance between the positive and the negative lenses 

affects the overall magnification of the system. If this separation variation is facilitated , 

we have a multifocal lens system. If this variation is made available in a continuous 

fashion, it is a varifccal lens system. This idea was first explicitly implemented in the so-

called variable telephoto lens in the 1890's. 

According to first order theory, the effective focal length/eff of a two lens system 

is given by: 

in which/i andji are the focal lengths of the individual thin lenses and t is the separation. 

Apparently the effective focal length of the system is a fimction of lens separation t. In 

other words, given a fixed object distance, the magnification power can be varied 

continuously by changing separation r. However, this is also accompanied by an 

inevitable change in image distance. This is shown by the following equation: 

(L2) 

in which BFD is the image distance (back focal distance) from the last lens. As we 

change the effective focal length of the system, a relocation of the image plane becomes 
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necessary. Alternatively, if the image plane is fixed in space, the entire system can be 

displaced to compensate the change in BFD. This method of mechanically moving lens 

groups to neutralize image walk-off is known as mechanical compensation. 

Alternatively, another moving lens can be used to "compensate" the image walk-off the 

without having to displace the main lens. As the overall effective focal length yiff 

increases or decreases by varying the lens separation t, the field of view (FOY) is 

subsequently decreased or increased for a fixed film format,. In the language of the 

cinematographer, this continuous changing of FOV in a movie scene is known as 

"zooming", hence the name for these magical optical devices. The modem definition of a 

zoom lens or pancratic system is generally agreed upon to be a varifocal system that has a 

stationary image plane. The distinction between a varifocal system and a zoom lens is 

that the latter possesses a stable image plane while no such requirement is put upon the 

former. 

In the early 1920's, with the advent of the movie industry, innovative camera 

techniques in cinematography were explored. New optical technologies were developed 

to satisfy the creative needs of the adventurous "movie-makers". Naturally, varifocal or 

zoom lenses were first experimented by the cinematographers. Notable examples include 

the Vario Glaukar from Busch, the Variogon from Rodenstock and the Astro 

Transfokator, all with names that are indicative of the varifocal characteristic. 

The key novel feature of these "rubber lenses" naturally is the variable field of 

view capability. This provides an optical traveling which otherwise would require a 



railroad system for the camera. A secondary but often overlooked zoom lens feature is its 

ability to maintain constant perspective during a zoom. Since perspective is a function of 

viewpoint location or object distance, the "tracking" of a camera with a fixed focal length 

lens inevitably changes the perspective. However, the field of view of a zoom lens is 

variable at a fixed object distance, perspective is therefore preserved. This very feature 

distinguishes the "zooming" operation obtained with a zoom lens versus a mobile camera. 

In cinamatography, there is a technique which combines both effects which involves 

simultaneous zooming the lens while moving the camera This produces the most 

peculiar effect in which the subject appears to stay in space while the foreground and 

background compress or expand in the scene. The technique is generally referred to as 

"zoom-in-track-out" or "zoom-out-track-in". 

1.2.2.1 Variable magnification afocal attachment 

The zoom lens as we know today began its life as a form of variable magnification afocal 

attachment. Such a device is used in firont of a conventional prime lens. Afocal devices 

with non-unit magnifications have been used to alter the effective focal length of lens 

systems. This is a convem'ent and economical way to achieve different focal length 

combinations (figures 1.5 and 1.6). They were particularly popular in the earlier half of 

this century when cameras with interchangeable lenses was a rarity. In fact this is still 

widely used by amateur video-photographers to extend the focal length ranges of their 

integrated video camera lenses. If such an afocal firont attachment is designed to have a 
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continuously variable angular magnification, a range of focal lengths can be obtained. By 

changing the angular magnification of the attachment, the overall system field of view 

(FOV) is changed. 

afocal actachncnt 

Figure 1.5 Wide-angle 
afocal lens attachment 

Prime lens Prime leiu 

Telephoio 
afocil attachment 

Figure I.6Telephoto 
afocal lens attachment 

1.2.3 Focus compensation 

As mentioned in the earlier section, a zoom lens by definition has a stationary 

image plane. Since a two lens system with variable separation does not maintain image 

plane stability, a compensation is needed. This compensation can be achieved by two 

methods: optical compensation or mechanical compensation. 

1.2.3.1 Optical compensation 

Optical compensation makes use of the fact that an optical system has certain 

depth of focus tolerance. Generally two or more separated lens groups are coupled and 

moved together in a linear fashion (figure 1.7). While the system is zoomed, the exact 

paraxial image location oscillates back and forth in image space (figure 1.8). If die 

oscillation magnitude is within desired depth of focus of the system, the focus can be 
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assumed maintained. This is accomplished by the careful selection of lens group first 

order configuration. 

gpl gp2 gp3 gp4 gp5 

zoom kernel 

Figure 1.7 Schematic of an 
optically compensated zoom lens 

Zoom tangc a 
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of the zoom tens 

Figure 1.8 Paraxial focal plane oscillation 
of an optically compensated zoom lens 

Strictly speaking, an optically compensated zoom lens does not maintain focus 

over the entire zoom range. Focus is maintained only at a few finite zoom positions 

(figure 1.8). A further discussion on the subject can be found in several papers 

(Angenieux, 1987) (Kingslake, 1960). 

1.2.3.2 Mechanical compensation 

On the other hand, mechanical compensation makes use of differentially moving 

elements. The compensator lens group moves non-linearly relative to the motion of the 

variator (figure 1.9). This is traditionally achieved by linking moving lens groups using 

non-linear mechanical cams. As the term implies, the compensator literally "brings" ±e 

intermediate image to focus. 
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Figure 1.9 Schematic of a 
mechanically compensated zoom lens 

1.2.3.3 Current developments 

In contemporary designs, optical compensation has lost its popularity mainly 

because of the advances in high precision fabrication. Complicated non-linear cams can 

be easily and precisely generated using computer-numerical-controlled (CNC) milling 

machines. There are also precision injection molded plastic cams that are widely used in 

consumer products. But the most amazing recent zoom technology involves no 

mechanical cams at all. Mechanical cams are altogether dispensed with. Instead stepper 

motors are employed to control lens group position. Lens group locations are literally 

preprogrammed into the CPU. 

With the advent of close loop autofocusing capabilities in cameras, the traditional 

focusing group in a zoom lens is sometimes eliminated altogether. Instead the 

compensator is used for both compensation and focusing simultaneously. This is made 

possible only with continuous focus tracking. 
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Within the work of this dissertation, only mechanically compensated systems are 

considered mainly because of the lack of popularity in optically compensated zoom 

systems. The theory of pupil S A control can loosely be applied to optically compensated 

systems. However in such an analysis, the consideration of depth of focus has to be taken 

into account in additionally to aberration concerns. 

1.3 Zoom lens and modular design: the connection 

As we have seen in the previous few sections, a zoom lens is made up of several 

distinct functional lens groups. Naturally a modular design approach can be taken. It is 

common for the designer to design the lens groups individually at the initial stages. 

Eventually these individual lens groups are combined to form the final system. The 

details on how to carry out the design differ from designer to designer. In any event, 

there is an important concept which is central to the zoom lens design problem: an 

individual lens group experiences simultaneously conjugate and pupil shifts during 

zooming. 

During a zooming operation, several or all of these groups move differentially 

with respect to the others. Consequently, the working conditions of these lens groups 

vary. The working condition variations can be characterized by two quantities: 

1) Conjugate magnification (conjugate shift) 

2) Pupil magnification (pupil shift) 
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Figure 1.10 Example four group zoom lens Figure 1.11 Example four group zoom lens 
represented by modular lens groups 

Figure 1.10 shows an 50-300mm f/4.5 example zoom lens (Fujibayashi, 1983). 

This is a classical four-group zoom lens with its aperture stop simated within the 

stationary relay group. As die system is zoomed, different lens groups experience 

different magnification changes. The following table (1.2) presents the magnification 

variation when the lens is imaging an object at infinity. 

Table 1.2 Lens group magnification variation of an example lens 

Magnificadoa Group I Group H Group in Group IV 
Zoom Position Focator Variator Compensator Relay 
I 0 -0.408 -0.409 L777 
2 0 -0.647 -0.615 1.777 
3 0 -IJ61 -0.610 1.777 
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These values were calculated by finding the ratio between the incoming paraxial 

marginal ray and outgoing paraxial marginal ray angles at each lens group, indicated by 

subscript k: 

Apparently, the stationary front group does not experience any magnification 

changes throughout the zoom range. It is always "looking" at infinity and carries zero 

magnification. The second group carries most of the magnification changes, hence it is 

called the variator. The compensator, which is the third group, on the other hand does not 

contribute significantly to the magnification variation. The relay group, being stationary, 

has a constant magnification contribution. 

Beside intermediate object-image imaging, each lens group also images a pair of 

pupils. We can envision that each lens group has its own pair of entrance and exit pupils 

and these pupils experience magnification changes as the lens groups are displaced. 

Figure 1.12 is a schematic diagram of an individual lens group. 

m. = ̂  , where A: = I, II, HI, IV. (1.3) 

Lens group 

Intermediate 
entrance pupil 
plane 

Paraxial marginal ray 

Intermediate 
exit nunil nlane 

Intermediate 
object plane 

Intermediate 
Paraxial chief ray image plane 

Figure 1.12 Intermediate imaging of a zoom lens group 
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Pupil magnification variations for the various lens groups of our example lens are 

tabulated in the following (table 1.3): 

Table 1.3 Lens group pupil magnification variation of an example lens 

E^Ipil Magnification Group I Group n Group in Group rV 
Zoom Position Focator Variator Compensator Relay 
I 0.740 3.538 0.832 L.I43 
2 0.514 2.838 0.626 1.143 
3 0.314 1.925 0.631 L.143 

These values were calculated by finding the ratio between the incoming paraxial chief ray 

and outgoing paraxial chief ray angles at each lens group. 

^ , where = I, II, HI, IV. (1.4) 
Ut 

Since the aperture stop is part of the relay group, the pupil magnification remains constant 

for the relay group. However all the other lens groups including the stationary focator 

experience pupil magnification changes. 

1.4 Zoom lens and pupil aberrations: the connection 

There are several different ways to explain the connection between zoom lens and 

pupil aberration. Two explanations are given in diis section, they are: 

1) lens group coupling (pupil matching) 

2) conjugate and pupil shifts 
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1.4.1 Lens group coupling fpupil matching) 

Initially we can envision that each lens group in a zoom system is a standalone 

perfect optical system. Each has its own pair of conjugates and entrance/exit pupils for 

one particular woricing condition. When several of these lens groups are cascaded 

together, intermediate image-object coupling and intermediate pupil coupling have to be 

satisfied (figure 1.13,1.14 and 1.15). However, some of the lens groups have to be 

translated along the optical axis to facilitate a zooming operation (i.e. variation of overall 

system magnification). The working conditions of some or all of the lens groups are 

consequently changed. Working conditions of the stationary groups may also be affected. 

The original conjugate and pupil couplings are upset and aberration correction is no 

longer maintained. From a theoretical point of view, the chief ray after a zooming 

operation no longer follows the original ray path, which means that there is a chief ray 

mismatch among separate lens groups. Since chief ray angle and position are dictated by 

pupil location, this chief ray mismatch implies pupil mismatch among separate lens 

groups. 

It is well known that compensatory effects can be obtained if appropriate 

aberrations are deliberately added to the lens groups. Similarly, pupil aberrations can be 

introduced to enable a better pupil match over the zoom range. 
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Figure 1.13 Individual lens group imaging of the first lens group 
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Figure 1.14 Individual lens group imaging of the second lens group 
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Figure 1.15 The first and second lens groups coupled together: combined system 



1.4.2 Conjugate shift and pupil shift 

In contrast to the lens group coupling explanation, we can approach the problem 

in a different perspective; via third order aberration theory. As mentioned earlier, each 

lens group in a zoom lens experiences working condition changes as the system is 

zoomed. A lens group has to operate over a range of conjugate magnification and pupil 

magnification. Third order theory indicates that aberration contribution by a lens group 

changes with conjugate and pupil shifts (Wynne, 1952) (Herzberger, 1958) (Welford, 

1991) (Kidger, 1996). Naturally, the overall aberration correction of the zoom lens over 

the zoom range depends on these lens group contributions. Although pupil spherical 

aberration does not affect the image performance of a static system, it is a vital ingredient 

in connection to conjugate and pupil shifts. Aberrational behavior under a conjugate shift 

is a function of pupil spherical abenation and pupil spherical aberration itself changes 

with pupil shift. 

1.4.3 Historical background 

Explicit pupil aberration control in zoom lens design is not a new idea within the 

zoom lens design community, however there is a general understanding of the concept. 

The seasoned zoom lens design experts often recognize the fact and utilize it in designs 

(Betenslq', 1997) (Cox, 1997a)- However similar to many design tiicks and methods in 

the field of optical design, the concept is not often publicized or simply guarded as a 

trade secret The concept is often overlooked by occasional zoom lens designers. In 
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addition, with the advent of automatic lens deign programs, the appreciation of 

aberrational design inevitably is neglected by most. The purpose of diis research is to 

gather the information on the topic, to provide a thorough explanation on the importance 

of the subject and to develop a systematic method to the design problem regarding 

explicit pupil aberration control. 

1.5 Overview 

In view of the structural complexity of the dissertation work, an overview 

description of the contents of subsequent chapters is given in the following paragraphs. 

Chapter two describes the important aberrational concerns in zoom lens designs. 

In an ordinary lens system, the usual goal of a design is to satisfy the target values. In 

most situations, this means minimization of residual aberrations. However in a zoom 

system, aberration is not static with respect to zoom position. In theory, aberrations 

cannot be corrected for a continuum of zoom positions and residual aberration is a "fact 

of life". The task is to reduce the variation of aberration, particularly distortion variation. 

Another concern is the inherent aberrational behavior in zoom lenses, which is 

dictated by the first order configuration of the system. Nevertheless this inherent 

aberration behavior is modifiable by the deliberate introduction of lens group aberration. 

The task of the lens designer is to find ±e appropriate lens group aberration contents that 

would result in a weE balanced performance across the entire zoom range. 
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Chapter three gives a detailed account of the modular design concept. In 

particular, the use of "blackbox" lens modules. This is important since the majority of 

the dissertation work makes use of lens modules. Lens modules are used as a tool to 

investigate the inner workings of zoom systems. Investigate how lens group aberrations 

can affect the overall dynamic system performance. This allow the user "dial-in" 

different types and amount of lens group aberrations and observe the overall system 

performance. 

The topic of the dissertation work is the study of the role of pupil aberration in 

zoom lens design. Naturally, we need to look into the first order pupil consideration in 

zoom lens. The aperture slop first order location in a zoom lens has a profound effect on 

overall performance since it dictates the inherent aberrational behavior of the system. In 

fact zoom lenses can be classified base on their first order pupil configurations. Chapter 

four gives a detailed account on the subject. Discussion on the selection of aperture stop 

location is also presented. 

Chapter five deals with the subject of pupil aberrations. The discussion explains: 

1) why pupil spherical aberration is the only type of pupil aberration that is important in 

zoom lens design, 

2) how lens group pupil spherical aberration can be used to "induce" distortion and 

3) the two different types of effects in which pupil spherical aberration is used to reduce 

distortion variation. 
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Chapter six forms the core of the dissertation in which the "inner workings" of 

the zoom lens is explored. It comprises of a sample of ray trace experiments done with 

"blackbox" modular zoom lenses. The conclusions drawn from the results are used to 

support the arguments given in chapter five. Some new findings are also presented. In 

short, the result re-affirms the argument that explicit pupil spherical aberration control at 

the lens group level can be used to reduce distortion variation. 

The optimal lens group aberration contents can be found by using the 

optimization techniques presented in chapter six. However, a " blackbox" lens module is 

only a mathematical construct, it cannot be manufactured directly. Eventually, one needs 

to substitute an equivalent real lens with actual constructional parameters, which 

possesses the same aberration contents. Chapter seven discusses some of the issues 

associated with this "lens-module-to-real-lens" conversion, particularly those related to 

explicit pupil spherical aberration control. An example design which implements explicit 

pupil spherical aberration control is also presented as a demonstration of the method. 

Finally, a comprehensive summary together with some suggestions for future 

work are presented in chapter eight. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ABERRATION IN ZOOM LENSES 

As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, a zoom lens is very similar to a relay 

system: it consists of a cascade of lens groups. Naturally, the system residual aberration 

depends on the individual aberration contribution by the different lens groups. In a 

stationary relay system, aberration matching among different lens groups can be achieved 

by implementing a perfect modular approach. Each and every lens group can be designed 

to be perfect at its working condition. When the lens groups are combined to form the 

final system, the overall residual aberration will remain to be low. 

However the situation is much more complicated for a zoom lens. Although the 

lens group can be designed to be perfect at a certain noimnal zoom position, once the 

system is zoomed, the perfect balance is upset. By virme of the motion of lens groups in 

a zoom lens, individual lens groups experience both image and pupil magnification 

changes during zooming. The lens groups simply cannot behave perfectly at all zoom 

positions. Consequently, the overall system aberration will deteriorate and vary across 

the zoom range. 

2.1 Variation of aberration 

Intuitively, we can conclude that it is nnpossible to design a zoom lens with 

perfect imagery over a continuum, of zoom positions since individual lens group cannot 

work perfectly for a continuous range of conjugates (Walther, 1989) (Wyime, 1952). 
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Lasche and Stone approached the question of the fundamental limits in zoom lens 

aberrational design (1997). The principles of Hamiltonian optics were used to 

determined the smallest level of residual aberrations for a specific set of design 

requirements. The finding is that the aberration content associated with each lens group 

is not unique at the fundamental limits. This indirectly indicates the significance of the 

compensatory effect in aberration balancing among lens groups. 

In other words, it is possible to design zoom lenses with sufficiently low residual 

aberration over the prescribed zoom range. However, residual aberrations are generally 

not stationary over the zoom range. Naturally, the key issue in aberrational design of 

zoom lenses is to minimize the variation of residual aberrations. As mentioned in 

subsequent sections, distortion being the only acceptable residual aberration, its variation 

is of particular interest. 

2.2 Tnherent aberration behavior 

Once the first order configuration of the zoom lens is established, the aberration 

variation would follow a certain trend or behavior. The first order configuration includes 

the lens group power distribution, lens group separation and stop location. The aberration 

variation (mostly third order) arises as a result of internal conjugate and pupH shifts 

which in turn are dictated by the first order configuration of the zoom lens. Consequently 

we can call this aberration variation an inherent aberration behavior. 
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Nevertheless, this inherent behavior can be modified when deliberate aberrations 

are added to the individual lens groups. This concept can be explained using a simple 

example: the evolution of the landscape lens. 

2.2.1 Evolution of the landscape lens 

We can start with a simple thin lens with the stop located at the lens. When the 

aperture stop is moved away from the thin lens, certain aberrations come in as a 

consequence. We can envision that these aberrations are inherent to the configuration of 

the system and not to the thin lens itself. However by bending the thin lens itself, 

aberrations can be balanced out. This is equivalent to adding the intrinsic aberrations to 

thin lens to balance out the inherent aberrations due to configuration. 

2.3 Distortion and distortion variation in zoom lenses 

One of the most apparent shortcomings of zoom lenses is the presence of residual 

distortion. The amount of distortion in a zoom lens is also a function of zoom position, 

and it is often most noticeable at ±e two extremes of the zoom range. Matzkin in his 

book titled Zoom Lens Guide commented on the subject of distortion from a 

photographer's point of view (Matzkin, 1962): 

Right now, designers have enough problems with eliminating pin cushion and 
barrel distortions. There's a definite problem in creating a lens with moving 
elements. Not only do you have to keep the elements in focus - but you must 
also compensate for distortion over a wide range of focal lengths. It's still 
quite a problem to produce a good sharp lens of single focal length - much 
less one with a variety of focal lengths. 
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Although immense improvements have been achieved over the past 30 odd years 

in zoom lens design, distortion still remains to be one of the most apparent residual 

aberrations in zoom lenses. From a designer point of view, the complete correction of 

distortion is not entirely necessary and in part not possible. Consequently, distortion 

becomes the dominant residual aberration in many zoom systems. 

In view of the inherent complexity of the zoom lens design problem and the 

demand for simplicity in the design, the lens designer is constantly faced with an over-

constrained design problem. As the lens designer is running out of variables to control all 

aberrations, distortion correction is frequently compromised. This is somewhat justifiable 

since distortion is merely a geometrical magnification error which does not affect image 

resolution. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is not affected by distortion and neither 

is the shape of the Point Spread Function (PSF). However, the absolute location and 

dimension of the PSF depends on the amount of distortion the system has. This is not too 

surprising since distortion is nothing other than a field dependent tilt error (figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 An optical system with distortion 

Image plane 

It should be noted that it is possible to have a zoom lens with minimal distortion 

and distortion variation in the expense of other aberration control. The following figures 

illustrate an example which exhibits a relatively stable distortion behavior field while 

astigmatism and field, curvature are very sensitive to zooming (Shibayama et al, 1995). 

The maximum percentage distortion ranges from +1.57% to +2.59%. The astigmatism 

has a rapidly varying behavior over the zoom range indicating the compensatory effect of 

higher order aberration balancing is quite significant. 
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2.3.1 Distortion definition 

Within the dissertation work, several terms are used to described different types of 

distortions, the distinctions should be made clear. They are; 

1) Third order distortion (intrinsic) 

2) Fifth order distortion (intrinsic and induced) 

3) Percentage distortion which includes the effects from all orders (3"^, S'** and beyond) 

and types (both intrinsic and induced) 

2.3.1.1 Third order distortion 

According to the wavefront expansion, third order distortion is represented 

mathematically by the term Wjn: 

In terms of primary Seidel aberration coefficient, it is represented by Sy, which is directly 

related to 

2.3.1.2 Fifth order distortion 

According to the wavefront representation, fifth order distortion can be expressed 

mathematically by : 

W = Ŵ ,iĤ pcos<(>.. (2.1) 

Sy =8P1̂ 3ii. (2.2) 

W = WsiiĤ pcos(l>. - (2.3) 
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Collectively, fifth order distortion refers to the combined effect of two types of 

aberration: 

1) fifth order intrinsic distortion 

2) fifth order induced distortion 

The two types of distortions are mathematically identical, they are only 

distinguished by the origin. Intrinsic aberration refers to the aberration generated by the 

surface given an perfect incoming wavefront. This type of aberration is inherent to the 

optical surface or interface. Induced aberration refers to the aberration, often of higher 

order contents, that is generated by an optical surface given an aberrated incoming 

wavefront. A more detailed explanation is given in section 5.2. 

2.3.1.3 Percentage distortion 

Generally all different orders or types of distortion are collectively described by a 

single quantity: percentage distortion {%dist) which is a measure of the geometric 

distortion of the chief ray in an optical system. It includes the effects of distortion of all 

different orders, intrinsic or induced. Percentage distortion is calculated by the following 

equation: 

Y ,  - y .  
%dist= - ' xlOO% , (2.4) 

y,-

where Y, is the real chief ray height at the image plane and y. is the paraxial chief ray 

height at the image plane. Percentage distortion is conmionly plotted as a function of 
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field height, which is known as the distortion curve (e.g. figure 2.3,2.4 and 2.5). The 

distortion curve indicates the combined effect of all degrees of distortion over the field of 

view of the optical system. However it does not include any apparent tilt effects due to 

other asymmetrical aberrations. In particular, comatic image blur has its centroid 

displaced from the chief ray location. This would constitute an apparent tilt or distortion 

error. For a reasonably well corrected optical system, the residual comatic aberration is 

sufficiently low that this kind of illusory distortion is normally negligible. 

2.3.2 Rate of change of distortion across the field 

Beside the absolute magnitude of distortion, the rate of change of distortion across 

the field of view can be critical in applications in which visual inspection is involved, e.g. 

photographs. Human visual perception is particularly sensitive to an acute rate of change 

of distortion. This effect is especially pronounced when the object contains repetitive 

geometrical patterns that resembles a uniform grid. On the other hand, a slowly varying 

distortion may be hard to detect visually regardless of the absolute magnitude of 

distortion. 

This rate of change of distortion is in fact the second derivative of the distortion 

curve as a function of FOV. Although pure third order distortion is a slowly varying 

effect, a mixture of third order and higher order distortion can produce a rapidly varying 

distortion across the FOV. In zoom lens design in which higher order distortion often 

plays a significant role in aberradon balancing, the control of the rate of change of 
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distortion may become an important issue. Explicit abenation targets are often needed 

during final optimization. Often percentage distortion is deliberately controlled to have a 

monotonous variation at any zoom position to avoid any acute rate of change of 

distortion. 

2.3.3 Digital distortion correction 

Although the main concern in this dissertation work is the control of distortion 

and distortion variation in zoom lenses through careful selection of aberration contents of 

lens group, it should be mentioned that there Is one other novel means to correct 

distortion which can be applied to zoom lenses. 

In the discipline of digital imaging in which images are digitized for storage and 

manipulation, residual optical distortion are routinely modeled and corrected using image 

processing techniques (Rabei et al, 1992). The operation is essentially a geometric 

transformation. Digital image rectification as it is called is in fact applied regularly in 

photogrametry. Since the final digital distortion rectification can be applied without 

much extra cost, the requirements on absolute optical distortion correction in 

photogrametric lenses have been greatly relaxed. 

In order to apply the method of digital distortion correction to a system that 

involves a zoom lens, the residual distortiori has to be measured and modeled at different 

zoom positions. However there is a major disadvantage in digital distortion rectification. 

Since the distortion correction requires an inhomogenous compression or expansion of 
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the image. In effect the image is warped. The resuitant "corrected" image will exhibit 

inhomogenous sampling across the field which may be undesirable in high precision 

work. 

2.4 Chapter summary 

In summary, several key points regarding aberration in zoom lenses are presented 

in die chapter: 

1) System aberration varies as the system is zoomed. Since individual lens groups 

experience continuos conjugate and pupil shifts over the zoom range, their aberration 

contributions to the system also vary, resulting in a varying system performance. 

2) This aberration variation is inherent to the system once the first order configuration is 

established. Nevertheless deliberate lens group aberration can be introduced to achieve 

an overall compensatory effect. 

3) Distortion correctioa is an important consideration in further improving performance 

in zoom lens designs. Since distortion being a field dependent magnification error, does 

not contribute to image resolution degradation. Often it is left uncorrected as a 

compromise in under-constrained, design problems. 

4) Like other aberrations, distortion is not stationary with zoom position. Distortion 

variation reduction is therefore the means to improve zoom lens performance. 

The discussion lays down the goals for the dissertation work: how to improve 

zoom lens performance by reducing the residual distortion and distortion variation, lii a 
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fixed focal system, lens separation is a powerful design tool in aberration correction. An 

error in the thickness will generally degrade performance. However, this critical variable 

losses its effectiveness in zoom lens designs. Lens separations between functional lens 

groups are used in changing magnification. Once the first order configuration is 

established, the aberration behavior is determined. Only the lens separation within a lens 

group can be used effectively for aberration correction. In other words, the key lies in the 

selection of lens group aberration contents. This leads to the discussion of modular 

design which is the subject of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTERS 

MODULAR DESIGN 

[n the field of optical design, the term "modular design" traditionally describes a 

class of design in which the optical system is composed of several distinct functional lens 

groups or modules. These lens groups are designed independently as separate units and 

are put together eventually to form the complete system. Since a zoom lens consists of 

several distinct functional lens groups, it is natural for the designer to employ a modular 

design approach. Using one method or another, the necessary lens group aberration 

contents are first determined. These aberration values then become the design targets for 

the individual lens groups. Once the solutions for the individual lens groups are found 

either analytically or by optimization, these lens groups are substituted back to the 

original zoom lens layout to &om the zoom lens. Often further optimization is needed to 

reduce residual aberration. 

Within the work of this dissertation, the term "modular design" specifically refers 

to the use of " blackbox" lens modules in the design. These "blackbox" modules are 

employed in die initial design stage in which optimal lens group aberration contents are to 

be determined-

First we will examine some non-zoom systems that are also based on the modular 

design methods. 
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3.1 Non-zoom modular desi ens 

By taking a modular design approach, different lens groups can be designed to be 

interchangeable, creating the so-called convertible lens. This is an attractive proposition 

in view of economy. Instead of having to purchase a whole set of lenses with different 

focal lengths, the photographer can have one convertible lens with interchangeable lens 

groups. At another extreme, several pre-designed lens units can be used in a "mix-and-

match" fashion to form a family of lens systems. Overall tooling cost is therefore 

reduced. 

3.1.1 Convertible modular designs 

The notion of having interchangeable lenses on a camera has been and still is an 

attractive feature. However most of the camera with interchangeable lenses have focal 

plane shutters and the focal plane shutter unit itself is a relatively expensive component. 

In the 1950's most mid-price to low price range cameras were almost exclusively 

supplied with leaf shutter units. For cameras designed with inter-lens leaf shutters, an 

interchangeable lens became an expensive proposition. The shutter mechanism would 

have to be built into each and every interchangeable lens. In addition, complicated 

shutter cocking and film transport coupling devices would have to be employed. 

Some manufactiurers resorted to a modular design approach. The camera was built with a 

fixed focal length standard lens with an inter-lens leaf shutter, however the front portion 

of the lens was made interchangeable. An example of this type of modular design is 

disclosed in U. S. Patent 2780139 (Lange, 1957a). Figure 3.1 depicts the base system 
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which is of the simple double Gauss configuration. When it is used at the wide-angle 

mode, the front half of the base lens is replaced with a wide-angle front group. The 

shutter, diaphragm and the rear group are retained as they are part of the camera 

assembly. 

Figure 3.2 shows a 'Tessar" type example (Lange, 1957b). In this case, only the 

very front collective element of the Tessar lens is removed for conversion. By doing so. 

The leaf shutter and aperture are shielded by a fixed divergent element, therefore the air 

space that contains the shutter and diaphragm is protected during the interchange of the 

front component. Any danger of dust or hunudity penetration is practically eliminated. 

This design is seen as an improvement over the previous example. 

Figure 3.1 Convertible lens system (US Patent 2780139) 
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Base lens 

Figure 3.2 Convertible lens system (US Patent 2816482) 

3.1.2 Contemporary convertible lenses 

Recently, there is a revived interest in this type of modular design approach. The 

new application is in the design of high performance telephoto systems both in 35nim 

miniature format and large format applications. An example is a modular telephoto 

system for the 35mm format, in which front groups and rear groups are user 

interchangeable in a "mix-and-match" fashion. With the different combinations, a range 

of discrete overall focal lengths can be obtained. The following three figures (figure 3.3, 

3.4 and 3.5) illustrate three possible combinations using the same front group as disclosed 

in U. S. patent 5388006 (Koelsch, 1995). 
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Figure 3.3 Modular telephoto system 280mm f/2.8 (US Pat 5388006) 

Figure 3.4 Modular teleplioto system 400mm f/4 (US Pat 5388006) 

Figure 3.5 Modular telephoto system 560mm f/5.6 (US Patent 5388006) 

3.2 Modular zoom lens design 

Although not widely publicized, zoom lenses are often designed using a modular 

design approach even though lens groups are not meant to be interchangeable. Since a 

zoom lens consists of several distinct fimctional lens groups, it is natural for the designer 

to design the lens groups individually at the initial stages. Eventually these individual 
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lens groups are combined to form tlie final system. Figure 3.6 shows a block diagram that 

illustrates a possible method of modular zoom lens design. Different steps in the design 

process are indicated. 

Initially, the first order layout of the zoom lens is setup. Using one method or 

another, individual lens groups aberration contents are determined. These aberration 

values then become the design targets for the individual lens groups. Once the individual 

lens group solutions are found (either analytically or by optimization), these lens groups 

are then substituted back to the original layout to from the initial zoom lens. The final 

design is obtained after further re-optimizations. 

Yamaji's tutorial on zoom lens design is based on this approach (1967) in which 

individual lens group aberration contents are found using an analytical method via matrix 

algebra. The lens group aberration contents then become the design targets for the lens 

groups. 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic block diagram of the generic zoom lens design method 

3.2.1 Interchangeable modular zoom tens design 

In some cases, zoom lenses are designed to take on an "interchangeable-modular" 

construction. Macher (1977) described such system in detail. The initiative is to design a 

family of zoom lenses that meet widely varying applications economically using a limited 

set of pre-designed interchangeable lens groups. A specific zoom lens with a certain 
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zoom range is created by "mix-and-match" of existing lens groups. In this regard, the 

approach is similar to the contemporary convertible non-zoom system described in 

section 3.1.2. However the zoom lens modules are generally not user interchangeable. 

Macher has pointed out that the decision of modular design is driven by economic factors. 

By having interchangeable lens modules, overall tooling costs can be reduced. 

3.2.2 Modular design using lens modules 

Within the dissertation work, the term modular design has yet a specific meaning. 

Modular design refers to the use of "blackbox" lens modules in the aberrational design 

stage of zoom systems. This of course implies the traditional meaning in which lens 

groups are designed individually, however it does not necessarily relate to the concept of 

an interchangeable lens group. 

3.3 Lens modules 

Lens modules are mathematical constructs that can be used to model optical 

systenas or sub-systems. Instead of using constructional parameters such as refractive 

index, curvature and thickness, a lens module is specified by its first order properties and 

intrinsic 3rd order aberrations via one of its eikonal fiinctions. Ray trace through a lens 

module is possible through mock ray tracing (Walther, 1970), in which the law of 

refraction is not used. A comprehensive discussion can be found in a monograph by 
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Walther (1995). Brief descriptions of tfie concepts of eikonai function and mock ray 

tracing are given in the following sections. 

3.3.1 Eikonal function 

The eikonal function, also known as the characteristic function is a mathematical 

function that describes the imaging characteristic of an optical system. It is very much a 

theoretical concept. For any optical system, given a well defined input ray, the 

continuation of this ray will take on a unique path dictated by the system itself. This 

"characteristic" relationship between the input ray position/direction and the output ray 

position/direction can be described by a mathematical function. Such function is known 

as the eikonal function. Naturally there exists an eikonal function for every single optical 

system, however the structure of the eikonal function is often complicated and analytical 

representation of the eikonal function is in most cases not practical. Instead, numerical 

techniques are used to approximate the eikonal ftinction. 

In short the eikonal function, which can be viewed as a "blackbox" fiinction 

completely describes the output of a ray, given the input ray position and direction (figure 

3.7). Any lens can be described by its eikonal function which provides all the 

information required to calculate its aberration at any magnifications. 
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Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram showing ray trace in a normal optical system 

3.3.2 Mock ray tracing 

Mock ray tracing is a term used to identify the type of ray tracing used when an 

eikonal "biackbox" function is used to describe an optical system or sub-system. When a 

ray trace is carried out on an optical system described with an eikonal function, the 

familiar law of refraction does not apply (figure 3.8). Instead the eikonal function itself is 

used for the determination of the continuation of any rays that passes through the system. 

The term mock ray trace is specifically used to make the distinction. From the user point 

of view, there is no differentiation between a normal ray trace and a mock ray trace, the 

difference exists only within the ray trace codes. 
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3.4 Lens module in lens design programs 

The use of the "black box" eikonal function to describe an optical system or sub

system is currently implemented as a special surface type in several commercial optical 

design packages. These eikonal surfaces are in effect user defined functions. As 

explained previously, the actual eikonal functions are generally complicated and do not 

assume closed analytical forms. Lens design programs often allow the user to indirectly 

specify the eikonal function using familiar parameters that describe imaging 

characteristics. The natural choices are standard first order parameters and third order 

aberration coefficients. 

The specific term "lens module" is used in the design program CodeV (Optical 

Research Associates, Pasadena, CA) as the special eikonal surface. These lens modules 

are utilized throughout the work of this dissertation. Naturally, some clarification is 

warranted. Further discussion can be found in the program user manual. 

3.4.1 Specification of lens modules 

Within the design program CodeV, a lens module is specified by the first and 

third order properties of an optical system. Aberration coefficients are specified by the 

wave aberration coefficients at a given working condition. Table 3.1 shows the complete 

set of CodeV lens module parameters that are used to specify a monochromatic lens 

module. 
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Table 3.1 Module parameters for monochromatic lens module 

Command Description Corresponding wavefront 
aberration coefficient 

MFL Focal length 
MRD Principle reduction 
MFF Front focal distance 
MBF Back focal distance 
MEN Entrance pupil distance 
MFD Field angle specification 
MED Entrance pupil diameter 
MCO Cll Third order spherical aberration Wo40 
MCO C12 Third order coma W,3, 
MCO CI3 Third order astigmatism W222 
MCO C14 Third order distortion w,„ 
MCO CIS Third order field curvature W220 
MCO C27 Third order pupil spherical aberration W400 

The values of MCO CI through MCO C27 are specified in number of waves of 

wavefront departure at the edge of the exit pupil at full field. They correspond to the 

wavefront aberration coefficients W040, W131, W???. W311, W220 and W400 respectively. 

These wavefi"ont aberration contents are defined at a specific set of working conditions. 

The working conditions are designated by the principle reduction ratio (MRD), field 

angle (MFD) and entrance pupil size (MED). 

With respect to the eikonal function, the application of lens modules is an indirect 

approach. Once the complete set of lens module parameters is specified, an eikonal 

function is generated intemally by an iterative process. The user does not have a direct 

control of the functional form of the eikonal function, however, it allows the user to 

manipulate the lens module aberration contents in an intuitive way. In effect, the user can 

"dial-in" individual aberrations at will. 
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3.4.2 Example 

As an illustration, a patent zoom lens is used as an example (Yamanashi, 1988). 

Since we are interested in the modular structure and not the zooming properties of the 

system, only a single zoom position is presented. The layout of the middle zoom position 

is depicted in figure 3.9. The four distinct lens groups are marked. The lens group first 

order properties calculated by first order ray trace are presented in table 3.2 and 3.3. The 

lens group effective focal length, thickness, front principal plane location and rear 

principal plane location are indicated by group EFY, group THI, group PP and group PP' 

correspondingly. The zoom group working conditions are presented in table y in which 

group magnification (mag), group pupil magnification (pupil mag), group entrance pupil 

location (ent pupil) and group exit pupil location (exp pupil) are given. 

Figure 3.9 Layout of the example lens system 

Table 3.2 First order properties of the original lens system 

surface group group EFY group THI group PP group PP* 

L- 6 1 59.917731 11.480000 8.142778 0.795569 
7-10 2 -38.165963 4.610000 -0.946182 -3.961960 
1- 6 
7-10 
11-11 STO 
12-19 
20-23 

3 
4 

26.990560 
-32.598628 

15.322000 
6.403800 

6.083187 
2.976715 

-6.492618 
-1.116195 
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The zoom lens is converted into a lens module equivalent systems. Four "perfect" lens 

modules with the appropriate first order properties are substituted for the real lens groups. 

The resultant system is illustrated in figureS. 10. Notice that the converted system has 

nine surfaces instead of the original twenty-three. The lens group first order properties 

(table 3.4) calculated by first order ray trace conform exactly to those of the original 

system (table 3.3). 

Table 3.3 First order properties of the original lens (cont.) 

surface 

1- 2 
3- 4 
5- 5 
5- 7 
3- 9 

group pos 

STO 

group mag 

0.000000 
-1.584591 

1.000000 
-0.277529 
1.938578 

pupil mag 

0.725082 
1.351183 
1.000000 
1.420947 
0.520258 

enc pupil 

34.S52423 
9.181229 
0.000000 
-1.912600 
-27.083205 

exp pupil 

20.017229 
9.823300 
0 .000000  

-17.854205 
-16.755117 

Figure 3.10 Layout of the lens module equivalent system 

Table 3.4 First order properties of the lens module equivalent system 

surface group 

1 - 2  1  
3 - 4  2  
5- 5 STO 
5 - 7  3  
8 - 9  4  

group EFY 

S9.917731 
-38.1S6963 

25.9905SO 
-32.598628 

group THI 

11-480000 
4.510000 

15-322000 
5-403800 

group PP 

8.142778 
-0.946182 

5.083187 
2-975715 

group PP' 

0.795559 
-3-951950 

-5.492618 
-1-115195 
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The following table (table 3.5) lists the specification of the lens module equivalent 

system. The different lens modules are identified by the surface number. As we can see 

from the lower block of data, all the aberration contents of the lens modules were set to 

be zeros, indicating that the modules are set to be "perfect" at their corresponding 

working conditions. The group entrance pupil size and field size are set to have the 

standard values of 1mm and 1 degree. 

Table 3.5 Lens module specifications 

Module specifications 

sur MFL MRD MFF MBF MEN MFD MEO 

1 69.91773 l.Oe-010 -61.77495 70.71330 34.65242 1.00000 1 .00000 
3 -38.16696 1.68459 37.22078 -42.12892 8.83449 1.00000 1 .00000 
6 25.99056 0.27753 -20.90737 20.49794 -1.91260 1.00000 1 .00000 
3 -32.59863 -1.93858 35.57534 -33.71482 -24.22830 1.00000 1 .00000 

sxir MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
3 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
6 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
8 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

This format of the module specification table is also used throughout the dissertation 

work. 

3.4.3 Lens module specified, aberrations and aberration contribution 

When aberrations are defined for a lens module, the system performance depends 

on the actual working conditions of the lens module. If the lens module is not used at the 

specified working conditions, the system performance will be different from the specified 

aberration. In order words, by specifying the aberration coefficients for a lens module, 

we are assigning its intrinsic aberration contents at a given set of working conditions. 
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This is an important distinction between the specified intrinsic aberration content of the 

module verses the aberration contribution of the module. Figure 3.11 and 3.12 

summarize graphically the differences in a lens module system specified with its 

aberration content and a conventional optical system described by its constructional 

parameters. 

Ray trace 
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working 

conditions 
(NA, FOV) 

Specified 
aberrations 

Sv. SVI ) 

Working conditions 

(NA. FOV) 

Aberrations 
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and higher order terms) 
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Figure 3.11 Schematic diagram of a lens module system 
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constructional panimeteis 
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Working conditions 

(NA.FOV) 

Aberrations 

(StSv. Svt 
and higher order terms) 

Lens 

Figure 3.12 Schematic diagram of a real lens system 
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3.5 Applications of lens modules 

Since the aberration contents of the lens modules can be set or "dialed-in" 

independently and arbitrarily, the utilities of lens modules in lens design are numerous. A 

comprehensive description of lens modules applications is given by Kuper and Rimmer 

(1988). 

3.5.1 First order design 

Firstly, a lens module can be used to simulate a perfect lens by setting all 

aberration coefficients zeros. Naturally, perfect modules can be useful in the first order 

design of optical systems, including zoom systems. A perfect lens module requires the 

specification of its effective focal length (MFL), front and back focal lengths (MFF and 

MBF), pupil location (MEN) and conjugate magnification (MRD). 

It should be emphasized that a perfect lens module is not the equivalent of a 

paraxial lens. A perfect lens module is only perfect when it is used at its specific working 

conditions. Therefore the use of perfect modules in first order layout in zoom lens design 

may introduce aberration at other zoom positions other that the nominal position. This 

aberration is not an artifact but a consequence of the correct modeling of the behavior 

individual lens groups. 
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3.5.2 Aberrational design 

Another application of lens modules is the modeling of aberrational behavior in 

optical systems. This is particular useful in the design of optical systems with distinct 

lens groups in which individual lens groups can be represented by equivalent lens 

modules. One can examine the aberrational behavior in connection with the third order 

properties of the modules without having to deal with actual constructional parameters. 

For example, a lens group in the zoom lens shown in figure x can be specified using a 

lens module. One can "dial-in" specific aberrations and observe the resultant system 

aberration by tracing rays through the system. 

Alternatively, aberration coefficients can be set to be variables for optimization. 

When lens modules are used in die optimization process, we can perform an aberrational 

design of the system. The result of the optimization would be a system consists of lens 

modules with the optimal aberration contents. 

3.5.3 Modeling of optical subsvstems 

Beside using the lens module option as a design tool, it can also be used to model 

"blackbox" subsystems. En fact it is one of the most common use of lens modules. 

Often an off-the-shelf optical subsystem has to be coupled to an existing optical 

system. However, the subsystem prescription data may not be available to the designer. 

Traditionally, the optical subsystem is modeled as a first order "blackbox" in the ray 

trace program. With, the lens module capability, the designer can go one step fiirther and 
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model the subsystem as a third order lens module "blackbox". The aberration contents of 

the subsystem can be measured using an appropriate metrology system, for instance 

interferometry. The lens module aberrations can then be "dialed-in". This allows the 

designer to include third order information in the modeling of most "blackbox" optical 

subsystems. 

3.6 Application of lens modules in zoom lens design 

Park and Shannon (1996) have demonstrated the use of lens modules in the third 

order aberrational design of zoom lenses. Park had successfully implemented the lens 

module concept in the design of production zoom systems. The procedure of the method 

is described in the following paragraph and graphically presented in figure 3.13. 

Based on the first order layout of the design, the initial modular zoom lens is set 

up by using perfect modules with the appropriate first order properties. Ray trace 

optimization is then carried out in which module aberration coefficients are set to be 

variables. The result is a set of lens modules with the optimal "intrinsic" third order 

aberration contents. At this stage, the zoom lens diird order aberrational design is 

complete. The next step is to convert the individual lens modules into real lens groups 

with acmal constructional parameters. This is done either analytically (Park and 

Sharmon, 1996) or through ray trace optimization (Park, 1997). The resultant lens groups 

are then combined to form the third order zoom lens solution. Re-optimization is usually 
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necessary to minimize the residual higher order aberration to an acceptable level. Other 

specific constraints are also implemented at this point. 
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Figure 3.13 Schematic flow chart showing the modular zoom lens design method 
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3.7 Limitations in using lens modules 

Undoubtedly, a lens module is a powerful tool in modeling and design of some 

classes of optical system. They are particularly useful when dealing with optical systems 

with distinct functional lens groups. However, there are several important limitations 

associated with the use of lens modules. 

3.7.1 Approximation 

Because of the difficulties in obtaining a closed analytical form of the eikonal 

function in most cases, a power expansion approximation is usually involved. When 

finite aberrations are "dialed" into a lens module, the eikonai function setup within the 

lens design program is often an approximation. The accuracy of this approximation 

mainly depends on the working conditions of the lens modules. 

3.7.1.1 Standard specified working condition 

If a lens module is used at a working condition that is far away from its specified 

working condition, round off errors can be substantial, which in turn may affect the 

precision of the ray trace. In order to minimize the possible effect of error propagation, 

the specified working conditions of the lens module should be as close to the actual 

operating working conditions as possible. However, lens groups within a zoom lens 

inherently operate at a range of working conditions. The specified working conditions 

certainly cannot conform to all working conditions at aU zoom positions. A standard set 
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of working conditions is therefore necessary to maintain a consistent level of precision. 

Within this dissertation work, lens modules specific working conditions are always 

defined at the nominal zoom position, which is generally the middle zoom position. The 

lens group entrance pupil size (MED) and field size (MFD) are set to have the standard 

values of 1mm and 1 degree respectively. 

3.7.2 Svstem performance diagnostic analvsis 

Since lens modules are prescribed without any conventional constructional 

parameters, any aberration analysis that are based on surface constructional parameters 

are bound to fail. In particular, the calculation of third order Seidel aberration 

coefficients is invalid. Nevertheless, ray trace based diagnostics are generally valid. 

These include MTF, OPD, ray fan plots. 

3.8 Chapter summary 

A lens module is a type of special surface that possesses both first order and third 

order properties. Third order aberration contents can be independently "dialed-in" which 

make the lens modules particularly advantageous in the aberrational design and analysis 

of systems which have distinct functional lens groups. Lens modules can be used to 

represent the different lens groups. The aberrations of the lens modules can be set as 

variables for ray trace optimization. Once the optimization is carried out, a modular 

solution is obtained which consists of lens modules with their optimum aberration 

contents. 
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Since individual aberrations can be manipulated independently, lens modules can 

be used not only in the initial design stage of zoom lenses, but they can be used as tools to 

explore the inner workings of the zoom lens with respect to the individual lens group 

aberration contents. Utilizing lens module as a tool, a closer examination of how lens 

group aberration contents affect the overall system aberration is carried out in chapter 5 

and 6. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FIRST ORDER PUPIL CONTROL 

All zoom lenses are designed to work in a continuous range of modes. Naturally, 

the primary purpose of zooming is to change the conjugate magnification of the system. 

In a system with finite focal length (i.e. focal system), this is done by altering the system 

effective focal length continuously. Whereas in an afocal system, the angular 

magnification is changed instead. Beside magnification and focal length variations, other 

optical properties of the zoom lens may also vary with zooming as byproducts. Needless 

to say, aberrations also change as a function of zoom range, and this will be dealt with in 

subsequent chapters. However, if we confine the discussion to within first order, these 

properties include but are not limited to the following: 

1) Cardinal point locations 

2) Entrance pupil size 

3) Exit pupil size 

4) Entrance pupil location 

5) Exit pupil location 

6) System numerical aperture 

Depending on the specific design requirements of the problem at hand, some of 

these auxiliary properties may be of little significance. However, at the first order design 

stage of a zoom lens, there are two important properties regarding stop and pupils that 

often require explicit control: 
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1) Stability of pupil locations 

2) Stability of system NA 

4.1 Pupil locations 

By definition a zoom system has one fixed pair of image-object conjugates that 

remains stationary regardless of zoom position. However, there is no guarantee that the 

system entrance and exit pupils are stationary over the entire zoom range as well. In 

general, a zoom lens may have its entrance pupil and exit pupil wandering along the 

optical axis, correspondingly in object space and image space. 

In a classical 4-group zoom lens such as the example depicted in figure 4.1 (22-

79mm f/2.5) (Angenieux, 1958), the apemire stop is conmionly located within the 

stationary rear group. In fact, for a reason which will be explained in the following 

section, this is often the preferred stop location in which all the optics following the stop 

is stationary. During a zooming operation, only lens groups preceding the aperture stop 

are differentially displaced. Consequently the exit pupil remains stationary in image 

space while the entrance pupil wanders along the optical axis in object space. 
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Figure 4.1 Qassical four group zoom lens example (US Patent 2847907) 

In direct contrast to a4-group zoom system is the 2-group compact lens. Figure 

4.2 shows a typical 2-grcup compact zoom lens (30-50mm f/4.7-8) in which the aperture 

stop is placed between the two moving lens groups (Ito et al., 1995). hi this specific 

example, the aperture stop moves along with the front group as the system is zoomed. 

The scenario is opposite to that of the previous 4-group zoom example. During zooming, 

only the lens group succeeding the aperture stop are differentially displaced with respect 

to the stop, therefore the entrance pupil remains stationary with respect to the front group 

while the exit pupil wanders along the optical axis in image space. 
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Figure 4.2 Compact two group zoom lens example (US Patent 5463499) 

Between the two situations, there is the case in which both entrance and exit 

pupils wander around as the system is zoomed. This is generally true when the apermre 

stop is "floating" between differentially moving front and rear groups. The stop may be 

stationary with respect to the image or moving in space. Figure 4.3 shows a 3-group 

"35nmi SLR standard zoom" example (40-100mm f/4.7-6.3) (Yamanashi, 1988) in which 

the aperture stop is part of the second lens group. Both lens groups preceding and 

succeeding the second, group move during zooming. 
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Figure 4.3 Compact three group zoom lens example (US Patent 

In ordinary photography or cinematography, the wandering of the entrance and/or 

exit pupil is generally not objectionable. In fact precise control of entrance and exit pupil 

locations in the design of most fixed-focus photographic "prime" objectives is largely 

insignificant. For a zoom lens, as long as undesirable mechanical vignetting does not 

occur at some zoom positions, pupil location control is similarly inconsequential. 

However, in some specialized applications in which pupil coupling has to be maintained, 

entrance and exit pupil stability are of great importance. Examples include zoom relay 

systems and zoom microscope tubes. 

It should be pointed out that certain control of exit pupil location is necessary for 

lenses designed for cameras with through-the-lens (TTL) metering and/or auto-focusing. 
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in which the exit pupil has to couple to the window of the detector module inside the 

camera. Nevertheless, precise entrance pupil location control is usually not required. 

Theoretically, a continuum of complete pupil stability in a zoom system cannot be 

achieved with only two moving lens components. However, extra care can be taken 

during the first order design stage to obtain various degree of pupil stability. Grey (1975) 

has shown analytically that a mechanically compensated zoom lenses with only two 

adjacent moving lens groups can be designed to image a fixed entrance pupil onto a fixed 

exit pupil at four discrete magnifications. U.S. Patent# 5383058 (Yonezawa, 1995) 

discloses several microscope "two-moving-group" relay system designs with relatively 

stable pupil. 

4.1.1 T wo-coniugate system 

In theory, a true mechanically compensated pancratic lens has to have at least two 

differentially moving lens groups. A compensator, in addition to the variator, is always 

needed to maintain the stability of the image plane (figure 4.4). On the other hand, a 

pancratic system with additional ability to maintain stability of a second pair of conjugate 

would require at least three differentially moving lens groups. Two compensators, in 

additional to the variator, are needed to maintain the stability of two image planes. 

Correspondingly, these two planes can be the image planes of the object and the aperture 

stop. Then a continuous stability of the images of the object and aperture can be obtained 

(figure 4.5). Such a system with two stable conjugates was first introduced as the "2-
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conjugate zoom lens" by H. H. Hopkins (1970). Hopkins developed the first order 

analytical formulation of the 2-conjugate system. 

Enp 
Exp 

Variator Compensator Variator Compensators 
Object Image Object Image 
plane plane plane plane 

Figure 4.4 Schematic diagram Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram 
of a regular zoom system of a 2-conjugate zoom system 

As mentioned in an earlier section, stability of the pupils is often not required in 

most photographic objective designs. Naturally applications of 2-conjugate zoom designs 

are limited. Though there is a revised interest in the design theory of 2-conjugate system 

recently, particularly in the field of modular sub-system designs in which the sub-systems 

have to be coupled to other optical devices. Yeh et al. (1996, 1997) presented a 

comprehensive first order theoretical discussion of the subject. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates an embodiment disclosed in U.S. Patent # 5383058 

(Yonezawa, 1995) with three moving lens groups. This system is a zoom microscope 

relay tube designed to couple an infinity corrected objective to the eyepiece. It has an 

external entrance pupil (first surface, SO, and a stable exit pupil located 332nmi beyond 

die image surface S;. 



Figure 4.6 Microcsope relay system example (US Pat 5383058) 

Despite the stability of pupils, pupil aberration issues associated with "single-

conjugate" systems also exist in 2-conjugate systems. In order words, first order pupil 

location stability does not necessarily imply well-mannered pupil abenational behavior. 

4.2 System f-number 

As mentioned in the previous section, a classical 4-group zoom lens (figure 4.1) 

with its aperture stop located within the stationary rear group has been generally the 

preferred design configuradon. Since all the optics following the stop are stationary, the 

exit pupil remains stationary in image space during a zooming operation. If the physical 

aperture stop size is fixed, the size of the exit pupil also remains invariant. Consequendy 

the image space NA (or f-number) stays constant over the zoom range. On the other 

hand, by virtue of the moving variator succeeding the aperture stop, the 2-group zoom 

example (figure 4.2) has a variable image space NA. In fact, depending upon the specific 
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design, system f-number of a zoom lens may or may not be constant throughout the zoom 

range. This is mostly dictated by the basic first order configuration of the design. 

Historically, zoom lenses were designed to have invariant image space NAs (fixed 

f-numbers) mainly because a constant f-number simplifies the problems associated with 

radiometric consideration or exposure control. Li a system with variable fixll aperture f-

number, separate calibration of the different aperture f-stops over the zoom range 

becomes necessary. However with the advent of "through-the-Iens" or TTL exposure 

metering method, the demand for invariant f-number systems is diminishing. In cameras 

with TTL metering, selection of either shutter speed or f-stop for correct exposure is done 

by measuring the actual light level transmitted through the lens. This compensatory 

method of setting the f-stop automatically resolves the aperture calibration problem and 

the necessity for aperture constancy in zoom lenses has greatly diminished. In turn, 

contemporary zoom lens design has become a less constrained problem. For the 

relatively new breed of compact zoom lenses, compactness is in fact achieved in part by 

allowing the system f-number to vary with zoom position. 

In the field of television-broadcasting, amateur camcorder and other electronic 

imaging applications, variable gain control of the detector arrays can also be utilized to 

compensate for the light loss due to varying image space NA. Nowadays, with the vast 

improvements in detector dynamic ranges and the advancements in optical design 

optimization routines, heavier weights are put on aberrational correction and aperture 
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constancy is often compromised. In order words, the constraint on image pupil NA is 

greatly relaxed for most contemporary zoom lens design problems. 

4.2.1 Constant f-number 

As the demand for aperture constancy is diminishing, zoom lenses with such 

properties have become more or less a novelty, at least in the field of amateur 

photography. However, they are common and largely necessary in the field of 

cinematography in which precise manipulation of f-number (or more appropriately, T-

number) is essential for predictable radiometry. Since shutter speed is essentially linked 

to film running speed, the f-stop is the only flexible exposure control on a movie camera. 

When a movie scene is shot with continuous zooming, generally no appreciable change of 

exposure is allowed. This can only be achieved by using a zoom lens with an invariant f-

number. Beside having a system with a stationary exit pupil, other corrective means can 

be employed. The two most common methods are: 

1) Mecham'cal compensation (figure 4.7) 

2) Electronic compensation (figure 4.8) 
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Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram 
of mechanical aperture compensation electronic aperture compensation 

4.2.1.1 Mechanical ataerture compensation 

Mechanical compensation scheme can be applied to control the aperture 

diaphragm size to overcome the variable f-stop problem (Home, 1975). Such a method 

requires an elaborate mechanical linkage between the zoom cam and aperture control 

device. A simultaneous correction of the aperture diaphragm is activated as the lens is 

zoomed. The result is a continuous compensation of the inherently varying system NA. 

This is often achieved in the expense of overall light gathering power in some zoom 

positions. For example, a 35-70mm zoom lens for the 35mm still camera format with a 

variable fiifl aperture speed of f/3.5 to f/4 can in theory be mechanically converted to a 

constant speed f/4 system. This is done by incorporating a coupling device that 

continuously closes the aperture diagram to f/4 at the wide angle zoom setting. In the 

language of the lens designer, this operation is equivalent to a continuously variable on-

axis vignetting. 
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4.2.1.2 Electronic/microprocessor aperture compensation 

The shortcoming of the aforementioned method is that the mechanical linkage 

between the aperture diaphragm and zooming control is necessarily complicated. 

Alternatively, an electronic compensation approach can be implemented. In this case the 

aperture diaphragm is controlled by stepper motors and the selection of f-stop is achieved 

electronically. Microprocessors can be used to execute precise aperture stop control. 

Actual f-stops at different zoom positions can be pre-calibrated and programmed in 

memory. If certain f-number at a specific zoom position is desired, the microprocessor 

will select the necessary stepper motor control signal by searching the look up table 

(LUT). 

Since the late 1980's, electronic compensation schemes have gained immense 

popularity as auto-focus mechanisms developed into a commercially viable technology. 

Currently, it is not unusual to find a camera lens with multiple stepper motors built-in for 

focusing and aperture control. 

4.3 Optimum aperture stop location 

Li a rotationally symmetric system which operates on-axis only, the exact apermre 

stop location is of little importance. The purpose of the aperture stop in any rotationally 

symmetric optical system is to limit the bundle of light that passes through the system. In 

an on-axis-only system, as long as the system NA is maintained, the aperture stop with 

the appropriate size can be placed in any convenient location along the opdcal axis. 
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However the placement of the stop becomes critical as a finite field size is established. 

The stop has to function as the limiting aperture simultaneously for all field angles. In 

paraxial theory, the aperture stop defines the location and direction of the paraxial chief 

ray. In a zoom lens in which the paraxial chief ray angle is a variable, the aperture stop 

placement becomes especially important. 

Besides aberrational concerns, the aperture location also affects radiometry and 

packaging. Occasionally, there may be other specific requirements in the design that 

dictate the aperture location. Naturally, the question arises: is there an optimal or natural 

location for the aperture stop? 

4.3.1 Radiometric concem 

As mentioned in the previous section, in the field of consumer still and video 

camera design in which electronic/microprocessor compensation are commonplace, 

aperture constancy is generally not required. However, stationary f-number systems are 

still prefened in the fields of professional photography and cinematography. Most often 

this is achieved by placing the stop at its natural stop position such that image space NA 

is stationary over the zoom range. In a classical 4-group zoom, the natural stop position 

resides within the rear group. 
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4.3.2 Packaging concern 

In terms of packaging design, we can also speak of a natural aperture position. In 

this case the natural stop position is the one that would maintain the most desirable 

packaging of the system. The quasi-symmetrical wide angle lenses (e.g. Biogon and 

Super Angulon) often have the aperture stop located in the middle of the system. This is 

the natural stop position in view of packaging. The incoming ray bundles of different 

FOV constrict and expand as they pass through the system. By placing the stop in the 

middle of the system, symmetry is achieved and we can maintain the smallest diameter 

for all of the elements without any artificial vignetting. A lot of compact zoom lenses 

which have relaxed constraints on image clearance follow a similar design trend. They 

are in reminiscence of the symmetrical Biogon wide angle lens type and are in effect 

"zooming Biogons". Several such systems for the 35mm still format are illustrated in the 

following: 

1) 31-87mm/4.I-8.2 three group zoom lens (Ruben, 1995)(figure 4.9) 

2) 21-35tnm/3.5-4.5 three group zoom lens (Takada, I994)(figure 4.L0) 

3) 15.5-27.3mm/4 four group zoom lens (Sato, 1994)(figure 4.11) 
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Figure 4.10 US Patent 5461512 Figure 4.9 US Patent 5371631 

Figure 4.11 US Patent 5329401 
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On the contrary, there are zoom lenses with stop locations which would be 

considered unusual by conventional lens design practice. Figure 4.12 and 4.13 show two 

highly asymmetrical designs: 

1) 39-82.6mm/4.4-6.6 three group compact zoom lens for 35mm still format (Betensky, 

1996b)(Figure 4.12) 

2) 78-l20mm/10 three group zoom lens for instant film format (Betensky, l996a)(Figure 

4.13) 

The wide angle compact zoom design depicted in figure 4.12 has its apermre stop 

placed immediately behind the weak front element/group in reminiscence of the old 

landscape lens. Image clearance is once again not an issue since such a lens is designed 

to be used in cameras with auxiliary viewfinder systems. Due to the modest zoom range 

and less aggressive FOV coverage, a much simpler construction can be used in 

comparison to the "zooming Biogon". In fact this design can be viewed as one half of a 

"zooming Biogon", achieving extraordinary compactness especially when it is in stow 

away position where all the lens groups collapse into a very small package. 
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Figure 4.13 US Patent 5485313 Figure 4.12 US Patent 5493448 

4.3.3 S pecific concern examples 

On the other hand, figure 4.13 shows a novel zoom lens design for the instant 

camera format with a stationary aperture stop located behind the last surface of the 

system. In this camera system for which this lens is speciJBcally designed, the reflex 

viewing system does not possess a focusing screen. Instead, the picture taking lens forms 

an aerial image which is then relayed to the viewing optics. The situation is analogous to 

that of a microscope in which the objective forms an intermediate aerial image which is 

then re-imaged by the eyepiece. A stationary exit pupil is therefore necessary to satisfy 

the pupil coupling requirement. Naturally, a traditional 4-group zoom lens seems to be a 

good solution, however with the relatively large image format, the resulting system would 

inevitably be buUsy. In addition, a very long image clearance is necessary to 
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accommodate the large reflex mirror. The design goal of this specific example is to have 

a minimum packaging size with a modest zoom range and aperture value. The most 

effective solution is to make use of the basic "stop-behind-the-lens" landscape lens layout 

which possess a formidable performance over the field at a relatively small image NA. 

This example clearly illustrates that first order stop location is very much dependent on 

the specific application requirements. 

4.4 Aberrational concem 

Third order aberration theory indicates that for a well corrected optical system, an 

axial displacement of the aperture stop from its nominal position does not upset the 

overall system aberration correction significantly. This is because the effect on 

aberrations upon a system pupil shift is a function of initial aberrations. If a system 

possesses little residual aberrations to begin with, its performance will not be sensitive to 

system pupil shift. However, the location of the stop has an immense effect on surface-

by-surface aberrational behavior. As mentioned in chapter 2, zoom lenses in theory 

cannot be corrected for a continuum of zoom positions, therefore the stop location will 

affect overall aberration correction. Once the first order layout and stop location are 

selected for a zoom lens, the aberrational behavior is somewhat determined. The 

variation of aberration will loosely foUow a certain trend dictated by the first order layout. 

Nevertheless, aberrational behavior as well as aberration variation can be altered by the 
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deliberate introduction of lens group aberrations. A detailed discussion on how selective 

lens group aberrations can be used to reduce aberration variation is given in chapter 6. 

Some modem compact zoom designs depart from the convention and have the 

aperture stops located away from the namral positions in view of aberration correction. 

First order packaging requirements often become the driver. Immediate aberrational 

concems are often compromised, in part dealt with by optimization and advanced 

technologies such as aspherical surfaces. Examples of such departure from the norm are 

the new types of highly asymmetrical zoom lenses depicted in figure 4.12 and 4.13. The 

asymmetry suggests that coma and distortion may be intrinsically difficult to correct. 

However both design examples employ aspherical surfaces as a means for aberration 

correction which is an indication of lens group aberration manipulation. 

4.5 Chapter summary 

A zoom lens is inherently a continuous multimode lens system. Although, the 

primary variable function of a zoom lens is magnification, other properties of the system 

also vary with zoom positions. Beside aberration, which is a subject to be dealt with in 

latter chapters, some important first order properties may also vary with zoom position. 

Among them, the aperture stop related properties are the most important to the designer. 

Both the pupil location and pupil size can be fimctions of zoom position. 

In general, we can classify contemporary mechanically compensated zoom lenses 

into three categories based on the first order pupil location consideration: 
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1) Classical 4-group zoom with fixed image space NA but floating entrance pupil 

2) Compact 2-group zoom with variable image space NA but fixed entrance pupil 

3) Compact 3-group/4-group zoom with variable image space NA and floating entrance 

pupil 

The choice among these different zoom lens configurations is dictated by the 

needs of the application. Often these are first order requirements like radiometry and 

packaging. Once the first order layout and stop location are selected, certain aberrational 

behavior is somewhat determined. This aberrational behavior is nevertheless alterable by 

the selective introduction of lens group aberrations. Details on the subject is discussed in 

chapter 6 and 7. 
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CHAPTERS 

PUPIL ABERRATION 

5.1 Pupil spherical aberration 

The imagery of a rotationally symmetric optical system is usually characterized by 

five Seidel aberration coefficients, namely spherical aberration (5/), coma (5//), 

astigmatism (5///), Petzval (5/v) and distortion (Sv). These five Seidel aberration terms are 

related to the wavefront aberration coefficients by the following equations; 

(5-1) 

(5-2) 

_l_ 

2 '  
(5.3) 

W220P = »which is the Petzal curvature, (5.4) 

^220 ' which is the sagittal field curvature and, (5.5) 

W,u = • (5-6) 

The use of five Seidel terms is necessary and sufficient to characterize the object-plane-

to-image-plane imagery up to third order. 
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Figure 5.1 Paraxial chief ray and marginal ray of an optical system 

There also exits a set of five pupil aberration coefficients with regard to pupil 

imagery (Wynne, 1952) (Herzberger, 1958)(Hoplcins, 1965)(Welford, 1991). This is with 

the entrance and exit pupils treated as object and image planes and reversing the roles of 

marginal and chief rays (figure 5.1). However, all 3rd order pupil aberrations except 

pupil spherical aberration (S,) can be expressed in terms of image Seidel coefficients. 

Wynne (1952) has shown the relationships between 3rd order image Seidel terms and 

pupil Seidel terms. The connection can be sunmiarized by the following equations: 

S,=S^, (5.7) 

=5v,-fl"A(«-) , (5.8) 

S„t=Sar-HA{uu) , (5-9) 

S^=S^ . ,  (5 .10)  

Sy=Su-HA(^u- ) ,  (5 .11)  

where the Largarange invariant is defined, as: 
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H = n{yu-yu) = yco-y(D , (5.12) 

and is the Seidel piston error. 

The other quantities are defined following the notation of Welford (1991): u is 

the paraxial marginal ray angle, Ti is the paraxial chief ray angle, n is the index of 

refraction and A(*) is the difference function which gives the difference of the value in 

the parenthesis before and after refraction at the surface. 

As we can see from the equalities, all pupil aberrations can be expressed in terms 

of image aberrations, except pupil spherical aberration (abbreviated as pupil SA), which 

is equivalent to 3rd order field dependent piston error: 

Among the five pupil aberrations, only pupil SA has a wavefront aberration 

interpretation. Namely pupil S A is . All other pupil aberration terms do not have 

any physical significance. Even though the mathematical treatment is simply an 

interchange of the roles of chief ray and marginal ray, such operation is not physical. 

Pupils are actually boundaries of the wavefront entering into and emerging from an 

optical system. In terms of ray theory, the pupil defines the bundle of rays that passes 

through the system. There is no actual physical "pupil object" located at the entrance 

pupil to be imaged to the exit pupil. However, if we imagine that a uniform ray grid is 

placed at the enttance pupil (figure 5.2), the conjugate of the ray grid will be imaged at 

the exit pupil. With a system with no pupil aberrations, such exit pupil grid image will be 

(5.13) 
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a scaled version of the ray grid at the entrance pupil. However, in a system with pupil 

aberrations, the exit pupil ray grid image will be "distorted" (figure 5.3). Because of this 

ray displacement phenomenon, pupil aberration is usually expressed as a transverse ray 

aberration rather than wavefront aberration. Often pupil aberration is loosely referred to 

as "pupil distortion". Nevertheless, a strict distinction should be established between the 

generic "pupil distortion" and third order pupil distortion Sy which is directly related to 

image coma : 

Sy =S„ -ffA(u-) . (5.14) 

7 
Figure 5.2 Entrance pupil 

ray grid 
Figure 5.3 Exit pupil ray grid 

showing pupil aberration 

The relations presented in equation 5.7 to 5.11 are derived with the assumption of 

planar pupil and image surfaces. Alternative equalities with extra geometrical terms can 

be derived when spherical pupil surfaces centered on the Gaussian object and image 

points are used instead. Figure 5.4 shows an unaberrated exit pupil while figure 5.5 

illustrates an exit pupil reference sphere with pupil aberration. The dotted lines represent 

the direction of rays as in an unaberrated pupil, which conform with the uniform ray grid 

similar to that shown in figure 5.2. The solid lines are the actual "aberrated" rays, 

emerging from the "distorted" ray grid as shown in figure 5.3. This alternative treatment 
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was discussed by H. H. Hopkins (1965) in details. In this perspective, pupil aberration 

can be described as the local direction cosine error of the wavefront. 

rmage point 

Exit pupil refeience sphere 

Figure 5.4 Spherical exit pupil 
with no pupil aberration 

Image point 

Exit pupil reference sphere 

Figure 5.5 Spherical exit pupil 
with pupil aberration 

5.1.1 Pupil spherical aberration stirface contribution 

For a rotational symmetrical system with spherical surfaces, the wavefront pupil 

SA is given by: 

1  —  1  — ,  f u ^  
(5.15) 

In comparison, image spherical aberration is given by. 

(5.16) 

Notice the similarity between the two definitions, with the exception of the interchange of 

non-barred variables and barred variables. This is simply an indication of the interchange 

of marginal ray and chief ray parameters that was mentioned earlier. 



It should be pointed out that according to the mathematical derivation, there also 

exists a pupil "piston error" termS„ , which is equivalent to spherical aberration S,. 

This is a marginal ray angle error as a function of aperture height, which is simply 

spherical aberration: 

Syr=Sr=SWo^,  (5 .17)  

5.1.2 Pupil spherical aberration - field dependent piston error 

One simple interpretation of pupil SA is that it is a field dependent pupil piston 

errors, as shown in equation x and depicted in figure 5.6. This is equivalent to a field 

dependent displacement of the pupil. If no other aberrations are present, pupil S A 

exhibits itself as a ctiief rav angle error on the image plane—an error relative to the 

paraxial chief ray angle. Pupil SA does not contribute to image degradation at the image 

plane directly, however it provides unique chief ray angle information. In other words, 

pupil S A is irrelevant in the discussion of static object-plane-to-image-plane imagery. 
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Figure 5.6 Effect of pupil SA on a perfect optical system 

When an optical system has only third order pupil SA, its wave aberration content 

can be written as: 

(5.18) 

The coimection between transverse ray aberration and wave aberration is approximated 

by the following equations: 

RdW 

n dXp ' 

RdW 
n dy. 

(5.19a) 

(5.19b) 
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Alternatively, we can express transverse ray aberration as the gradient of the wave 

aberration: 

e = --VW. (5.20) 
n 

With pure pupil SA, W is a function of H alone, therefore both e* and Ey are zero in the 

presence of pupil SA. Accordingly, pupil SA being a field dependent piston error does 

not contribute directly to ray aberration on the Gaussian image plane. In odier words, its 

presence does not degrade image plane resolution. For this reason, W400 is commonly 

treated as an unimportant mathematical term in the wave aberration power expansion 

(Herzberger, 1958) (Welford, 1991). However in order to characterize the third order 

aberration of a system completely, one has to include pupil S A in addition to the familiar 

five Seidel aberrations. 

5.1.3 Three dimensional imaging 

In most optical systems, the use of the familiar five Seidel aberration coefficients 

sufficiently describe the 3rd order aberration mapping between object surface and image 

surface. However, the five Seidel terms do not provide any definitive chief ray angle 

information. Figure 5.7 and 5.8 depict two otherwise identical perfect optical systems A 

and B, with different amount of exit pupil spherical aberration. Although perfect images 

are formed on the paraxial image planes, they are formed by rays with different incident 
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angles. In terms of wave theory, these two images are formed by different wavefronts 

propagating in different directions. 

If our interest is only limited to the image planes, the performances of systems A 

and B are identical. However, an infinitesimal displacement of the observation plane 

away from the paraxial image plane will reveal the angular difference of the chief rays. In 

terms of object-plane-to-image-plane imagery, systems A and B are identical. However, 

systems A and B are different in term of object-space-to-image-space imagery. 

f [mage 

Lens system —J A B 

I Optical axis J 

^ Paraxial 
image plane 

[mage formed by 
different rays 

Figure 5.7 Schematic of a perfect optical system Figure 5.8 A perfect optical 
system with pupil S A 

In effect, the inclusion of the pupil S A term allows us to describe the 3rd order aberration 

mapping between object space and image space. It is often overlooked that optical 

systems inherently form images of space and not merely planes or surfaces. Based on this 

idea of volume or three-dimensional (3-D) imaging, it is intuitive that aberration variation 

over a conjugate shift is dependent on pupil S A. In fact the conjugate shift analysis is 

simply a one-dimensional sampling of the 3-D object-space-to-image-space imagery of 

the system. A detail discussion of conjugate shift in relation to moving zoom lens group 

will be presented in subsequent sections. 
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5.1.4 Three dimensional perspective 

Related to 3-D volume imaging but by itself not an aberrational concern, 

perspective parallax within the depth-of-field can also be affected by pupil S A (Fallah 

and Maxwell, 1996). Center of perspective is generally defined by the chief ray direction 

in space. Since pupil SA is a chief ray angle error, it directly affects the position of the 

center of perspective in the three-dimensional image space. Figure 5.9 and 5.10 show the 

perfect optical systems A and B, with different amount of exit pupil S A. Although the 

chief ray intercepts on the paraxial image plane have the same ray heights, due to the 

difference in chief ray angle, the centers of perspective as seen on an out-of-focus plane 

have different heights. 

rmage 

Lens system 

Paraxial 
image plane Optical axis 

Image fornied by different 
rays, results in different 
perspective parallax. Center of perspective 

Figure 5.9 Schematic of the center of perspective 
of a perfect opdcal system 

Figure 5.10 A perfect optical 
system with pupil S A 

In a zoom lens, system pupil S A can have a profound effect on the behavior of 3-

D perspective variation over the zoom range. Together with focal length, variation, 

prindple planes and entrance pupil location shifts, system pupil SA has to be carefully 

controlled in order to maintain a natural 3-D perspective variation. This is of particular 
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importance in the design of zoom lenses used in cinematography and other video 

applications. 

5.2 Induced aberration 

Although pupil SA does not affect image aberration directly on a fixed image 

surface, it interacts with other third order aberrations and results in higher order induced 

aberrations. The subject of induced aberration has been discussed by Shafer (1985) 

(1991). Furthermore, Hoffman (1993) investigated the theory of induced aberration and 

showed mathematically that induced aberrations are caused by pupil aberrations. Figure 

5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 sunmiarize some of Hoffman's findings with respect to pupil SA. 

Appendix E provides a listing of the equations that show the connection between higher 

order induced aberration and third order aberration in details. 

interacuon 

result result 

3rd order 
pupil SA 

3rd order 
pupil SA 

3rd order coma 3rd order astig 
& 3rd order FC 

Sth order induced 
distortioa 

Sth order induced 
FC & astig 

Figure 5.11 Interaction among Figure 5.12 Interaction between 
3rd order astigmatism, field curvature 3rd order coma 

and pupil spherical aberration and pupil spherical aberration 
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interacuon 

result 

3rd order 
p u p i l  S A  

Sth order induced 
elliptical coma 

3rd order S A 

Figure 5.13 Interaction between 
Srd order spherical aberration 
and pupil spherical aberration 

5.2.1 Definitions of intrinsic and induced aberration 

Intrinsic aberration is defined as the aberration introduced upon an optical surface 

by an unaberrated incoming wavefront. As the name implied, intrinsic aberration is 

inherent to the optical surface/system. All third order aberrations are intrinsic. 

Induced aberration is a higher order aberration caused by the propagation of lower order 

aberration through an optical surface or system with an aberrated pupil mapping. Only 

lower order aberration can induce higher order aberrations. Unlike intrinsic aberration 

which is inherent to the optical surface/system, induced aberration comes about as a 

consequence when an aberrated wavefront passes through the surface/system. Details on 

the subject can be found in the dissertation work done by Hoffman (1993). 

5.3 Conjugate and pupil shifts 

Classical aberration theory indicates that pupil S A plays a significant role in 

aberration variations due to conjugate shift and pupil shift. The subject has been 

thoroughly discussed by several authors (Wynne, 1952)(Herzberger, 1958)(Welford, 
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l991)(Kidger, 1996). In a zoom lens, individual lens groups experience both conjugate 

shift and pupil shift during a zooming operation. Naturally, there is a connection between 

pupil SA correction and zoom lens aberrational design. Cox (1997a) (1997b) has pointed 

out that pupil S A plays an important role in variator lens group design mainly because the 

variator experiences the greatest amount of conjugate shift and carries most of the 

magnification changes within the complete zoom system. 

5.4 The connection between pupil spherical aberration and zoom lenses 

In the following sections, the connection between pupil S A and zoom lens design 

will be discussed in further details. In summary, the role of pupil SA in controlling zoom 

lens image aberration can be characterized into two effects: 

1) Static effect: Interaction between pupil SA and 3rd order field curvature, results in 

higher order induced distortion, which can be used to balance 3rd order distortion. 

2) Dynamic effect: Deliberate introduction of group pupil S A to balance aberration 

changes due to conjugate shift and pupil shift. Pupil S A itself changes with pupil shift. 

5.4.1 Static effect: induced distortion due to pupil spherical aberration 

Hofftnan (1993) has shown that 5th order induced distortion is due to an 

interaction among 3rd order FC, astigmatism and pupil SA (figure 5.11). Without going 

into a rigorous mathematical proof, this interaction can be explained graphically. To 

simplify the explanation, assume that no astigmatism nor 3rd order distortion are present. 
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Figure 5.14 is a schematic diagram showing an optical system with FC and pupil SA. 

The real chief ray intersects the Petzval surface at the same location as the paraxial chief 

ray predicts and a perfect image is fonned on the Petzval surface. Since image aberration 

is measured on a flat image plane, induced distortion is detected. 

I 

V Induced 
distortion 

V Image plane 

Real exit pupil axial location 

Paraxial exit pupil axial location 

Figure 5.14 Effect of pupil SA on an optical system 
with third order FC: induced distortion 

Naturally, this induced distortion can be used to correct 3rd order intrinsic 

distortion in a system. This is illustrated in figure 5.15. In this case, the system has 

intrinsic distortion which is detected on the Petzval surface. In the presence of pupa SA, 

distortion is canceled on the flat image plane. 

Petzval surface 

chief ray 

Ooacal 

Paraxial chief ray 
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V Balanced 
distortion 

V Image plane 

Real exit pupil axial location 

Paraxial exit pupil axial location 

Figure 5.15 Effect of pupil SA on an optical system 
with third order FC balancing third order distortion 

5.4.1.1 Interaction between pupil spherical aberration and field curvature 

In order to demonstrate the induced distortion effect, a simple ray trace 

experiment is carried out. A two group lens system of the positive-negative construction 

is setup using two perfect lens modules. The first order properties of the system follow 

that of an existing patent design: US 5434712 (Ito, 1995). Figure 5.16 and 5.17 show the 

layout of the system and the uneventful field and distortion plots. 

Petzval surface 

Intrinsic distortion 

Real chief ray 

Optical axis ^ 

Paraxial chief ray 
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Modular design with perfect front and rear groups: 

se«l*t 1.40 ace iS«>Jvl-97 
P«cC«et aodul** 

Figure 5.16 Figure 5.17 

Initially an arbitrary amount of pure 3rd order FC is "dialed-in" the rear group 

module (figure 5.18). Beside FC, a very slight amount of higher order induced 

astigmatism is found, but there is no trace of distortion (figure 5.19). 

Modular design with 3rd order field curvature (FC) put in the rear group: 

Figure 5.18 Figure 5.19 

Then some positive pupil S A is added to the rear group (figure 5.20). The resiilt is 

negative induced distortion as shown in figure 5.21. 
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Modular design with FC and positive pupil SA put in the rear group: 

FC 
perfect pupil SA 

PC «Kl *«• pwpll M iSkI M*i*t i.ia Mr 
rc anil pvpil SA (Slid tfpt 

Figure 5.20 Figure 5.21 

Alternatively, when negative pupil SA is introduced to the rear group instead (fipre 

5.22), positive induced distortion is obtained (figure 5.23). 

Modular design with FC and negative pupil S A put in the rear group: 

FC 
perfect pupil SA 

Figure 5.22 Figure 5.23 

Assuming that the system has residual 3rd order distortion as shown in figure 5.25, 

simulated by speci^dng distortion in the rear group (figure 5.24), an appropriate amount 

of FC and pupil S A can be added to the rear group to cancel full field distortion as shown 

on figure 5.27. 
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Module with 3rd order distortion in the rear group : 

no^l« Mith disc ce4i«i 1.4Q nt 

rlM WW 

Figure 5,24 Figure 5.25 

Modular design with FC, negative pupil S A and. distortion put in the rear group: 

dist 
perfect FC 

pupil S A 

fC. pupil SA and diac (2Dd (Tpt l.ao ate L3->n4i-r? 

Figure 5.26 Figure 5.27 

The "dogleg" shape of the distortion curve indicates that the correctioa achieved 

is a balance between higher and lower order distortion (figure 5.27). Specifically, we 

have pupil S A induced 5th order distortion balancing intrinsic 3rd order distortion. 

Obviously, induced 5th order distortion is not unique to static fixed-focus 

systems, it arises ia zoom lenses as well. However, in a zoom lens, as we explain in the 

next section, pupil S A varies during a zooming, consequently the amount of induced 
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distortion ciianges. When used with care, this dynamically induced distortion can be used 

to balance lower order residual distortion at the two extreme zoom positions, thereby 

limiting the distortion variation over the zoom range. 

5.4.2 Dynamic effects: conjugate shift and pupil shift 

As we mentioned previously, individual lens groups in a zoom lens experience 

both conjugate shift and pupil shift during zooming. The result is that aberrations change 

in a complicated way over the zoom range. 

5.4.2.1 Conjugate shift 

Following the notation given by Welford (1991), the Seidel aberration terms 

under a conjugate shift can be expressed by the following equations: 

5; =S,+ (4S„ - HAiu-))e + i6S„i -3HAiuu) + 2S^)e" + (45^ -  3HAiu))£^ + Sr£*, 

(5.21) 

5; =S,i -hOSj,, -HA(̂ uu))e + (3Sy -2HA(u' ) ) P  +S,e\ (5.22) 

Sill =5+ (25), — HA{u ))£ + 5 ̂ e , (5.23) 

tv ~ 'J/V ' (5.24) 

Sy — Sy + S [£ , (5.25) 

where e is the conjugate shift parameter-

Pupil SA on the order hand is invariant of conjugate shift: 
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S,=S,. (5.26) 

It is readily seen that all 3rd order image aberrations except Petzval curvature depend on 

pupil SA. In particular, distortion is affected by conjugate change only in die presence of 

pupil SA. If 5/ = 0 , then distortion is invariant of conjugate shift. An intuitive graphical 

explanation is given in figure 5.25 and 5.26. Figure 5.25 shows a system with intrinsic 

distortion. 

Distortion after conjugate shift; 
(%dist remains the same) 

Paraxial chief ray 

Real chief ray 

Ondcal axis 

Distortion 
before 
conjugate 
shift 

Original 
Image plane 

Image plane 
after 
conjugate shift 

Paraxial exit pupE axial locatioa 

Real exit pupil axial location V Movement of 
image plane due 
to conjugate shift 

Figure 5.28 Distortion in an optical system and the effect of conjugate shift 

Though under the influence of a conjugate shift, relative percentage distortion remains. 

Conversely, when pupil SA is present (figure 5.26), an axial shift of the image plane wiU. 

reveal the chief ray angle error and the outcome is distortion on the shifted image plane. 
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Distortion 
generated due to 
conjugate shift 

Paraxial chief ray 
Original 
Image plane 

Real chief ray 
[mage plane 
after 
conjugate shift Optical axis 

Real exit pupil axial location Movement of 
image plane due 
to conjugate shift Paraxial exit pupil axial location 

Figure 5.29 Effect of pupil S A on a perfect optical system (with no FC) 
under a conjugate shift: distortion being generated 

5.4.2.2 Pupil shift 

For the consideration of pupil shift, we have the following equations: 

, (5.27) 

S^,=S„-i-S,£ , (5.28) 

Sm = S„[ +25„e -tSiB-, (5-29) 

(5.30) 

+{s.iy +3S„j)£+3Sae'-i-S,e', (5.31) 
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where e is the pupil shift parameter. Although none of the image Seidel aberration terms 

depend on S /, 5 ̂ itself is a function of pupil shift: 

S" =S, +(45,, -3H^(u))e +{6S,„ -3HAiuu)+2S^)e^ +(^3,, -+S,e*. 

(5.32) 

This is an important fact. It shows that the induced distortion discussed previously is in 

tum a function of pupil shift. In other words, the 5th order induced distortion in a zoom 

lens is a function of zoom position. 

5.4.2.3 Experiment showing the combination effect of pupil shift and induced distortion 

A ray trace experiment is carried out to illustrate how distortion is influenced by 

pupil SA under conjugate shift and pupil shift using module lenses. Spherical aberration 

and coma are ignored, and the analysis concentrates on distortion behavior. The same 

two-group modular lens presented earlier is used, however it is now allowed to zoom 

(figure 5.27). The aperture stop is defined to be part of the front group. Three zoom 

positions are setup, and all the intrinsic aberrations are defined with reference to the 

intermediate zoom position (zp2), which is defined as the nominal position. Tables 1 and 

2 show the group magnification and pupil magnification variations of the two lens group 

over the zoom range. 
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zpl 

zp2 
(nominal) 

zp3 

gpl gp2 

f= 39.20 

f=50.23 

f=60.23 

perfect module ac zp2 fflcc is-Jui-gT 

Figure 5.30 Layout of the a group modular zoom system 

Table 5.1 Table 5.2 

gp I group mag pupil mag 
zp 1 O.OOOOOO 0.946840 
zp 2 0.000000 0.946840 
zp 3 O.OOOOOO 0.946840 

gp2  group mag pupil mag 
zp I 1.567280 0.639177 
zp2  2.008325 0.702054 
zp3  2.308061 0.745303 

Initially, the two modules are setup to be perfect, i.e. no intrinsic aberration at the 

nominal position as shown in figure 5.29. As the system is zoomed, the rear group moves 

away from its nominal location and experiences simultaneously a conjugate shift and a 

pupil shift (as illustrated in table 5.2), and aberrations arise consequently (figures 5.28 

and 5.30). 
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Table 5.3 

FC dist pupil SA 

gp I 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 
gp2 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 

Table 5.4 

% dist f I f2 f3 
zp I 0.0000 0.6147 1.1786 
zp 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
zp3  0.0000 0.0649 0.1320 

Perfect zoom system with no aberration on either groups: 

Figure 5.31 
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cumru 3XST0RXDH 

\ 1 

zp3 \1 

... 

p«r£«ec aodulM ac. xp2 WiCIHUB J ue l3-JUi-*7 

Figure 5.32 Figure 5.33 

Figures 5.31,5.32 and 5.33 show the situation when positive intrinsic pupil SA is 

explicitly put in the rear group. At the nominal position, no aberration is detected (figure 

5.32). However, when the system is zoomed, distortion changes from 4.9% at zpl to -

0.6% at zp2. 
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Table 5.5 Table 5.6 

Intrinsic FC dist pupil SA 
gp 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
gp2 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOlO 

% dist f I f2 f3 
zp I 0.0000 3.0050 4.8900 
zp 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
zp 3 0.0000 -0.3446 -0.5942 

Performance of the zoom design with positive pupil SA put in the 2nd group: 

'V pupil f« in Sad group 

Figure 5.34 

zp2 

•v« pupil SA 121 lad group Misir cm 2 Bce iS'Jui.-rr 

zp3 \ 1 

•V pupil M in lad group 

Figure 5.35 Figure 5.36 

Alternatively, when negative intrinsic pupil SA is put in the rear group (figure 5.34,5.35, 

5.36), distortion changes from -2.6% to 0.9%. In order words, the sign of the rate of 

change of distortion has flipped compared with the previous case. This is an important 

result: it clearly shows that pupil S A can be used to alter the behavior of distortion 
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variation. By changing the only the pupil S A content of the second lens group, distortion 

variation has changes from positive-to-negative to negative-to-positive. 

Since the apparent pupil SA is changing as the system is zoomed, the contribution 

of higher order induced distortion (discussed in the previous section) is also changing. 

The overall effect is a mixture of 3rd order distortion and 5th order induced distortion 

varying over the zoom range. This is most evident in figure 5.37, in which the shape of 

the distortion curve shows both lower order and higher order components. A comparison 

between figure 5.34 and figure 5.37 also indicates that 5th order induced astigmatism is 

present due to the amount of intrinsic pupil S A we have introduced. This is in agreement 

with the result stated in figure 5.12. 

Table 5.7 Table 5.8 

intrinsic FC dist puDil SA 

gp 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
gp2 0.0000 o.oooo -0.0010 

% dist f 1 f2 f3 
zp 1 0.0000 -1.7606 -2.5629 
zp 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
zp 3 0.0000 0.4727 0.8532 

Performance of the zoom design with negative Pupil S A put in the 2nd group: 

Figure 5.37 
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Figure 5.38 Figure 5.39 

5.4.3 Real stop shift and pupil shift 

It should be pointed out that in a practical zoom system, the Lagrange invariant is 

not necessarily constant over the zoom range, consequently the aforementioned conjugate 

shift and pupil shift equations cannot be applied directly. Figure 5.30 clearly shows ±at 

the front group "sees" a different field angle at different zoom positions. Although the 

front group experiences no conjugate shift nor pupil shift, its acmal aberration 

contribution does change throughout the zoom range due to the changes in local FO V and 

NA. A more thorough analysis would have to include some dynamic scaling of the 

Lagrange invariant. Such theory has been developed in the form of matrix algebra and 

implemented in the aberrational design of practical zoom systems by Yamaji (1967). 

Unfortunately, the inclusion of this dynamic scaling leads to rather complicated 

mathematical expressions and it tends to diminish any possibilities to gain any useful 

qualitative insights. Nevertheless, a non-constant Lagrange invariant does not invalidate 

our discussion. Basic aberration, variations still follow the prediction given by the simple 

analysis. 
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As a demonstration of how scaling of the Largrange invariant affects the result of 

pupil shift analysis, a study was carried out and the result is presented in appendix C. The 

findings show that the major difference is due to the f-number scaling of the surface in 

question. 

5.5 Qiapter summary 

Parallel to the familiar five Seidei aberrations, there also exists a set of five pupil 

aberrations that describes third order pupil imagery. However, these terms are not 

entirely independent of the image Seidels. Except for pupil spherical aberration (pupil 

SA), all other pupil aberrations can be expressed in terms of image Seidels. Pupil S A is 

in fact a field dependent piston error that is often disregarded in the wavefiront expansion. 

This is somewhat justifiable since pupil SA does not contribute to image resolution 

directly. However, it is a essential parameter in conjugate and pupil shift analysis. It is 

also one of the causes of higher order induced aberrations. 

In a zoom lens in which individual lens groups experience continuous conjugate 

and pupil shifts during zooming, lens group intrinsic pupil SA obviously plays a 

significant role in the system overall aberration correction. Particularly, in distortion and 

distortion variation control. The role of lens group pupil in this regard can be 

characterized into two effects: 
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1) Static effect; interaction between pupil SA and 3rd order field curvature, results in 

higher order induced distortion, which can be used to balance residual 3rd order distortion 

inherent in the zoom lens. 

2) Dynamic effect: deliberate introduction of pupil S A to balance aberration variation due 

to conjugate shift and pupil shift. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RAY TRACE EXPERIMENTS 

6.1 Introduction 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of using lens modules in aberrational 

design of zoom lenses, numerous ray trace experiments were conducted throughout the 

course of the research. In summary, the studies were conducted to: 

1) demonstrate the effectiveness of using lens module aberration contents as variables for 

optimization, 

2) explain the inner workings of a zoom lens in terms of lens group aberration contents. 

Within the framework of the dissertation and to be more specific, the studies were carried 

out to illustrate: 

1) the importance of lens group pupil S A as an optimization variable, 

2) the dependence of system distortion performance widi respect to individual lens group 

aberration contents, 

3) particularly the distortion dependency on lens group pupil SA, 

4) the distortion variation dependency. 

5) field curvature and astigmatism dependencies. 
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6.2 Selection of examples 

Altogether about 300 zoom lens patents were collected. About 40 of the patent 

designs were selected and used for the experiments. These patents are all representative 

of the common zoom lens configuration types. They include: 

1) the classical four group zoom lens with constant f-number, 

2) the compact two group "telephoto" zoom lens with an average zoom range of 2x, 

3) the compact zoom lens with extended zoom range IVix and beyond. 

The selection of these three zoom lens types follows the classification presented in 

chapter 4 in which the lens types are empirically categorized based on their distinctively 

different first order layouts. They represent three different classes of zoom lens 

aberrational behavior. Due to space limitation, only five representative design examples 

are presented in this chapter. The results are discussed in details. The following is the 

lists of the examples: 

1) Two group compact zoom lens, 36-68mm f/4.1-7.7 (Ohtake, 1995). 

2) Two group compact zoom lens, 36.5-67mm f/5.6-7.41(Lin, 1996). 

3) Two group compact zoom lens with a weak front element, 39-82.6mm f/4.4-6.8 

(Betensky, 1996b). 

4) Classical four group constant f-number zoom lens, 80-l93mm f/4.5 (Betensky, 1983). 

5) Three group compact zoom lens with an extended zoom range, 39-102mm fi'4-8 

(Shibayama et al, 1995). 
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6.3 Procedures 

The selected patent example prescription data is input into the lens design code. 

The actual system is then converted to a lens module design using a conversion macro 

(appendix A). Three zoom positions are setup, with the middle zoom position selected as 

the nominal zoom position. The lens modules are set to be perfect, i.e. with no 

aberrations at the nominal position. All the other first order properties of the system are 

preserved, which also include the detail first order properties of the individual lens 

groups. The "lens-module-equivalent" system is then stopped down reasonably (often 

one to two stops of the original prescription). Field of view is also reduced, up to a half 

of the design specification to reduce effects of higher order aberrations. 

The lens module aberration contents are then selectively set to be variables for 

optimization. The "Global Synthesis" optimization routine in CodeV is used to generate 

different solutions. The default minimum RMS transverse ray aberration error function is 

used. Specific distortion constraints are also applied. On average, a typical global 

optimization run lasts for around 24 hours. The generated solutions are then examined. 

Several representative examples are discussed in details in this chapter. 

6.4 Design targets 

Since the lens module aberrational design procedure is an intermediate stage in 

the entire design process, image performance of a lens module solution often does not 

meet the final design targets. It is in fact not required since re-optimizations will be 
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carried out in subsequent design stages to "fine tune" the overall system performance. 

However, regardless of the magnitude of the residual aberrations, the "intermediate" 

solutions give important insights on the interaction of lens group aberration contents. 

These relatively large amount of residual aberrations are indeed desirable as any trends in 

aberration behavior can therefore be detected to substantiate any conclusions. 

Since the main attention in the research is in the investigation of distortion 

behavior of zoom lenses, the performance of each individual solution is represented by 

distortion plots complemented by astigmatic field plots. As image resolution is not our 

major concern at this stage, ray fan, OPD plot, MTF plots are not presented. 

Nevertheless, image resolution is in part controlled to a certain degree by the default 

error function. This essentially ensures that the solution obtained by using the global 

optimization routine give the best possible image resolution, though it is often poor by 

conventional standard. 

6.5 Data presentation 

The data presented ia this chapter follow a prescribed, format. The following page 

is an excerpt that illustrates this specific format. The "module-equivalent" system layout 

is first presented (figure 6.1), followed fay the Usting of the module specifications (table 

6.2), i.e. the aberration contents (mco cl 1, cl2,c27) of the individual lens modules. 

The bold face serial number "C-6-3" next to the layout plot is the identification of the 

lens. The numbering system is discussed in the following section. The individual lens 
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modules are labeled by the surface numbers. Three field aberration plots are printed 

below (figure 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4), representing the field performance of the system at three 

different zoom positions. 

For some examples which are starting points of specific optimization runs, the 

lens module first order specifications are also listed. Since the subsequent optimization 

solutions have the same first order properties, the listing is thereafter omitted. The 

following is an example: 

Table 6.1 Example module specification 

svtr MFL MRD MFF MBF MEN MFD MED 

1 -514 .24132 l.Oe-010 5oa .33993 -521 .08401 1 .44401 1.00000 1 .00000 
4 23 .82490 0.04691 -18 .02220 24 .97105 -7 .00976 1.00000 1 .00000 
S -28 .13570 -2.28459 34 .81420 -27 .73123 -25 .03337 1.00000 1 .00000 

The quantities are module effective focal length (MFL), module reduction ratio 

(MRD), module front focal plane location (MFF), module back focal plane location 

(MBF), module entrance pupil location (MEN), module field size (MFD) and module 

entrance pupil diameter (MED) respectively. These quantities were explained in greater 

details in chapter 3. 
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6.5.1 Example page 

Figure 6.1,6.2. 6.3,6.4 and table 6.2 

System layout 

:«.» m 
i»amt.txaamt i-
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6.6 Lens labeling system 

Altogether 21 different optimization experiments are presented in the chapter. 

There are a total of 59 solutions to be considered. The different solutions are given 

"serial numbers" for identification. The different patent design configurations are 

identified with different alphabets: 

Table 6.3 List of experiments 

Two group compact zoom lens, 36-68tnm &4.1-7.7 A 
Two group compact zoom lens, 36.5-67mm fi'5.6-7.41 B 
Two plus one group compact zoom lens, 39-82.6mm C4.4-6.8 C 
Classical four group zoom lens, 80-193mm &4.5 D 
Three group compact zoom lens, 39-l02mm f/4-8 E 

The number of the optimization run is labeled by the number followed by another 

number indicating the specific solution. For instance: C-6-3 would identify the number 3 

solution of the 6'*' optimization run based on the two plus one group compact zoom 

design. The perfect lens module equivalents are labeled as A-0-0, B-0-0,... etc.. On the 

other hand, the optimization experiments are labeled as A-1, A-2,..., B-1,... etc.. 
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6.1 List of experiments 

The following table lists all the optimization experiments presented in this 

chapter. 

Table 6.4 List of experinient (cont.) 

Patent Label Optimization variables Distortion Number of 
design (lens module aberration coefficients) constraint solutions 

A A-1 All lens module aberration coefficients >-3%. <3% 1 
A A.2 All lens module aberration coefflcients >-5%, <5% 1 
A A.3 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of first lens group >-3%, <3% I 
A A-4 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of first lens group >-5%, <5% I 
B B-1 All lens module aberration coefficients >-3%, <3% 2 
B B-2 All lens module aberration coefficients >-5%, <5% 3 
B B-3 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of first lens group >-3%, <3% 1 
B B-4 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of first lens group >-5%. <5% L 
C C-1 All except first lens group remains perfect >-2%, <2% 2 
C C-2 All except first lens group remains perfect >-5%, <5% 2 
C C-3 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of first lens group >-2%, <2% 6 
C C-4 Only pupil spherical mco c27 >-2%, <2% I 
C C-S Only pupil spherical mco c27 >-5%. <5% 3 
C C.6 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of all lens groups >-2%, <2% 5 
C C-7 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of all lens groups >-5%, <5% 2 
D D-1 All lens module aberration coefficients >-3%, <3% 3 
D D-2 All lens module aberration coefficients >-5%, <5% 4 
D D-3 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of first lens group >-3%. <3% 4 
D D-4 All except pupil spherical mco c27 of first lens group >-5%. <5% 5 
E E-1 All except first lens group remains perfect >-2%, <2% 5 
E E-2 All except first lens group remains perfect >-5%. <5% 6 
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36-68/4.1-7.7 Nikon a PAT 5479295 

Figure 6.5 Compact two group zoom lens (A) 

6.8.1 Discussion on the patent design 

The first patent design selected is a 35nmi format compact two group zoom 

design (Ohtake, 1995). It has a modest zoom range of 36-68mm with a variable f-number 

range of 4.1 to 7.7. The nominal zoom position is chosen to be at f=50.26mm. This is a 

contemporary "telephoto" type compact design possessing two moving lens groups. 

Figure 6.5 shows the layout of the system. The aperture stop is situated around the 

middle of the system as part of the first lens group. 

The zoom group first order properties are tabulated in the following: 
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Table 6.5 Lens group first order properties (A) 

surface 

1- 8 
9-12 

STO 

group 

1 
2 

group EFY 

26.006337 
-25.974211 

group THI 

15.320000 
8.540000 

group PP 

10.192888 
6.344323 

group PP' 

-1.132863 
-0.123437 

The group magnification variation across tlie zoom range is tabulated in the following: 

Table 6.6 Lens group first order properties (A) 

Entrance pupil location is measured £rom the front surface of zoom group 
Exit pupil location is measured from the last surface of zoom group 

surface group pos 

1- 8 STO 1 
1- 8 STO 1 
1- a STO 1 

9-12 
9-12 
9-12 

group mag 

O.OOOOOO 
O.OOOOOO 
O.OOOOOO 

1.391394 
2.008810 
2.633911 

pupil mag 

0.956439 
0.956439 
0.956439 

0.596543 
0.677961 
0.747784 

ent pupil 

11.377347 
11.377347 
11.377347 

-11.222700 
-5.993700 
-2.416400 

exp pupil 

5.09e-015 
2.49e-015 
2.02e-015 

-10.602919 
-8.488139 
-6.674561 

The system resembles the classic telephoto lens configuration: a positive front 

group (f=26.00mm) followed by a negative rear group (f=-25.97nun). The second group 

acts as the variator. It carries a magnification change from L39 to 2.63. This is the most 

common configuration for compact zoom systems with relatively small zoom range at 

around L8x. Any system with a higher zoom range would generally require a third 

moving group. It should be pointed out that the designer utilized only one aspherical 

surface to achieve the final correction. The concave aspheric surface is located at the first 

surface of the rear group. 

The field performance of the original patent design is illustrated in figure 6.6,6.7 

and 6.9. The distortion plots have a full scale of 5% and the astigmatic field plots have a 

fiiU scale of 2mm. All subsequent plots in this section have the same scales. The system 
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field curvature and astigmatism are fairly stationary over the zoom range while distortion 

varies from +2.5% to 0%. The distortion variation behavior is somewhat skewed to the 

wide-angle end of the zoom range. 

Figure 6.6 Figure 6.7 
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For the optimization experiments, the patent example is converted to a modular 

system. The field of view is reduced down to 70% of the actual design value. AU first 

order properties of the lens groups are preserved. 

The following page presents the field performance of the perfect module system. 

The values of mco cl 1 through mco c27 are all zeros. As anticipated, the performance is 

almost perfect at the nominal zoom position with only a slight trace of field curvature and 
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astigmatism. However at the two ends of the zoom range, aberrations come in because 

the second lens group is no longer operating at its intended working conditions. Both the 

group magnification and pupil magnification are changed. In other words, the zoom 

group experiences both conjugate shift and pupil shift. 

Distortion variation remains skewed towards the wide-angle zoom position, 

similar to the behavior of the original patent design. This is an indication that third order 

distortion behavior is in some degree inherent to the first order layout of the system. As 

we can see from the distortion plots of the perfect module setup A-0-0, lower order 

distortion is the dominating residual. In comparison, the original patent design has a very 

similar lower order distortion behavior despite the higher order balancing. Figure 6.6 

clearly shows the difference when a negative amount of higher order distortion is present. 

This is of course not surprising since the patent design is presumed to be a well balanced 

system. 
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Figure 6.9, 6.10, 6.11,6.12 and table 6.7 
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6.8.2 Experiment A-1 

The first global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 3% 

across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of change of distortion are 

imposed. All module aberration coefficients of both groups are allowed to vary. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 6 minutes. 

Table 6.8 Global optimization result (A-1) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
EHHOR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AOTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 73.95SS8483 1 / 11 1.98 
LENS1.LEN(2) SO.75239485 2/3 5.45 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME 7AL0E ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

1 LENSl 50.75239485 2 A-1-1 

Only one distinct solution is found. The following page presents the field 

performance of the system. 

Solution A-1-1 represents an interesting phenomenon. At the wide-angle end of 

the zoom range, the far off-axis rays appear to be twisted after the first module. This 

implies that there is substantial system pupil aberration in the system. The system 

entrance pupil also seems to be located weE in firont of the lens. Although the layout is a 

bit unusual to the observer, nevertheless the effect is a correct one. Since all the lens 

modules are represented by eikonal functions, the phenomenon is mathematically 

possible. However, this is not encountered often in real lenses because a lens group may 

not be easily designed with the prescribed eikonal function, in particular with enormous 
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amount of pupil S A (mcO c27). The problem associated with flexibility of pupil SA 

control in an actual lens group will be discussed in details in chapter 7. 

From the field curve plots, we recognize immediately the presence of higher order 

field curvature and astigmatism. Since all lens modules are specified only up to third 

order, the system is theoretically free from intrinsic higher order aberrations. Any 

residual higher order aberrations are actually induced aberrations. Once again, the higher 

order aberration balancing as shown in the field plots further substantiates the argument 

that higher order aberration correction is vital in zoom lens design regardless of system 

speed (chapter 2). 

Another interesting obsers'ation is in the distortion variation. For solution A-1-1, 

the maximum distortion varies from -3% to -0.1%. In comparison, the perfect module 

system A-0-0 has its distortion vary from +4% to +0.1%. The rate of change of distortion 

as a function of zoom position has flipped sign once deliberate lens group aberrations are 

introduced (A-1-1). This indicates that the distortion behavior, even though inherent in 

the first order layout of a zoom lens, is "modifiable" by explicit lens group aberration 

control. This is in agreement with the result shown in section 5.4.2.3. 
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•igure 6.13, 6.14,6.15,6.16 and table 6.9 
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6.8.3 Experiment A-2 

The second global optirm'zation is similar to the first one. It is done using the 

default RMS transverse ray aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum 

percentage distortion of 5% across the entire field. No specific consnraints on the rate of 

change of distortion are imposed. All module aberration are allowed to vary. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 9 minutes. 

Table 6.10 Global optimization result (A-2) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
EHHOR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(I) 59.98687438 2/8 l.SO 
LENS1.LEN(2) 59.98458719 2/9 3.55 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATIOH 

1 LENSl 59.98458719 2 *-a-i 

Only one solution is found. Figure 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20 present the field 

performance of the system. Overall performance is different from the previous example 

A-1-1, nevertheless the aberrational behavior is very similar. A-1-1 and A-2-1 have 

practically identical field curves for all three zoom positions. Although distortion differs 

in magnitude, the variation is similar. Distortion varies firom -5% to +0.5% for A-2-1 

while it is -3% to -0.1% for A-1-1. 

Comparing the two solutions, table 6.9 and 6.11, the two systems (A-1-1 and A-2-

1) have idendcal lens group spherical aberration contents (mco cl I). The values of lens 

group coma (mco cI2) are also practically identical. However, lens group astigmatism 
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(mco cl3), distortion (mco cl4), curvature (mco cl5) and pupil SA (mco c27) are 

subtlety different. This indicates that: 

1) system astigmatism and curvature are not sensitive to subtle changes in lens group 

astigmatism, distortion, curvature and pupil SA, 

2) system astigmatism and curvature behavior seem to be affected by lens group coma, 

3) system distortion magnitude can somewhat be manipulated independent from 

astigmatism and curvature by the selecting the combination of lens group astigmatism, 

distortion, curvature and pupil S A. 
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"igure 6.17,6.18,6.19, 6.20 and table 6.11 
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6.8.4 Experiment A-3 

The third global optimization is similar to the first one (section 6.8.2). It is done 

using the default RMS transverse ray aberration error fiinction plus a constraint on 

maximum percentage distortion of 3% across the entire field. No specific constraints on 

the rate of change of distortion are imposed. All module aberrations except pupil SA 

(mco c27) of the first group are allowed to vary. This is done as an attempt to avoid 

excessive system pupil aberration as shown in the previous two systems, A-1-1 and A-2-

1. The following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 8 minutes. 

Table 6.12 Global optimization result (A-3) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AOTO CDMULATXVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l). 122.59349426 3 / 7 I.S7 
LENS1.LEN(2) 122.08444487 1/8 8.18 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

1 LENSl 122.03444487 1 JW-3-1 

Only one solution is found. The following page presents the field performance of 

the system. We can readily see that the merit function is twice as larger as the previous 

cases when pupil S A (mco c27) of the first group is allowed to vary. This indicates that 

pupil S A of the first group does play a role in improving the image resolution, although 

the connection is not a direct one as explained in chapter 5 (Fifth order induced 

astigmatism and ciuvature came from the interaction between pupil SA and coma). 

With pupil SA of the first group frozen as shown in solution A-3-1, the correction 

of distortion completely relies upon the interaction among group astigmatism (mco cl3). 
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group curvature (mco cl5) and group distortion (mco cl4). In order to satisfy the bounds 

imposed on distortion, i.e. maximum magnitude less than 3% in this specific case, an 

unfavorable set of lens group aberrations is necessary. In order words, system image 

resolution which is directly connected to system spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism 

and field curvature is sacrificed in the expense of distortion control. Lens group pupil S A 

can be allowed to vary to help controlling distortion (as in the previous two examples), 

thereby allowing other lens group aberrations to take on values that are more favorable in 

terms of image resolution. 
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Figure 6.21, 6.22,6.23, 6.24 and table 6.13 
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6.8.5 Experiment A-4 

The fourth global optimization is similar to the previous one. It is done using the 

default RMS transverse ray aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum 

percentage distortion of 5% across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of 

change of distortion are imposed. All module aberrations except pupil S A (mco c27) of 

the first group are allowed to vary. The following table lists the solutions obtained after 

approximately labours. 

Table 6.14 Global optimization result (A-4) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 122.43934384 1/5 1.73 
LENS1.LEN(2) 122.07238161 1/25 29.12 
LENS1.LEN(3) 120.93572564 1/14 52.45 
LENS1-LEN(4) 120.91439885 2/19 61.62 
LENS1.LEN(5) 120.90243791 2/12 100.88 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE tJAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

1 LENSl 120.90243791 2 A-4-1 

Only one solution is found. The following page presents the field performance of 

the system. 

The comparison between A-3-1 and A-4-1 is very similar to that between A-1-1 

and A-2-1. Both A-3-1 and A-4-1 have essentially identical astigmatism and field 

curvature behavior while distortion magnitudes are different as imposed by different 

distortion constraint boundaries (+/-3% vs. +/-5%). Third order distortion behavior is 

nevertheless similar. It is the higher order distortion which is different in the two 

solutions. A closer examination on table 6.13 and 6.15 would show that both lenses have 
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essentially the same lens group spherical aberration (mco cl 1), similar lens group 

astigmatism (mco cl3) and distortion (mco cl4), but drastically different lens group 

curvature (mco c 15) and pupil SA (mco oil). These differences are somehow connected 

to the higher order distortion difference between A-3-1 and A-4-1. This is in fact not too 

surprising. As demonstrated in section 5.4.1, higher order induced distortion results from 

the interaction between lens group pupil SA and field curvature (figure 5.11). 

Once again, the higher order distortion behavior demonstrates that lens group 

pupil SA is an important ingredient in distortion balancing. 
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ngure 6.25,6.26,6.27, 6.28 and table 6.15 
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6.9 Study of a compact two group zoom lens (Experiments B-1 through B-4) 

mcc 23-JUI1-98 

Figure 6.29 Compact two group zoom lens (B) 

6.9.1 Discussion on the patent design 

Mainly because of the popularity of the so called "point-and-shoof camera, the 

interest in the compact two group zoom lenses has overshadowed that of the classical four 

group zoom lens design. In. the near future, it is likely that the two group compact zoom 

will be as widely studied as the double Gauss design, fii view of its significance, a 

second, patent design is selected for the study (Lin, 1996). This design has a modest 

zoom range of 36.5-67mm working at an inconstant f-number of 5.6-7.41. Similarly, it is 

another "telephoto" type compact design possessing two moving lens groups. Figure 6.29 
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shows the layout of the system. The aperture stop is situated at the rear surface of the first 

lens group. 

The zoom group first order properties are tabulated in the following: 

Table 6.16 Lens group first order properties (B) 

surface group 

1- 2 STO 1 
3 - 4  2  

group EFY 

27.742974 
-29.889261 

group THI 

11.515400 
8.369200 

group PP 

8.886125 
7.475984 

group PP" 

1.177771 
0.623590 

The group magnification variation across the zoom range is tabulated in the following: 

Table 6.17 Lens group first order properties (B) 

Entremce pupil locacion is measured from the front svirface of zoom group 
Exit pupil location is measured from the last surface of zoom group 

surface group pos 

1- 2 STO 1 
1- 2 STO 1 
1- 2 STO 1 

3- 4 
3- 4 
3- 4 

group mag 

0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

1.385770 
1.837020 
2.441175 

pupil mag 

1.042453 
1.042453 
1.042453 

0.591990 
0.666856 
0.726092 

enc pupil 

7.756318 
7.756318 
7.756318 

-13.124200 
-7.455900 
-3.799300 

exp pupil 

1.03e-01S 
1.40e-016 
1.27e-015 

-11.571419 
-9.333730 
-7.563207 

The system resembles the classic telephoto lens configuration: a positive front 

group (f=27.74nLmi) followed by a negative rear group (f=-29.89mm). The second group 

acts as the variator which carries a magnification change from 1.38 to 2.44. The basic 

first order configuration is similar to the previous example. However this design is of a 

simpler construction: a total of 5 elements verses 6 with three aspherical surfaces. 

The field performance of the original patent design is illustrated in the following. 

The distortion plots have a fiill scale of 3% where as the astigmatic plots have a fuU scale 

of 1mm. From figure 6 JO, we can see that higher order curvature and astigmatism are 

quite significant- They are essential for the overall field aberration correction. On the 
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Other hand, distortion is dominated by the third order component. Its maximum value 

varies from +4% to +0.25%. 

Figure 6.30 Figure 6.31 

Figure 6.32 

niu Tjwts 
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The patent example is converted to a modular system. The nominal zoom 

position is chosen to be at f=50.26mm. The field of view is narrowed down to 70% of 

the actual design value. All first order properties of the lens groups are preserved. 

The following figures present the field performance of the perfect module system. 

The distortion plots have a fiill scale of 3% while the astigmatic field plots have a full 

scale of 2mm. As anticipated, the performance is almost perfect at the nominal zoom 

position. Unlike the original patent design B-0-0, astigmatism and curvature vary rapidly 
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across the zoom range, indicating that finite lens group aberrations are necessary for an 

overall compensatory correction. Nevertheless, distortion behavior is very close to that 

of B-0-0. It remains to be skewed towards the wide-angle zoom position. The distortion 

behavior shown in figure 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36 is essentially the inherent distortion 

variation behavior based on the first order configuration of the system. 
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Figure 6.33, 6.34,6.35,6.36 and table 6.18 
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6.9.2 Experiment B-1 

The first global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 3% 

across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of change of distortion are 

imposed. All module aberration coefficients of both groups are allowed, to vary. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 1% hours. 

Table 6.19 Global optimization result (B-1) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FmiCTION CONSTRAINTS / AOTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU mNOTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 9.42560942 0/10 1.43 
LENS2.LEN(1) 17.38184101 0/9 7.73 
LENS2.LENt2) 11.28166829 0 / 4 SB.17 
LENS2.LEN(3) 10.53316191 0 / 7 79.70 
LENS1.LEN(2) 9.37027022 0/2 81.83 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

1 LENSl 9.37027022 0 B-t-1 
2 LENS2 10.53316191 0 B-1-2 

Two distinct solutions are found. The following pages present the field 

performances of the two systems. The distortion plots have a full scale of 3% and the 

astigmatic field plots have a full scale of Imm. 

The two solutions basically have very similar field behavior. Once again higher 

distortion appears to be the dominating residual aberration. The magnitude of the higher 

order distortion dictates the maximum distortion. 

If we superimpose the distortion curves of B-1-2 and those of B-1-1, we can 

envision that B-1-1 is loosely equivalent to B-1-2 with some additional negative higher 
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order distortion. The magnitude of this additional negative distortion appears to be 

coming from lens group astigmatism and curvature since both B-1-1 and B-1-2 have 

essentially the same amount of lens group aberrations except astigmatism (mco c 13) and 

curvature (mco cl5). 

The findings substantiate once again that induced higher order distortion is due to 

lens group astigmatism, curvature and pupil SA (figure 5.11). 
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Figure 6.37,6.38, 6.39,6.40 and table 6.20 
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I'igure 6.41, 6.42, 6.43,6.44 and table 6.21 
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6.9.3 Experiment B-2 

The second global optimization is similar to the first one. It is done using the 

default RMS transverse ray aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum 

percentage distortion of 5% across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of 

change of distortion are imposed. All module aberrations are allowed to vary. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 4% hours. 

Table 6.22 Global optimization result (B-2) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENS1.LEN(2) 10.40038334 0 / 1 3  1.97 
LENS2.LEM(1) 11.52847437 0 / 5 5.17 
LENS2.LEN(2) 11.28S42531 0 / 7 14.28 
LENS2.LEN(3) 11.16194839 0 / 2  18.27 
LENS2.LENC4) 9.S512S57S 0 / 4 18.95 
LENS3.LEN(1) 238.29045265 1 / 5  24.85 
LENS4.LEN{1) 136.89592541 0 / 1 2  31.57 
L£NS5.LEM(1) 15.41021665 0 / 7  38.65 
LENS5.LEN{2) 13.90471380 0 / 5 81.38 
LENSS.LENO) 12.30220645 1 / 2 180.82 
LENS5.LEN(4)- 11-64628138 I / 6 185.85 
LENS5.LEN(5) 11.08512557 1 / 2 278.92 
LENSS.LEN(l) 610.13984687 1 / 7 287.92 
LENS4.LEN(2) 136.55515890 0 / 2  290.98 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
HANK LENS PTLE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

1 LENS2 9.55125575 0 B-J-1 
2 LENSl 10.40038334 0 B-3-2 
3 LENS5 11.08512567 1 B-a-3 
4 LENS4 136.55515890 0 
5 LENS3 238.29045265 1 
6 LENS6 610.13984587 1 

Six solutions are found. The following pages present the field performances of 

the three best solutions. The distortion plots have a fiill scale of 5% and the astigmatic 

filed plots have a fiill scale of 1mm. 
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Firstly, we can make a comparison between B-1-1 and B-2-1. These two systems 

have almost identical system astigmatism and field curvature behavior. This is most 

apparent when figure 6.38 and 6.46 are compared. The two systems also have almost 

identical lens group spherical aberration (mco cl 1) contents (table 6.20 and 6.23), 

resulting in essentially the same error function value: 9.37 vs. 9.65 (table 6.19 and 6.22). 

However the distortion variation ranges are different: -2.8% to -1.5% vs. A% to -2% 

despite the fact that the behaviors are similar. The magnitude of distortion variation is 

around 2% in both cases. Both systems have very similar lens group pupil SA contents 

(mco c27) but very different lens group coma, astigmatism and curvature. 

In order to explain the results, we shall recall that: 

1) lens group pupil SA interacts with lens group astigmatism/curvamre to induce higher 

order distortion (figure 5.12), 

2) lens group pupil S A interacts with lens group coma to induce higher order 

astigmatism/curvature (figure 5.13). 

During the optimization, in order to maintain the best possible resolution across 

the field, certain amount of induced higher order astigmausm and curvature are needed to 

balance the inherent lower order astigmatism and curvature. These induced higher order 

astigmatism and curvature are "available" when the appropriate lens group coma and 

pupil S A are represent. However, the constraints imposed on distortion prevents lens 

group pupil S A to take on values that are more favorable to field aberration correction. 

Therefore lens group coma becomes the variable directly responsible for maintaining 
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astigmatism and curvature balancing. That explains the significant difference in lens 

group coma between B-1-1 zmd B-2-1, despite lens group pupil SA has reached an 

optimum value. 

System B-2-2 is very similar to B-2-1 except for the higher order distortion 

content. The situation is the same as in the case between A-1-1 and A-2-1 presented in 

section 6.8.3 in which die explanation shall not be repeated. 

System B-2-3 on the other hand is a different solution. The distortion behavior 

resembles that of the perfect system B-0-0, which is to say that distortion follows the 

inherent behavior. Since the inherent distortion is not particularly large in the system to 

begin with (maximum at +2%), it is not too surprising to see that higher order induced 

distortion balancing is not essential. Nevertheless, the first lens group has a finite amount 

of pupil SA, indicating that the presence of pupil S A is not only because of distortion 

control. Pupil S A also contributes to higher order astigmatism and curvature. 

Another observation is that B-2-3 has very similar lens group spherical aberration 

value as B-2-2 despite the differences in overall aberrational behavior. However the two 

lenses have very similar error function values. This suggests that lens group spherical 

aberration is a major factor in determining image resolution (not too surprising). The lens 

group spherical aberrations have reached the optimum values for both B-2-3 and B-2-2. 
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Figure 6.45, 6.46,6.47,6.48 and table 6.23 
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Figure 6.49, 6.50,6.51,6.52 and table 6.24 
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Figure 6.53,6.54, 6.55,6.56 and table 6.25 
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6.9.4 Experiment B-3 

The third global optimization is similar to the first one. It is done using the 

default ElMS transverse ray aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum 

percentage distortion of 3% across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of 

change of distortion are imposed.. All module aberrations except pupil S A (mco ell) of 

the first group are allowed to vary. This is done as an attempt to avoid the behavior. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 20 minutes. 

Table 6.26 Global optimization result (B-3) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CDMOIiATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALDE CYCLES CPU MINDTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 30.82629937 2/5 0.25 
LENS1.LEN(2) 30.82151181 2 / 18 6.50 
LENS1.LEN{3) 20.84416733 1/8 14.25 
LENS1.LEN(4) 20.84414563 2/15 19.97 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

1 LENSl 20.84414553 2 B-3-1 

Only one distinct solution is found. The following page presents its field 

performance. The distortion plots have a full scale of 3% while the astigmatic field plots 

have a full scale of Imm. 
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Figure 6.57, 6.58, 6.59,6.60 and table 6.27 
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6.9.5 Experiment B-4 

The fourth global optimization is similar to the previous one. It is done using the 

default RMS transverse ray aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum 

percentage distortion of 5% across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of 

change of distortion are imposed. All module aberrations except pupil SA (mco c27) of 

the first group are allowed to vary. By examining the repetition of the same error 

function value (table 6.28), one can conclude that the optimization routine is repeatedly 

finding the same solution. The global optimization run is terminated manually after 4 

hours. The conclusion is confirmed after several solutions with very similar error 

function values are examined. One solution, LEN8.LEN(2) is selected to be presented. 

Table 6.28 Global optimization result (B-4) 

NDMBER OF ACTIVE 
SHSOR FUNCTION CONSTHAINTS / AOTO CUMtJLATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 28.97513509 2 / 6  0.32 
LENS1.LEN(2) 28-96835171 2 / 2 3  4.40 
LENS1.LEN(3) 28.96067503 2 / 7  8-98 
LENS2.LEN(1) 28.96219374 2 / le 12-45 
LENS1-LEN{4) 20.21370878 2 / 1 2  20.80 
LENS3.LENC1) 20.21370691 3 / 1 5  34.35 
LENS1-LEN(5) 20-21370691 3 / 1 5  34.37 
LENS3.LEN(2) 20-21370677 3 / 21 37.82 
LENS3.LEN{3) 20-21370438 2 / 1 1  45.33 
LENS4-LEN(1) 28-95666795 1 / 2 2  52.73 
LENS4-LENt2) 20.21370582 2 / 6  70.47 
LENS4.LEN(3) 20-21370566 2 / 1 0  88.15 
LENSS.LENCl) 28.97135175 2 / 1 6  94.35 
LENS5.LENC2) 20.21370398 1 / 8  95.17 
LENS3.LEN{4) 20.21370398 1 / 8 95-17 
LENS6.LENC1) 20-21370772 2 / 1 7  121-70 
LENS7.LEN(1) 28.96020474 2 / 1 4  153-40 
LENS7.LEN{2) 28.95785398 2 / 1 7  159.37 
LENS7.LENt3) 20-21371245 2 / 1 9  161.72 
LENS7-LEN(4) 20-21370375 2 / 8  174-28 
LENS6.LEN(2) 20.21370375 2 / 8  174-28 
LENS7.LEN{5) 20.21370374 2 / 1 0  175-82 
LENS4.tEN(4) 20-21370374 2 / 1 0  175.82 
LENSa.LENd) 20-21376245 2 / 1 9  184.25 
LENS9.LEN(1) 30-7S899605 3 / 22 214.10 
LENS9.LEN(2) 20-21370813 1 / 18 217.08 
LENSa-LENC2) 20-21370813 1 / 18 217.08 
LENS9.LEN(3) 20-21370744 2 / 13 226.42 
LENSIQ -LENCl) 28-95201867 4 / 17 239-03 
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LENS10.LEN(2) 20.21370554 2 / 7 239.85 

LENS 
EWNK LENS FILE NAME 

ERROR FUNCTION 
VALUE 

NUMBER OF 
ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

LENS8 20.21370813 1 B-4-1 

The distortion plots have a fiiil scale of 5% and the astigmatic field plots have a 

full scale of 1mm. Immediately we can see that B-4-1 has a very similar aberrational 

behavior as B-3-1. The major difference is in higher order distortion. This situation is 

similar to the comparison made between B-1-1 and B-1-2 (section 6.9.2) as well as the 

comparison between B-2-1 and B-2-2. 

The findings echo the fact that lens group pupil S A interacts with lens group 

astigmatism and curvature to induce higher order distortion. This higher order distortion 

can be used to modify the inherent third order distortion behavior of the zoom system. 
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Figure 6.61,6.62,6.63,6.64 and table 6.29 
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6.10 Study of a compact two group zoom lens with a weak front element 
CExperiments C-1 through C-7) 

us Pat 5493448b 

Figure 6.65 Two plus one group compact zoom lens (C) 

6.10.1 Discussion on the patent design 

This study involves a novel two group design which can be viewed as a two plus 

one group design or simply a three group design. The patent design selected is a 35nun 

format compact two group zoom design (Betensky, 1996b). It has an extended zoom 

range of 39-82.6nmi working at a variable f-numfaer of 4.4-6.8. This is a very compact 

contemporary design possessing two moving lens groups and it is of a some what novel 

construction. Figure 6.65 shows the layout of the system. From the layout it is apparent 

that the system does not possess any symmetry about the aperture stop. The aperture stop 

is situated at the very front end of die system, at rear end of the first lens element. In fact 
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the first lens element is a very week divergent element (fi =-514.24mm). Nevertheless, 

the lens element has very high order aspheric profiles on both sides (up to the 14"* even 

order). Based on classical design theory, the weak front lens element acts as an aspheric 

corrective plate. Since it is situated almost at the stop location, we can conclude that its 

function is to mainly correct for spherical aberration, in reminiscence of the corrector 

plate in a Schmidt camera. 

The system slightly resembles the classic landscape lens configuration: stop at the 

front end. For a slow system, the landscape lens configuration can be well corrected for 

astigmatism and field curvature but the extreme asymmetry of the system suggests that 

the system pupil aberration is very large and distortion correction is likely to be 

problematic. However, it should be pointed out that the designer utilized no less than five 

apherical surfaces with up to 14"' even aspheric order to achieve the final correction. 

Beside the aforementioned weak front element, both the front and rear surfaces of die 

very last divergent element also have aspherical profiles, as a means to correct field 

aberrations. 

Since the system aperture stop is located within the firont lens group; behind the 

weak front element, it is most appropriate to break down the front lens group into two 

parts: a weak front element (f=-5l4.24mm) and a convergent unit (f=23.82mm) 

immediately following aperture stop. The breaking down of the system as a three group 

design is also justifiable since the weak front element apparently has a distinct 
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functionality: it acts as an aberration conector plate. With the prescription converted into 

a three group system, the zoom group first order properties are tabulate in the following; 

Table 6.30 Lens group first order properties (C) 

surface group group EFY group THI group PP group PP' 

1- 2 

3- 3 
4- 9 

10-13 

STO 
-514.241317 
-l.OOe+035 
23.824895 

-28.135704 

1.380000 
0.000000 
7.610000 
8.150000 

-5.901387 
-l.OOe+035 

5.802691 
6.678498 

-6.842694 
l.OOe+035 
1.146157 
0.404476 

The group magnification variation across the zoom range is tabulated in the following: 

Table 6.31 Lens group first order properties (C) 

surface group pos group mag pupil mag enc pupil exp pupil 

1- 2 1 1 0.000000 1.013384 0.890404 0.040000 
1- 2 1 2 O.OOOOOO 1.013384 0.890404 0.040000 
1- 2 1 3 0.000000 1.013384 0.890404 0.040000 

3- 3 STO 1 1.000000 1.000000 -6.32e-018 -6.32e-018 
3- 3 STO l.OOOOOO 1.000000 -1.55e-016 -l.S5e-016 
3- 3 STO 3 1.000000 1.000000 -8.84e-017 -8.84e-017 

4- 9 2 1 -0.046913 1.795097 -4.750000 -17.796947 
4- 9 2 2 -0.046913 1-795097 -4.750000 -17.796947 
4- 9 2 3 -0.046913 1.795097 -4.750000 -17.796947 

10-13 3 1 1.490598 0.448298 -27.946947 -15.118045 
10-13 • 3 2 2.284586 0.S00625 -21.386947 -13.645789 
10-13 3 3 3.206164 0.534278 -17.846947 -12.693934 

Notice that the both group and pupil magnifications for lens groups 1 and 2 are 

invariant over the zoom range, indicating that there is no differential movement between 

the two lens groups. 

The patent example is then converted to a modular system. The nominal zoom 

position is chosen to be at the f=55.11 mm zoom position. Since the original example 

consists of several apherical surfaces, higher order effects are anticipated to be very 

significant in the design. The field of view is narrowed down to 70% of the actual design 

value. The first order properties of the lens groups are preserved. 
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The following figures present the field performance of the perfect module system. 

At the nominal zoom position, the system is essentially a perfect system. However, at the 

two ends of the zoom range, aberrations come in. The third lens group is no longer 

working at its prescribed working conditions. Both the group magnification and pupil 

magnification are changed. The lens group experiences both conjugate and pupil shifts. 

The aberrational behavior as show in figure 6.67,6.68 and 6.69 can be seen as the 

inherent behavior of the system. As explained in the previous two experiments, the 

inherent aberration is mostly of lower order. Although this particular system exhibits 

very little inherent distortion, astigmatism and curvature are relatively sensitive to zoom 

position. This is most apparent when we examine the field curves presented in figure 

6.67 and 6.69. 
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Figure 6.66, 6.67, 6.68,6.69 and table 6.32 
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6.10.2 Experiment C-1 

As we have discussed that the first lens group/element in the patent design acts 

more or less as a week higher order aspheric corrective plate, we start by keeping the first 

group to be a perfect module. In effect, the system acts as a two group zoom system with 

an external stop. Relatively large lens group pupil aberration is anticipated due to the 

asynunetry of the system. 

The first global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 2% 

across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of change of distortion are 

imposed. All module aberration coefficients of groups 2 and 3 are allowed to vary while 

the first lens module is kept perfect. The following table lists the solutions obtained after 

approximately 1% hours. 

Table 6.33 Global optimization result (C-1) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FONCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMUIATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 56.52475865 1 / 6 0-43 
LENSI-LENC2) 56-47741301 1 / 6 2-48 
LSNS2.LEM(1) 49X1.18981049 X / 13 23.20 
LENS2.LEN(2) 480.82638741 0 / 10 29-SO 
LENS2-LEN(3) 180.92157549 2 / 20 35.22 
LENS2.LEN{4) 79.02548571 1 / 5 45-22 
LENS2-LEtI(5) 62-53756979 1 / 12 49-32 
LENS2.LENt6) 61-57098261 1 / S 51.15 
LENS2.LEN-(7) 59.44975185 1 / 9 82-93 
LENS2-LENC8) 58.99384238 1 / 3 99-98 
LENS2.LEN(9) 58.91044405 1 / 3 104.87 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATIC 

1 LENSl 56.47741301 1 C-1-1 

2 LENS2 58-91044405 L c-i-a 
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Only two distinct solutions are found. The results are presented in the following 

pages. Although the two solutions have very similar error function values, they have 

vastly different aberrational behavior. Particularly in the rate of change of distortion. 

Distortion varies from +2% to +0.5% (negative rate) for C-1-1 while it is -2% to -0.5% 

(positive rate) for C-1-2. Also, by looking at the layout plots, we can recognized the 

severe system pupil aberration at the wide-angle zoom position of C-1-2 (figure 6.74). 

As shown in table 6.34 and 6.35, the lens group aberration contents of the two 

solutions are very different. Also to be noticed is that the second lens group of C-1-2 has 

a relatively large amount of negative lens group pupil SA (mco c27) which results in the 

large system pupil aberration. 

Direct comparisons between the two solutions are difficult since the two solutions 

are distinctly different. They are widely separated in the solution space. Nevertheless, it 

is unambiguous to conclude that lens group aberration can modify die inherent 

aberrational behavior of the zoom lens. The rate of change of distortion can be 

manipulated by the selection of the appropriate combination of lens group aberradon 

contents. 

The initial prediction that the solutions would have large amount of lens group 

pupil SA is proven to be correct. The optimal rear group pupil SA (mco c27) is in the 

range about an order greater than those found in the previous two experiments (A and B). 

For instance, the pupil SA of the rear group of C-1-1 has a value of-0.00628 (table 6.34) 

while that of B-3-1 is 0.00055 (table 6.27). The relatively large amount of lens group 
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pupil SA is necessary for C-1-1 and C-1-2 to compensate for the system pupil aberration 

inherent in a highly asymmetrical (stop in front) layout. 



Figure 6.70,6.71, 6.72, 6.73 and table 6.34 
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Figure 6.74, 6.75, 6.76,6.77 and table 6.35 
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6.10.3 Experiment C-2 

The second global optimization is similar to the previous one with the exception 

that maximum distortion is constrained to within 5% across the entire field. No specific 

constraints on the rate of change of distortion are imposed. All module aberration 

coefficients of groups 2 and 3 are allowed to vary while the first lens module is kept 

perfect. The following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately I hour. 

Table 6.36 Global optimization result (C-2) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FTOICTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALOE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 55.68792173 1 / 5  0.60 
LENS2.LEN(1) 91.67899464 0 / 1 2  5.87 
LENS2.LEN(2) 90.90686902 0 / 3  6.45 
LENS2.LEN(3) 83.71164147 0 / 12 11.80 
LENS2.LEN(4) 60.05144631 0 / 9  12.48 
LENS2.LEN(5) 57.71795361 1 / 6 16.42 
L£NS2.LEN(e) 57.63126046 1 / 4  67.52 

LENS ERROR FONCriON NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATK 

1 LENSl 55.68792173 1 c-a-1 
2 LENS2 57.63126046 1 c-2-2 

Two distinct solutions are found. The results are presented in the following 

pages. 

The comparison is very similar to the previous case in which the two solutions C-

2-1 and C-2-2 are quite different. However C-2-1 is very similar to C-1-1 and C-2-2 is 

similar to C-1-2 except for the magnitude of distortion variation which is imposed as a 

boundary constraint in the merit function (+/-5% vs. +/-2%)-
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6.10.4 Experiment C-3 

The third global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 2% 

across the entire field. All the lens module aberration coefficients except pupil aberration 

(mcO c27) of the first module are allowed to vary. This is done in an attempt to maintain 

a well behaved system entrance pupil and to avoid excessive system pupil aberration as 

seen in some previous examples. The following table lists the solutions obtained after 

approximately 4 hours. Six distinct solutions are found. 

Table 6.39 Global optimization result (C-3) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 45.5S588338 2 / 7  0.75 
LENS2.LEN(1) 46.S4882227 1 / 5 8.92 
LENS3.LEN(1) 45.30037338 2 / 7 11.88 
LENS3.LEN(2) 45.26107837 2 / 4  12.58 
LENS4.LEN(1) 45.38410376 0 / 7 33.40 
LENS3.LEN(3) 37.75040585 1 / 13 38.10 
LENS2.LEN{2) 44.75425504 0 / 6 47.03 
LENS3.LEN(4) 37.63708744 0 / 1 0  57.30 
LENS3.LEN(5) 37.49382089 1 / 5  66.53 
LENS3.LEN(S) 37.49294685 1 / 3  69.88 
LENS3.LEN(7) 37.48633024 1 / 2  79.65 
LENS2.LEN(3) 41.34101171 1 / 7 134.62 
LENSS.LENd) 1329.03265523 2 / 1 3  227.95 
LENSe.LENd) 1254.01756065 3 / 3  232.53 
LENS6.LEN(21 1215-46032814 2 / 5  233.90 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATION 

1 LENS3 37.48633024 C-3-1 
2 LENS2 41.34101171 1 c-3-2 
3 LENS4 45.38410376 0 C-3-3 
4 LENSl 45.56588338 2 C-3-4 

5 LENS6 1215.46032814 2 C-3-5 
6 LENS5 1329.03265523 2 C-3-S 

By allowing the aberration contents of the first group to vary, we have effectively 

broken the absolute asymmetry of the system. Since the first element is situated before 
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the aperture stop, as long as the first element has finite intrinsic aberrations, the system 

behave as a system with an internal stop. The system will possess certain entrance pupil 

aberration, which is not the case for experiment C-1 and C-2. Consequently, the 

aberrational behavior is significantly different. 

With this small modification, the system is suddenly capable of having significant 

higher order distortion balancing as see in solution C-3-1 and C-3-4. 

C-3-5 and C-3-6 on the other hand are runaway solutions in which higher order 

aberration balancing becomes excessive. A further discussion of the phenomenon is 

presented in section 6.12.2. 
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6.10.5 Experiment C-4 (Lens group pupil spherical aberration optimization) 

In the previous three sections, the effectiveness of explicit lens group pupil 

aberration control in zoom lens design has been demonstrated. In the following sections, 

the sole effects of pupil abenration control are explored in greater details. 

The fourth global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 2% 

across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of change of distortion are 

imposed. Onlv the lens module pupil spherical aberration coefficients (mco c27) of 

groups 2 and 3 are allowed to vary while the first lens module is kept perfect. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 1 minute. Global 

optimization is able to find only one solution for this over-constrained problem with only 

two variables. 

Table 6.46 Global opdmization result (C-4) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMDLATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE C/CLES CBU MINUTES 

LENSl.LENd) 955.67240913 1 / 4 0.18 
LENS1.LEN(2) 955.5902S46S 1/3 1.05 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALDE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATION 

1 LENSl 955.5902ff4ff6 1 C-4-1 

Understandably, the solution has a very high error function value since there are 

only two variables in the optimization. The optimization is very much over-constrained. 

The solution is very similar to the perfect module semp C-0-0, however distortion at the 
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wide angle zoom position is pushed to the constrained boundary: 2%. Higher order 

distortion is very apparent at that zoom position (figure 6.111), At the same time fifth 

order field curvature is especially apparent. The interesting observation is that at the 

other two zoom positions (zp2 and zp3), the system behaves essentially the same as the 

perfect module system C-0-0. This indicates that at least for this particular system, the 

lens group pupil S A alone can be used to fine tune field flatness and distortion at the 

extreme zoom position via higher order correction. This is in compliance with the 

explanation given in section 5.4.2.3 and further substantiates the fact that pupil SA is 

essential in providing higher order aberration balancing. 



Figure 6.110,6.111, 6.112,6.113 and table 6.47 
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6.10.6 Experiment C-5 (Lens group pupil spherical aberration optimization) 

The fifth global optiniization Is similar to the previous one with the exception that 

maximum distortion is constrained to within 5% across the entire field. No specific 

constraints on the rate of change of distortion are imposed. All the lens module 

aberration coefficients are frozen except pupil SA (mco c27) of all lens groups. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 2 minutes. 

Table 6.48 Global optimization result (C-5) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LENCl) 772.35093836 1/3 0.10 
LENS2.LEN(1) 1394.94236192 0/3 0.57 
LENS3.LEN(1) 971-15683315 1/2 2.17 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATION 

1 LENSl 772.35093836 1 C-S-1 
2 LENS3 971.15683315 1 C-5-2 
3 LENS2 1394.94286192 0 C-5-3 

Global optimization is able to find three solutions. Among the three solutions, C-

5-1 represents the most practical design. C-5-1 exhibits very similar behavior as C-4-1. 

Namraliy, it has a larger variation of distortion as the distortion constraints used in 

optimization routine is relaxed from +/-2% to +/-5%. By comparing figure 6.1II and 

6. II5, we can also see that higher order induced distortion is not present in solution C-5-

1. This is once agaia in agreement with the boundary conditions used in the optimization 

merit fimction. 
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In this particular case (C-5-1), the third order distortion behavior already satisfies 

the relatively relaxed distortion constraints, therefore higher order aberration balancing is 

not required. Consequently, a different set of lens group pupil S A contents is obtained. 

Notice that the last lens group has significantly different pupil S A value (mco ell) than 

that of C-4-1 (table 6.48 and 6.49). 

In comparison, C-5-2 and C-5-3 are runaway solutions which have excessive 

system pupil aberration (figure 6.118 and 6.120) caused by large amount of lens group 

pupil SA (mco c27). 



Figure 6.114,6.115,6.116, 6.117 and table 6.49 
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Figure 6.122, 6.123, 6.124,6.125 and table 6.51 
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6.10.7 Experiment C'6 

The sixth global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 2% 

across the entire field. M the lens module aberration coefficients except pupil aberration 

(mcO c27) are allowed to vary. This is exactly the reverse of the experiments presented 

the previous two sections. The following table lists the solutions obtained after 

approximately IVi hours. 

Table 6.52 Global optimization result (C-6) 

LENS FILE NAME 

L2NS1 
LENS2 
LEHS3 
LENS2 
LENS3 
LENS2 
LENS4 
LENS5 
LENS2 
LENS3 
LENS3 
LENS3 
LENS2 
LENSl 

.LEN(l) 

.LEN(l) 

.LEN(l) 

.LEN(2)-

.LEN(2) 

.LEN(3) 

.LENtl) 

.LEN{1) 

.LENt4) 

.LEN(3) 

.LEN{4) 

.LEN(5) 

.LEN(5) 

.LEN(2) 

ERROR FUNCTION 
VALDE 

49.36785407 
57.14016984 
43.88983703 
56.34615764 
48.67709212 
52.62289742 
267.69117950 
214.66892750 
52.54404087 
48.45249394 
48.17082486 
48.16988188 
48.93235715 
49.36763456 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
CONSTRAINTS / AUTO 

CYCLES 

7 
11 

/ 13 
15 
9 
12 
11 
7 
8 
6 
3 
2 
6 
2 

CUMULATIVE 
CPU MINUTES 

0.85 
11.98 
16.03 
18.45 
24.47 
35.60 
40.77 
54.78 
63.20 
108.12 
122.70 
130.17 
144.73 
145.03 

LENS 
RANK LENS FILE NAME 

ERROR FUNCTION 
VALUE 

NUMBER OF 
ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATION 

LENS3 
LENS2 
LENSl 
LENS5 
LENS4 

48.16988188 
48.93235716 
49.367S34S6 
214.66892750 
267.69117950 

C-tf-1 
C-S-2 
C-fi-3 
c-e-4 
C-tf-5 

Six distinct solution are found and the performance of the ail six best solutions are 

examined. When all the pupil SA (mco c27's) are set to be zeros and fixed, the 

optimization results are some relatively well behaved zoom lenses in which system pupil 
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aberrations are under control. The absence of lens group pupil SA control has resulted in 

relatively little higher order aberration balancing. 



Figure 6.126,6.127, 6.128,6.129 and table 6.53 
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Figure 6.130,6.131,6.132,6.133 and table 6.54 
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0.00000 
0 .00000  

OS P»C S4934«<b 
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Figure 6.134, 6.135,6.136, 6.137 and table 6.55 

larul.Lcn(2) 

TosTnoaSTT 
1.20 as Pac 5493448b 

C-6-3 

Module specificacions 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 

-0.00034 
0.00080 
-0.00006 

-0.00050 
-0.00098 
0.00034 

MCO C13 

0.00066 
0.00009 
0.00060 

MCO C14 

-0.00633 
0.0048S 
-0.00284 

MCO CIS 

-0.00163 
0.00011 
-0.00146 

MCO C27 

0 .00000 
0 .00000  
O.OOOOO 

OS 9»c $49344lb Off PAC 5*9U*tb 



Figure 6.138, 6.139,6.140, 6.141 and table 6.56 
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latuS.Icnd) 

Becensky 39-82.US Pac 5493448b 

Module specifications 

s\ir MCO Cll MCO C12 

5CAL«: 1.20 27-MAV-9A 

-0.05189 
-0.04400 
-0.00024 

-0.02061 
-0.00644 
0.00160 

MCO C13 

0.00033 
0.00251 
-0.00041 

MCO C14 

-0.00119 
0.00010 
0-00141 

MCO CIS 

-0.00814 
-0.00391 
-0.00351 

C-6-4 

MCO C27 

O.OOOOO 
O.OOOOO 
O.OOOOO 

OS ?AC ;43344AB ^ ?ac S493<(ib 
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Figure 6.142, 6.143, 6.144,6.145 and table 6.57 

as ?ac 549344Sb 
C-6-5 

Module specifications 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 

-0.09776 
-0.08539 
-0.00031 

-0.03457 
-0.01236 
0.00210 

MCO C13 

-0.00045 
0.00321 
-0.00095 

MCO C14 

-0.00163 
0.00008 
0.00256 

MCO CIS 

-0.01056 
-0.00522 
-0.00422 

MCO C27 

O.OOOOO 
O.OOOOO 
O.OOOOO 

OS P«C Si93«4lb 
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6.10.8 Experiment C-7 

The seventh global optimization is similar to the previous one with the exception 

that maximum distortion is constrained to within 5% across the entire field. No specific 

constraints on the rate of change of distortion are imposed. All the lens module 

aberration coefficients except pupil SA (mco c27) of all groups are allowed to vary. The 

following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately PA hours. 

Table 6.58 Global optimization result (C-7) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 46.94272535 I / 7 0.85 
LENS2.LEN(1) 53.79009215 0 / 14 6.98 
LENS2.LEN(2) 50.13384739 1 / 10 10.10 
LENS2.LEN(3) 48.40281678 1 / 5 21.57 
LENS1.LEN(2) 46.93497563 1 / 4 43.97 
LSNSl.LENO) 46.93446413 1 / 2 77.53 
LENS1.LEN(4) 44.10093748 2 / 9 105.50 
LENS2.LEN(4) 47.61994687 1 / 8 110.28 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER . OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS lOENTIFICATK 

I LENSl 44.10093748 2 C-7-1 

2 LENS2 47.61994687 1 C-7-2 

The global optimization is able to find two solutions. Although lens group pupil 

SA (mco c27) is not a variable in the current optimization, solution C-7-1 still has a fair 

amount of system pupil aberration (figure 6.146). At the wide angle zoom position, the 

astigmatic field curves exhibit very high order aberration balancing. The phenomenon 

may be puzzling at first glance: why are there higher order induced astigmatism and 

curvature when all the lens groups have zero pupil S A? 
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The reader shall be reminded that the system in question is a zoom lens and lens 

group pupil S A contributions are dynamic functions of pupil shift (section 5.4.2 and 

equation 5.32), As the system is zootned, individual lens groups experience simultaneous 

conjugate and pupil shifts. Even though the pupil SA contributions are zero at the 

nominal position, they are not necessarily zero at other zoom positions. At the wide-

angle end of the zoom range in this particular case, the actual lens group pupil SA 

contributions (due to pupil shift) are high enough to interact with the intrinsic coma to 

induce higher order astigmatism and curvature, resulting in the higher order balancing 

effect. 

On the other hand C-7-2 represents a well behaved solution which is very similar 

to C-6-1 except with different rnagnitude of distortion variation. 
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Figure 6.146, 6.147,6.148, 6.149 and table 6.59 

laoMl. 

TosTEIoHinr 
Seals: L.SO as Pac 5493448b acs 29-Jun>98 

C-7-1 

Module specifications 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 

0.00003 
0.00148 

-0.00008 

-0.00001 
-0.00198 
0.00049 

MCO C13 

-0 .00005 
0 .00091 

-0 .00094 

MCO C14 

0.00870 
-0.01678 
-0.00261 

MCO CIS 

0.00002 
0.00047 

-0.00027 

MCO C27 

0.00000 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
O.OOOOO 

3«caiiaJr^ 19-aZ-S aS Pac 5<9344ab ratrnt a<tanalC7 19-92. S OS 5*iZHtb 

aacuuky- Z3-32.S as 549344ab 
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Figure 6.150,6.151,6.152, 6.153 and table 6.60 

Iaoa2.1«n(4} 
ToimoHSn^ 

1.50 us Pat 5493448b ate 29i7UA*9a 
C-7-2 

Module specifications 

sur MCO Cll KCO C12 

0.00311 
0.00332 
1.6e-00S 

0.00141 
-0 .00027 
-3.7e-006 

MCO C13 

0.00112 
-0.00067 
0-00160 

MCO C14 

-0.00039 
0.00015 
-0.00350 

MCO CIS 

-0.00090 
0.00060 
-0.00141 

MCO C27 

0 .00000  
0 .00000  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0  

B*c«naky 19>82.S US Pat 549144811 Batassir/ 39-92.S US Pac S493448b 

B«eansky 39<-32.5 US PaC 5493448b warrtsw ! txe 



6.11 Study of a four group zoom lens (Experiments D-1 through D-4) 
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a70I_01.seq(I) 

U.S.Patent 43 94072; Example 1 of 7 

Figure 6.154 Four group zoom lens (D) 

6.11.1 Discussion on the patent design 

The patent design selected is a 35mm format classical four group zoom design 

(Betensky, 1983). It has a zoom range of f=80-l93mm working at a constant f-number of 

4.5. The nominal zoom position is chosen to be at f=135.18nmi. This is a classical four 

group type possessing two divergent moving lens groups. Figure 6.154 shows the layout 

of the system. From the layout it is apparent that the aperture stop is situated within the 

last lens group. As discussed in chapter 4, the choice of the aperture location is due to the 

demand for aperture constancy. 

The zoom group first order properties are tabulate in the following: 
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Table 6.61 Lens group first order properties (D) 

surface 

1- 5 
6- 7 
8-10 
11-18 STO 

group 

1 
2 
3 
4 

group EFY 

133.736411 
-205.311059 
-65.665676 
55.703493 

group THI 

15.749999 
2.800000 
6.300000 
35.553997 

group PP 

1.399816 
1.281901 
2.739887 
-9.569065 

group PP' 

-8.897706 
-0.560350 
-0.819588 
-31.164667 

The group magnification variation across tiie zoom range is tabulated in the following: 

Table 6.62 Lens group first order properties (D) 

Entrance pupil location is measured from the front surface of zoom group 
Exit pupil location is measured from the last surface of zoom group 

surface group pos group mag pupil mag ent pupil exp pupil 

1- 5 1 1 0.000000 0.618289 83.964287 42.150981 
1- 5 1 2 0.000000 0.467785 153.555147 62.278783 
1- 5 1 3 0.000000 0.398034 203.656056 71.607101 

6- 7 2 1 2.419003 1.225284 39.030981 45.693004 
6- 7 2 2 1.838317 1.178295 32.348785 36.045607 
6- 7 2 3 1.771691 1.214026 37.477103 43 .381569 

8-10 3 1 -0.309203 2.0073S4 35.693005 65.328974 
8-10 3 2 -0.689506 1.630475 28.131608 40.580976 
8-10 3 3 -1.027829 1.297561 17.798571 18.719977 

11-18 STO 4 1 -0.800042 0.675255 17.219977 -13.075233 
11-18 STO 4 2 -0.797466 0.675255 17.219977 -13.075233 
11-18 STO 4 3 -0.793431 0.675255 17.219977 -13 .075233 

Immediately we see that the second group carries most of the magnification power 

variation: i.e. 2.42 to 1.77. Justifiably, the second lens group is called the variator. 

The following figures present the astigmatic field and distortion performance of 

the patent design. The scale for the astigmatic field plots is O.lmm full scale. The 

distortion plots have a full scale of 5%. The distortion variation behavior is a classical 

monotonous one. Higher order distortion balancing is apparently not represented in this 

design. The maximum percentage distortion ranges firom -5% to +5%. The astigmatism 

has a slowly varying behavior over the zoom range indicating that the compensatory 
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effect of aberration correction is not too significant. Most of the residual field curvature 

and astigmatism are stationary to the system. 

Figure 6.155 Figure 6.156 

U.S.Pae«ne 4394072; DiaatpU 1 oC 7 U.s.p«e«nc 4394073; CXtOpl* 1 7 

Figure 6.157 

4394G7Z; Pcagpla I of 7 

The fact that the aperture stop is located within the fourth relay lens group poses 

some difficulties in modeling the system using lens modules. As discussed in chapter 3, 

the most realistic strategy is to break up the last group into two separate lens units upon 

the aperture stop. The two units are then treated as individual lens groups. By doing so, 

the aperture stop true location is preserved and any pupil aberration related to the relay 

group can be modeled correctly. In effect the lens module model of the zoom lens is a 



five group zoom lens. Naturally, the very last two groups are stationary with respect 

the image plane throughout the entire zoom range. 

The following page presents the performance of the perfect module system. 



Figure 6.158, 6.159, 6.160,6.161 and table 6.63 

•42II 

8.5.P«c«Re 4J74073; C-taapI* Z. at 1 

Module speclficacions 

sur MRD 

"TSSTtlSS^TT 
a.99 

MFF MBF 

D-0-0 

MEN MFD MED 

1 133.69797 
3 -205.25204 
5 -55.64680 
7 69.38963 
9 634.53647 

l.Oe-010 
-1.88962 
0.68790 
1.09372 
-0.72700 

-132.29855 
206.53357 
68.38590 
-71.34349 
-743.29700 

124.80282 
-205.81223 
-66.46615 
54.36993 
533.76836 

153.51200 
35.37098 
28.34584 
17.51217 
-0.39471 
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0.00000 
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0.00000 
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0 .00000  
0.00000 
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6.11.2 Experiment D-1 

The first global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 3% 

across the entire field. All the lens module aberration coefficients are allowed to vary. 

The following table lists the solutions obtained after approximately 27 hours. 

Table 6.64 Global optimization result (D-1) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(I) 0.01S43878 1 / 1 1  7.75 
LENS1.LEN(2) 0.00684614 1 / 17 47.90 
LENS2.LEN(1) 0.00835960 3 / 1 2  66.42 
LENS3.LEN(1) 0.00902602 2 / 2 88.70 
LENS1.LEM(3) 0.00526890 1 / 6  121.52 
LENS3.LENt2) 0.00761426 2 / 8 144.37 
LENS4.LEN(I) 0.06621798 1 / 11 214.30 
LENSS.LENd) 0.30986288 1 / 5 316.93 
LEKse.LENd) 0.01107855 1 / 11 410.25 
LENS7.LENC1) 0.01634271 1 / 1 7  656.72 
LENSa.LENCl) 0.01574137 2 / 1 1  685.58 
LENS7.LEN(2) 0.00575508 2 / 8  708.25 
LEtIS7.LEN(3) 0.00532410 2 / 9  727.18 
LENS2.LEN(2) 0.00744491 2 / 3  749.42 
LENS7.LEN(4) 0.00432900 1 / 9  320.SS 
LENS1.LEN(4) 0.00526866 2 / 7 849.12 
LENS9.LEN(1). 0.08629837 1 / 9  868.52 
LENSlO.LEN(l) 0.01008037 2 / 18 944.73 
LENS9-LEN(2) 0.00688024 1 / 1 4  1001.07 
LENS8.LEN(2) 0.01509356 1 / 1 0  1018.73 
LENSll.LEN(i) 0.01139562 1 / 7  1043.62 
LENS11.LEN(2) 0.00500116 2 / 8  1060.42 
LENS9.LEITC3) 0.00435153 1 / 4  1119.30 
LENS4.LEN{2) 0-04126157 2 / 2 1  1143 -32 
LENS4.LEtIC3) 0.00910409 0 / 3  1218-25 
LENS12.LEN(1) 0.28842806 1 / 5  1280-00 
LENS12-LE1I(2) 0.08262390 2 / 4  1289-82 
LENS7.LEN{5) 0.00432374 1 / 5  1422.77 
LENS13.LEN(1) 0.00487379 1 / 9  1490-60 
LENS14.LEirCl) 0.01088202 2 / 1 0  1530.28 
LENS13.LEN(2) 0-00459646 1 / 11 1633.50 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
HANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENtrFICaTK 

1 LENS7 0-00432374 1 D-1-1 
2 LENS13 0.00459646 1 D-1-2 
3 LENSIO 0.01008037 2 D-1-3 
4 LENS14 Q.01088202 2 
5 LENS3 0.01509356 1 
5 LENSI2 0.08262390 2 
7 LENS5 0.30986238 1 
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Seven distinct solutions are found and the performances of the three best solutions 

are examined. 

All three solutions exhibit very high level of system entrance pupil aberration. 

This is especially apparent at the wide-angle zoom position and it is directly caused by the 

relatively high lens group pupil SA content of the first lens group. 

Among the three solutions, D-1-1 and D-1-2 have the lowest error function (0.004 

vs. 0.010 of D-1-3). These two solutions also have the better behaved system pupil 

aberrations. Although distortion variations are small across the zoom range, higher order 

astigmatism and curvature balancing are very significant. This is due to the interaction 

between lens group coma and pupil S A. 

Unlike the previous experiments, the inherent distortion variation of this four 

group zoom system is small. Consequently, pupil SA has been used mostly to improve 

astigmatism/curvature balancing which in turn improves image resolution. 
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Figure 6.162,6.163, 6.164,6.165 and table 6.65 

Posicions: 
Seal»t 0>50 U.S.PACenc. 43940*72; Example 1 o£ 7 

Module specifications 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 1.5e-006 0.00002 O.OOOOS -0.00054 -0.00003 -0.05154 
3 -0.00006 1.9e-006 -0.00013 0.00017 -0.00004 -0.00047 
5 -3 .7e-006 0.00009 0.00029 0.00086 0,00001 -0.00013 
7 7.9e-007 -0.00003 -0.00009 0.00215 0.00012 0.00803 
9 -l.le-006 -0.00002 0.00044 -0.00143 -0.00004 -0.00379 

tr.S.PACenC 4194073: EXJiopl* L cS 7 a.S.pAe«&C 4394072; SXaaiplft I of 7 

a.S.Pac«a& 4394072; EXiapIe L o£ 7 
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Figure 6.166, 6.167, 6.168, 6.169 and table 6.66 

.l«n(2i A02t< 90.00 LOF 

(J.S.Pacenc 4394072; Example 1 of 7 
Positions; i-i 
Scal«J 0,50 tiVP l-Jul-9a 

Module specificacions 
D-l-2 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 1.5e-006 0.00002 0.00005 -0.00151 -0.00005 -0.04291 
3 -Q.00006 -l.le-006 -0.00014 O.OOOIS -0.00001 -0.00046 
5 -3 .2e-006 0.00009 0.00028 o.ooosa 0.00005 -0.00003 
7 5 .4e-0Q7 -0.00003 -0.00011 0.00274 0.00007 0.00685 
9 -L.Se-007 -0.00002 0.00047 -0.00151 0.00003 -0.0034S 

tX.S.?aC«iiC 4394072; Sxaupim L eC 7 mm-j* . \u 



Figure 6.170, 6.171,6.172,6.173 and table 6.67 

lansio.land) «021S tfi.OO KM 

U.S.P&cenc 4394072; Sxample 1 of 7 
poJTtlonil 
Sealer Q.SO l-Jul-98 

Module specifications 
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D-1-3 

stir MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 3.5e-007 -3.4e-006 -0.00020 0.00222 -0.00002 -0.08708 
3 -O.QQ002 0.00003 -0.00029 0.00046 -0.00003 0.00054 
5 -4.0e-006 0.00003 0.00026 0.00075 0.00014 0.00105 
7 l.le-005 -0.00003 0.00034 0.00047 0.00032 0.05475 
9 -3.4e-006 0.00005 0.00031 -0.00487 -0.00020 0.00244 

tf.s.pacenc 4394072; SxAOpls I o£ 7 U.S.PaCaaC 4394C72; Quspl* I of 7 nsirtai 
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6.11.3 Experiment D-2 

The second global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 5% 

across the entire field. Similar to the previous optimization run, all the lens module 

aberration coefficients are allowed to vary. The following table lists the solutions 

obtained after approximately 20 houn. 

Table 6.68 Global optimization result (D-2) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 0.00771062 1 / 16 9.42 
LENS1.LEN(2) 0.00559394 1 / 14 30.33 
LENS2.LENC1) 0.00896114 1 / 6 54.00 
LENS2.LEN(2) 0.0053532S 1 / 3 150.68 
LENS3.LENtl) 0.07599436 1 / 16 212.88 
LENS3.LEN(2) 0.01718783 1 / 5 221.42 
LENS4.LEN(1) 0.13960101 2 / 9 380.90 
LENS5.LENC1) 0.00685550 2 / 22 453.60 
LENS5.LEK(2) 0.0053S185 2 / 3 490.02 
LENSe.LENCl) 0.20768327 2 / 5 505.32 
LENSX.LENO) 0.00529165 1 / 9 564.47 
LEN54.LEN(2) 0.01099254 3 / 4 611.97 
LENS7.LEN{I) 0.03473007 1 / 3 632.53 
LENSS.LENtl) 0.00874072 2 / 20 660.03 
LENS9.LEN(1) 0.01329683 2 / 8 692.20 
LENS2.LEN(3) 0.00530577 1 / 6 737.67 
LENS6.LEN(2) 0.1018S280 1 / 8 756.23 
LENSlO.LENd) 0.02166308 1 / 13 1006.85 
LENS8.LEN(2] 0-00465150 2 / 16 1027-52 
LENS1.LEN{4) 0.00465150 2 / 16 1027.52 
LENS10.LEN(2) 0.01830970 2 / 7 1038-72 
LENSIO.LENO) 0.00797517 1 / 4 1046.52 
LENSll.LEN(l) 0.30628876 1 / 11 1143.72 
LENS12.LENC1) 0.19156581 2 / 6 1159.93 
LENS1Q-LEN{4) 0-00409401 2 / 2 1190.70 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATI 

L LENSIO 0.00409401 2 D-a-1 
2 LENS8 0.00465150 2 •-2-2 
3 LENS2 0.00530577 1 D-2-3 
4 LENS4 0.01099254 3 D-2-4 
5 LENS9 0.01329683 2 
S LENS3 0-01718783 1 
7 LENS7 0.03478007 1 
8 LENS6 0.10186280 1 
9 LENS12 0.19156581 2 
10 LENSll 0.30628876 1 
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Ten distinct solutions are found and the performances of the four best solutions 

are examined. 

The two best solutions, D-2-1 and D-2-2 have very similar aberrational behavior. 

With the distortion constraints relaxed to +1-5%, global optimization is able to find these 

two solutions with very flat sagital field. Though higher order astigmatism balancing 

remains to be significant. 

Solution D-2-3 on the other hand has a very low distortion variation. The 

behavior is similar to those of D-1-1 and D-1-2. 

In any event, solution D-2-4 is not in par with the other three solutions. However, 

it represents an interesting aberrational behavior: higher order field curvature balancing, 

although excessive in quantity, is almost constant across the zoom range. 
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Figure 6.174, 6.175,6.176, 6.177 and table 6.69 

l«DaL0.I«a(4] b0218 

Scfllet 0>50 O.S.Pacent 4394072; Example 1 oC 7 

Module specificaclons 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CI5 

1 l.le-006 0.00001 0.00025 -0.00923 -0.00010 
3 -0.00005 0.00001 -0.00012 0.00024 -0.00005 
5 -0.00001 0.00010 0.00028 0.00086 -0.00002 
7 -5.9e-007 -0.00004 0.00015 -0.00094 0.00015 
9 l.Se-006 -0.00002 0.00014 0.00499 0.00004 

D-2-1 

MCO C27 

0.004S2 
-0.00043 
-0.00029 
0.00076 
0.00708 

tr.S.PAC«nC 4394072; Exaopltt I o£ 7 tr.S.P&tanC. 4394072; Quunpl* I oC 7 

a.s.p&caac 4394072; CXaapI* I q£ 7 
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Figure 6.178,6.179, 6.180, 6.181 and table 6.70 

l«ns0.1«n(2) b03:s 
PQSi.ciontf: I*i 
3cal<; Q.50 (T.S.PacenC 4394072; Example 1 of 7 

Module specificacions 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 

1 l.le-006 0.00001 0.00021 -0.00856 -0.00008 
3 -0.00004 0.00001 -0 .00014 0.00024 -0.00003 
5 -1.4e-006 0.00005 0.00036 0.00072 0.00005 
7 2.7e-007 -0.00002 0.00034 0.00162 0.00016 
9 1.2e-006 -0.00002 0 .00007 0.00403 0.00005 

D-2-2 

MCO C27 

0-00103 
-0.00045 
•0.00020 
0.00888 
0.00870 

a.s.Pacaac 4194072: OtampLm I. oe 7 C.S.P&canc 4394072; Exanpls I a£ 7 

a.S.Pacan^ 4394072; Qcaaipl* L o£ 7 i m 



Figure 6.182, 6.183,6.184, 6.185 and table 6.71 
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l«nA2.Ien(3) b03IS 

U.S.Patent 4394072; Example I oC 7 
POAiC^ons: I-J 
ScaXgtQ.SO 1-Jul-9B 

Module specificacions 
D-2-3 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 1.2e-006 0.00002 0.00012 -0.00150 -0.00003 -0.05030 
3 -0.00005 -3.8e-00S -0.00011 0.00018 -0.00003 -0.00067 
5 -2.4e-006 0.00007 0.00032 0.00078 0.00004 -0.00047 
7 -3.2e-007 -0.00001 0.00032 0.00095 -0.00010 -0.00783 
9 2.Se-006 -0.00005 0.00004 0.00073 0.00022 0.00842 

nna 

V.5.?aCttnC 4394072; EXanqpl* I a£ 7 rasmm i -jm 

rrtta 

£ 

(T.S^.PaeuiC 4394072; Oounpi* I a£ 7 . 

t7.5.Pataat 4394072; DuUBpItt I o£ 7 rasrna t 
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Figure 6.186, 6.187,6.188,6.189 and table 6.72 

b02IB 

O.S.Pacenc 4394072; Example L o£ 7 
positionsr l-i 
Se»l«t0.50 -V" l-Jul-98 

Module specifications 
D-2-4 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

i_ 1.5e-006 0.00002 0.00012 -0.01413 0.00044 0.02435 
3 -0.00006 -O.QOOOl 0.00002 0.00016 -0.00011 -0.00123 
5 2.6e-006 0.00005 0.00038 0.00077 0.00011 -0.00079 
7 1.9e-006 -0.00005 -0.00017 0.00508 0.00053 -0.00772 
9 -I.2e-006 0.00002 0.00048 0.00232 -0.00070 -0.01858 

tt.S.PaCCnC- 1394072; EXaopl* I oC 7 ?':s7T:ai . -jr: tr.S.FaetaC 4394072; Sxampltt I o£ < pcskb* : -jps 

c7.S.?aceac 4394072; QouBpl* I e£ 7 
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6.11.4 Experiment D-3 

The third global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 3% 

across the entire field. All the lens module aberration coefficients except pupil aberration 

(mcO c27) of the first module are allowed to vary. This is done in an attempt to maintain 

a well behaved system entrance pupil. The following table lists the solutions obtained 

after approximately 24 hours. 

Table 6.73 Global optimization result (D-3) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FACTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 0.00774285 2 / 20 11.15 
LENS1.LEN(2) 0.0048̂ 445 1 / 25 64.38 
LENSl.LENO) 0.00486415 1 / 25 96.67 
LENS2.LENC1) 0.02501798 3 / 25 136.37 
LENS2.LEN(2) 0.02501751 3 / 10 172.98 
LENS3.LENtl) 0.02953096 1 / 25 206.28 
LENS3.LEN(2) 0.00627829 1 / 14 240.00 
LENS4.LEN{1) 0.01639345 2 / 25 327.18 
LENS4.LEN(2) 0.01637671 1 / 25 362.95 
LENS3.LEH{3) 0.00533552 1 / 12 433.87 
LENS3.L£N{4) 0.00532744 1 / 25 686.48 
LENSS.LENd)- 0.02537591 2 / 17 716-85 
LENSe.LENd) 0.15666840 0 / 15 822.77 
LENS5.LEN(2) 0.00532961 1 / 25 968.30 
LENS3.LEN(5) 0.00532705 / 20 1006-60 
LENS7.LEN(1) 0.01168603 2 / 14 1032.47 
LENSa.LENd) 0.18432236 2 / 7 1069-48 
LENS8.LENt2) 0.05633426 3 / 7 1078-00 
LENS3.LEN{S) 0-00375769 1 / 17 1217-27 
LEHS1.LEN(4) 0.00376769 1 / 17 1217-32 
LENS3.LEN{7) 0-00373648 1 / 23 1246-82 
LENS3.LEN(8) 0.00373387 1 / 12 1330-38 
LENSS.LENd) 0.00486425 1 / 12 U61.40 
LENS3.LEN(9) 0-00373347 1 / 11 1435.68 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
HANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATK 

1 LENS3 0-00373347 1 D-3-1 
2 LENS7 0 .01168603 1 D-3-2 
3 LENS4 0-01637671 I D-3-3 
4 LENS2 0-02501751 3 D-3-4 
5 LENSa 0.05633426 3 
S LENS5 0-15666840 0 
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Six distinct solutions are found and tlie performances of the four best solutions are 

examined. 

Even though pupil SA. of the first lens groups is fixed to zero, some of the 

solutions still exhibit significant entrance pupil aberrations (figure 6.194 and 6.202). This 

is not too surprising since the second, third and fourth lens groups also contribute to the 

system entrance pupil aberrations. After all, it is the lens groups which are located in 

front of the aperture stop and not merely the first lens group that affect the entrance pupil 

aberrational behavior. 

Nevertheless, solution D-3-1 appears to be a well behaved system. The residual 

distortion variation is within +/-!%. Higher order astigmatism and curvature are quite 

significant. Once again this indicates that the primary function of pupil SA in this 

particular example is to improve field aberration balancing and not distortion balancing. 

Comparatively, D-3-2 and D-3-3 are two runaway solutions with excessive higher 

order astigmatism/curvature balancing. 



Figure 6.190, 6.191,6.192, 6.193 and table 6.74 
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Icns3.1«nC9) c02ia SO. so tot 

a.S.Pacenc 4394072; Example 1 of 7 
Positions; i-'i 
SoUr 0>S0 wul-9a 

Module specifications 
D-3-1 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 .HCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 1.6e-Q06 0.00002 0.00009 -0-00200 -0.00004 0.00000 
3 -0.00006 4.5e-006 -0.00012 0.00019 -0.00007 -0.00047 
5 -0.00001 0.00013 0.00020 0.00093 -0.00006 -0.00030 
7 0.00001 -0.00008 0.00029 1.3e-006 -0.00023 0.00240 
9 -0.00003 0.00005 -0-00009 -0.00042 0.00027 0.00077 

tJ.S.PaCBae. 4394072: EXanpls I of. 7 tf.S.PatanC 4394Q72; Ouiaple 1 aC 7 

tf.5>P&CttnC 4394072; Bcample I. aC 7 posirttit : 



Figure 6.194, 6.195,6.196,6.197 and table 6.75 
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cOZli 
U.S.Patent 4394072; Example I o£ 7 

^oaiu.ona£ i.->i 
Scal«; 0.50 l-vJul-sa 

D-3-2 
Module specl£icacions 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 7.5e-007 0.00002 0.00007 -0.00S66 -0.00017 0-00000 
3 -0.00003 -0.00003 -0.00020 0-00017 0.00015 -0.00088 
5 0.00001 -0.00001 0.00034 0.00057 0-00030 -0.00030 
7 3.8e-007 0.00002 0.00027 -0.01031 0.00026 -0.03131 
9 3.9e-Q06 -0.00003 0.00043 0.00708 0.00016 0.02194 

4394072; EXaspI* I e£ 7 

mu ••rwi'B 

t7.s.?acaxic 4394072; Dcample 1 s£ 7 

CT.S.?*C«nt 43?4Q72, 
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Figure 6.198, 6.199, 6.200,6.201 and table 6.76 

Uns4.Un(2| e02Il 

Poticioni: 

Q>SQ U.S.Pacenc 4394072; Example 1 of 7 LVO 

Module specifications 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS 

1 2.ee-007 4.4e-006 -0.00003 -0.00267 -0.00004 
3 -0.00002 0.00004 -0.00032 0.00070 -0.00004 
S -3.1e-006 -0.00002 0.00019 0.00013 0.00007 
7 6.3e-007 2.ae-006 0.00026 0.00018 -0.00097 
9 -1.3e-006 1.4e-007 0.00034 -0.00339 0.00112 

D-3-3 

MCO C27 

0 .00000  
-0.00038 
0.0004S 
-0.15451 
0.08779 

IT.S.Pttmnc 4394072; Scaspl* 1 of 7 ff.S.Paeaat 4394072: &caapZ« I of 7 

IT.S.PAe«a& 4394072; Scitapla 1 of 7 taiSL* > i.tti-r* 
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Figure 6.202, 6.203,6.204,6.205 and table 6.11 

t«na2.1«R(3) e03ia 

U.S.Pacenc 4394072; Example 1 of 7 
PaSlClonM: n 
scale: 0.50 l-Jul-9a 

Module specificacions 
D-3-4 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 5.1e-007 -2.0e-006 0.00021 -0.00964 0.00017 0.00000 
3 -0.00002 0.00007 -0.00043 0.00053 -0.00011 0-00295 
5 -2.7e-006 -0.00002 -O.OOOIS 0.00008 0.00038 0.00265 
7 4.3e-0Q7 -0.00001 -0.00017 0.00969 0.00015 0.12548 
9 -3.3e-007 -4-5e-OOS 0.00019 -0.00313 0.00015 -0.01514 

Asna «»1T-
*jr/p ftlLS 

-T-

\ 1 
" 

t r .... ... 
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\ 
X 

•am Btu .UCIVU • txtit 
a.S.Paea&e. 4394C7Z: Exuipl* L of 7 Kvm: * 1 iiir cr.s.pftcanc 4394072; Buunpl* I o£ 7 -.-iui.-** 
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6.11.5 Experiment D-4 

The fourth global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 5% 

across the entire field. All the lens module aberration coefficients except pupil aberration 

(mcO c27) of the first module are allowed to vary. The following table lists the solutions 

obtained after approximately 25 hours. 

rable 6.78 Global optimization result (D-4) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENSl.LEN(l) 0.008811S1 1 / 18 9.98 
LENSl.LENt2) 0.00627783 1 / 13 41.28 
LENS2.LEN(1) 0.00462883 1 / 14 114.62 
LENS3.LEN(1) 0.03388308 1 / 12 145.47 
LENS3.LEN(2] 0.00627788 1 / 13 171.22 
LENSl.LENO) 0.0051S093 1 / 25 269.68 
LENS4.LEN(1) 0.01237898 1 / 17 307.87 
LENSS.LENd) 0.0305062S 2 / 20 435.63 
LENS3.LEN(3) 0.00486427 1 / 23 479.38 
LENS2.LEN(2) 0.004S1242 2 / 16 530.32 
LENS4.LENt2) 0.01177846 2 / 3 557.95 
LENSe.LENd) 0.00628661 1 / 6 580.92 
LENS4.LEN(3) 0.00473747 2 / 4 740.18 
LENS6.LEN(2) 0.00536513 1 / 12 769.38 
LENS7.LEN{1) 0.01374301 2 / 25 828.35 
LENS7.LEN(2) 0.01154286 1 / 4 889.77 
LENSS.LENd) 0.01140853 2 / 25 975.20 
LENS7.LENC3) 0.00486474 1 / 25 1156.43 
LENSS.LENd) 0.01888288 1. / 2 1250-77 
LENS9.LEN(2) 0.00654100 1 / 23 1282-62 
LENS4.LEN(4) 0.00373347 2 / 21 1370.50 
LENSlO.LENd) 0.02352717 2 / 23 1412-83 
LENSll.LENd) 0.01281841 1 / 11 1426.38 
LENS12.r.ENd) 0.01685000 1 / 21 1445-82 
LENS12.LEN(2) 0.01169370 2 / 4 1452-48 
LENS2.LEN[3) 0.00381316 1 / 24 1520-70 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATK 

1 LENS4 0.00373347 2 D-4-1 
2 LENSS 0.01140853 2 D-4-2 
3 LENS12 0.01169370 2 D-4-3 
4 LENSll 0.01281841 1 D-<-4 
5 LENSIO 0-02352717 2 D-4-5 
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Five distinct solutions are found and the performances of ail solutions are 

examined. 

Solution D-4-I is essentially the same as D-3-1. Distortion variation (within +•/-

1%) is well within the constraint boundaries (+/-5%). The primary function of having 

finite lens group pupil S A is to indirectly improve image resolution via higher order 

astigmatism/curvature balancing. 

On the other hand, similar to D-3-2 and D-3-3, D-4-2 through D-4-5 are runaway 

solutions with excessive system pupil SA and higher order astigmatism/curvature 

balancing. 
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Figure 6.206,6.207,6.208,6.209 and table 6.79 

l«nf4.Un(4| d021S 

(7.5»Pacenc 4394072; Ex2UQpIe 1 of 7 

Module specifications 

s;ir MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS 

1 1.6e-00S 0.00002 0.00009 -0.00195 -0.00003 
3 -0.00006 4.5e-006 -0.00012 0.00019 -O.OOOOS 
5 -0-00001 0.00013 0.00020 0.00093 -0.00006 
7 0.00001 -0.00008 0.00029 1.6e-006 -0.00024 
9 -0.00003 0.00005 -0.00009 -0.00042 0.00027 

D-4-1 

MCO C27 

0.00000 
-0.00047 
-0.00030 
0.00240 
0.00077 
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Figure 6.210,6.211,6.212,6.213 and table 6.80 

Ian<8.I«n(l) dOSlS 

Se&let Q.5Q U.S.Pacenc 4394072; Example I of 7 LVO 

Module specificacions 

STir MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 8.0e-007 3.ae-005 0.00053 -0-01078 -0.00004 0-00000 
3 -0.00003 0.00005 -0.00029 0.00059 -0.00010 Q.00094 
5 -4.1e-00e O.OOOQ3 0-00019 0.0002S 0.00005 0.00125 
7 -1.5e-00S -0-00005 0.00010 0.00835 0.00011 0.09233 
9 Q.00001 0.00003 -0.OQOO8 0.00060 0.00009 0-0080S 

tr.S. ?ae«nC 4294072; Sxo&pl* t at 7 

Ct.S.?&cuLe. 4394aTZ; Sxaeple L at 7 "tcrrcw t -jar 
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Figure 6.214, 6.215,6.216,6.217 and table 6.81 

l«nal2.1*0(21 d02ts 

PosiCionJt L-i 
SCAl«t Q.SO tJ.S.Patent 4394072; Bxantple I of 7 

Module specifications 

sxir MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 3.9e-007 -2.8e-006 0.00029 -0.01052 0.00012 0.00000 
3 -0.00002 O.Q0006 -0.00039 0.00058 -0.00008 0.00226 
5 -3.5e-006 -O-OOOOl -0.00010 0.00014 0.00036 0.00215 
7 3.2e-007 -O.OOOOl -0.00018 0.01050 0.00011 0.08142 
9 -4.7e-007 7.9e-007 0.00018 -0.00137 0.00021 -0.01051 

ci.5.?ataac 4394072; Qauipls I oS T 7.ir.?«C«&C 4394Q72; StMpl« I s£ 7 
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Figure 6.218,6.219,6.220, 6.221 and table 6.82 

lanalt.lancll d02ia 

O.S.Pacene 4394072; Example I of 7 
&o«ltiona: l-i 
Scale; 0.50 l-Jul-?8 

Module specifications 
D-4-4 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 5.3e-007 -1.4e-006 0.00029 -0.01087 O.OOQ13 0.00000 
3 -0.00003 0.00006 -0.00043 0.00054 -0.00008 0.00264 
5 -3.6e-00S -3.Se-006 -0.00014 0.00013 0.00036 0.00249 
7 6.1e-007 -3.0e-006 -0.00019 0.01120 0.00011 0.10401 
9 -1.3e-006 -O.OOOOL 0.00018 -0.00196 0.00020 -0.01218 

U.S.PaCcttC 4394072; ̂ uapl* X. a£ 7 rorrc* i a.S.Pacaa.c 4394072; Beaepl* t o£ 7 . -jja 

a.S.Pacvnc 4394072; Example t oC 7 
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Figure 6.222, 6.223, 6.224, 6.225 and table 6.83 

lanslO.I«n(I) dOZlfl 90.00 tot 

t7.S.9a.cenc 4394072; Example I o£ 7 
Positions: I-i 
Scftlei 0.50 

Module specifications 
D-4-5 

sxir MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 5.1e-007 -1.8e-OOS O.Q0029 -0.00947 0.00013 0.00000 
3 -0.00002 0.00007 -0-00044 0.00052 -0.00010 0.00294 
S -2-9e-0QS -0.00002 -0.00014 0.00007 0.00035 0.00253 
7 3.8e-007 -4.4e-006 -0.00018 0.01108 0.00011 0.12251 
9 -2.0e-Q07 -0.00001 0.00017 -0.00206 0.00021 -0.01530 

r 

V.S.PaCaaC 4394072: Sxaopls I a£ 7 wiitiui : -ja 

rtfLS TJFVO 

tf.s.pftcaac. 4394072; SXaopltt I of 7 *ism5R . jm 

V.S.PaCsnC 4394072; Bauaple I o£ 7 
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fca-:~-» : iro 
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6.12 Study of a compact three srroup zoom lens (Experiments E-1 through E-2) 

a528_01.seq(l) 5379154 

20.83 KK 

Posicians: t-3 
PAT 5379154 scale: 1.20 28-May-98 39-102/4-8 Nikon 

Figure 6.226 Compact three group zoom lens (E) 

6.12.1 Discussion on the patent design 

The patent design selected is a 35mm format compact three group zoom design 

(Shibayamaet al, 1995). It has a zoom range of f=39-l02mm working at an f-number 

range between 4 and 8. The nominal zoom position is chosen to be at f=69.96nim. This 

is of the three group design type commonly found in high-end compact cameras with 

extended zoom ranges (beyond 2x). This particular example is an all-spherical design. 

Figure 6.226 shows the layout of the system. From the layout it is apparent that the 

aperture stop is simated within the second lens group. 
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Table 6.84 Lens group first order properties (E) 

surface 

1- 6 
7-17 
18-23 

STO 

group 

1 
2 
3 

group EFY 

62.564780 
31.295758 
-24.240172 

group THI 

10.500000 
20.900000 
12.300000 

group PP 

8.454531 
19.337672 
7.257570 

group PP' 

2.288222 
12.003304 
-2.311627 

The group magnification variation across tlie zoom range is tabulated in the following: 

Table 6.85 Lens group first order properties (E) 

Entrance pupil location is measured from the front surface of zoom group 
Exit pupil location is measured from the last surface of zoom group 

surface group pos group mag pupil mag ent pupil exp pupil 

1- 6 1 1 0.000000 0.899330 15.457941 8.586600 
1- 6 1 2 O.OOOOOO 0.786347 25.453624 15.655400 
1- 6 1 3 O.OOOOOO 0.678231 38.136697 22.419600 

7-17 STO 2 1 0.425351 1.807960 5.351900 -13.282408 
7-17 STO 2 2 0.470559 1.807960 5.351900 -13.282408 
7-17 STO 2 3 0.523836 1.807960 5.351900 -13.282408 

18-23 3 1 1.465535 0.405287 -28.312208 -16.727582 
18-23 3 2 2.377819 0.465716 -20.551508 -15.262762 
18-23 3 3 3.112529 0.505261 -16.477808 -14.304187 

The following figures present the astigmatic field and distortion performance of 

the patent design. The scale for the astigmatic field plots is 0.5mm full scale. The 

distortion plots have a fiill scale of 3%. Although the distortion variation behavior is a 

monotonous one, the variation is very small. Most of the residual distortion is stationary 

to the system. Higher order distortion balancing is not representative in this design. The 

maximum percentage distortion ranges from +1.57% to +2.59%. The astigmatism has a 

rapidly varying behavior over the zoom range which demonstrates the compensatory 

effect of higher order aberration balancing. 
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Figure 6.227 Figure 6.228 

39-102/4-a RiKon ?AT 39-102/4-8 HlXon PAT 

Figure 6.229 

39-102/4-8 Hlkfln PAT 

The fact that the system aperture stop is located within the second lens group 

poses some difficulties in modeling the system using lens modules. As discussed in the 

section 6.11.1, the most realistic strategy is to break up the lens group into two separate 

lens units upon the aperture stop. The two imits are then treated as individual lens 

groups. By doing so, the aperture stop true location is preserved and any pupil aberration 

related to the relay group can be modeled correctly. In effect the lens module model of 

the zoom lens is a four group zoom lens. Naturally, the middle two groups are stationary 

with respect to each other throughout the entire zoom range. As mentioned in chapter 4, 
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the way of breaking the Jens into four groups is a natural one. This example can be seen 

as a "zooming Biogon" type lens. 

The system is then converted to a four group modular system. The zoom group 

first order properties of the four group modular system are tabulate in the following; 

Table 6.86 Lens group first order properties (E) 

surface 

1- 2 
3- 4 
5- 5 
6- 7 
8- 9 

group 

1 
2 

STO 

group EFY 

62.564780 
-L602.352129 

35.879136 
-24.240172 

group THI 

10.500000 
7.000000 

9.900000 
12.300000 

group PP 

8.454531 
-216.650476 

10.842342 
7.257570 

group PP' 

2.288222 
-255.707136 

6.719165 
-2.311627 

The group magnification variation across the zoom range is tabulated in the following: 

Table 6.87 Lens group first order properties (E) 

Encreince pupil locacion is measured from Che fronc surface of zoom group 
Exit pupil locacion is measured from che lasc surface of zoom group 

surface group pos group mag pupil mag enc pupil exp pupil 

1- 2 1 1 O.OOOOOO C.899330 15.457941 8.586600 
1- 2 1 2 0.000000 0.786347 25.453624 15.655400 
1- 2 1 3 0.000000 0.678231 38.136697 22.419600 

3- 4 2 1 1.210160 1.160831 5.351900 2.000000 
3- 4 2 2 1.203733 1.160831 5.351900 2.000000 
3- 4 2 3 1.197647 1.160831 5.351900 2.000000 

5- 5 STO 1 l.QOOOOO 1.000000 -2.64e-014 -2.64e-014 
5- 5 STO 2 l.OOOOOO 1.000000 -6.25e-014 -5.25e-014 
5- 5 STO 3 1.000000 1.000000 -2.38e-Q14 -2.38e-014 

6- 7 3 1 0.351483 1.557471 -2.000000 -13-282408 
6- 7 3 2 0.390917 1.557471 -2.000000 -13.282408 
6- 7 3 3 0.437388 1.557471 -2.000000 -13.282408 

8- 9 4 1 1.465535 0.405287 -23.312208 -16.727582 
8- 9 4 2 2.377813 0.465716 -20.551508 -15.262762 
8- 9 4 3 3.112529 0.305261 -16.477808 -14.304187 

The following page presents the field performance of the perfect module system. 

The values of mco cl 1 through mco c27 are all zeros. The scale for the astigmatic filed 

plots is 5mm full scale. The distortion plots have a fiill scale of 1%. Full field maximum 

distortion varies from +L35% to -0.09%. Distortion variation is skewed toward the 
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wide-angle zoom position. At the nominal zoom position, the modular system have quite 

a bit of residual field curvature and astigmatism which are apparently independent of 

zoom positions (figure 6.231, 6.232 and 6.233). This indicates that certain amount of 

stationary astigmatism and field curvamre is intrinsic to the first order layout. Also 

because of the fact diat we have four lens groups, residual aberrations accumulate as the 

wavefront propagates through the system, resulting in a non-perfect nominal zoom 

position (figure 6.232). 



Figure 6.230, 6.231,6.232, 6.233 and table 6.88 

Module specificacions 

•TnimssrT 
1.20 «ce 

B-0-0 

sur MFL MRD MFF MBF MEN MFD 

1 S2.56478 l.Oe-010 -54.11025 64.85300 25.45360 1.00000 
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6.12.2 Experiment E-1 

The first global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 2% 

across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of change of distortion are 

imposed. The first group is fixed to be perfect while all module aberration coefficients of 

the other three groups are allowed to vary. The following solutions are obtained. 

Table 6.89 Global optimization result (E-1) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR PONCTtON CONSTRAINTS / AOTO COMOLATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENS3.LEWIS) 0.03553453 1 / 24 1S6.08 
LENS4.LEN(4) 0.03903212 0/15 250.78 
LENS1.LEM(5) 0.04337261 0 / 3 30.17 
LENS2.LEtI(l) 0.04353819 0 / 2 1.95 
LENS5.r,EN(2) 0.84933204 0 / 5 401.77 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICATION 

1 LENS3 0.03563453 24 E-1-1 
2 LENS4 0.03903212 15 *-1-2 
3 LENSl 0.04337261 3 E-1-3 
4 LENS2 0.04353819 2 B-1-4 
5 LENS5 0.84933204 5 *-1-5 

The distortion plots have a full scale of 2% while the astigmatic field plots have a 

O.OSmm full scale. Comparing to the perfect module E-0-0, the field performance of all 

these examples are much superior even at the nominal zoom position. This indicates 

once again the compensatory effect. 

If we carefuUy examine the lens group aberration contents of the different 

solutions, we would realized that E-1-3 and E-1-4 are essentially the same. 
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Characteristically, both solutions have very small second lens group pupil SA. 

Consequently, the corresponding error functions have the lowest values (table 6.89). 

By no means, E-1-5 has the same level of performance as the other four solutions. 

Its error function is about 20 times larger. Nevertheless, E-l-5 demonstrates a very 

interesting phenomenon: excessive higher order aberration balancing. For all practical 

purposes, E-l-5 is simply a runaway solution similar to C-3-5 and C-3-6. 

Immediately, we recognize that very high order aberration balancing is present in 

the system (E-l-5), particularly at the wide-angle zoom position (figure 6.251). The 

tangential field curve crosses the paraxial focal plane four times along the field, 

indicating that the system has a substantial 9^** order astigmatism/curvature component. 

The amplimde of the wavy filed curves are very sizable, indicating that the solution has 

come to a point in which all orders of field aberrations have become too large despite the 

overall balancing. 

If we fiirther examine the lens group aberration contents (table 6.94), we would 

see the presence of very high level of lens group pupil S A and coma. Lens group pupil 

S A is about LO times as much as in the odier solutions while lens group coma is about 5 

times larger. This comes as no surprise since pupil SA interacts with coma to "induce" 

higher order astigmatism and curvature (figure 5.12). The "excessive" higher order 

balancing is due to the extreme abundance of pupil SA and. coma. 
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6.12.3 Experiment E-2 

The second global optimization is done using the default RMS transverse ray 

aberration error function plus a constraint on maximum percentage distortion of 3% 

across the entire field. No specific constraints on the rate of change of distortion are 

imposed. The first group is fixed to be perfect while all module aberration coefficients of 

the other three groups are allowed to vary. The following solutions are obtained. The 

results of the optimization run are listed in the following: 

Table 6.95 Global optimization result (E-2) 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
ERROR FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS / AUTO CUMULATIVE 

LENS FILE NAME VALUE CYCLES CPU MINUTES 

LENS4. LEN(4) 0.01911855 S 412.55 
LENSe. LENT31 0.02S47579 11 16.53 
LENSAA .LENCS) 0.02889457 4 672.50 
LENSll .LEN(5) 0.03504035 8 204.56 
LENS18.LENt2) 0.0412S629 10 347.00 
LENS5. L S N ( 2 )  0.04343202 8 13.02 

LENS ERROR FUNCTION NUMBER OF 
RANK LENS FILE NAME VALUE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS INDENTIFICAT: 

1 LENS4 0.019118S5 ff S-2-1 
2 LENS6 0.02547579 11 a-2-2 
3 LENS2A 0.02889457 4 g-2-3 
4 LENSll 0.03504035 8 B-2-4 
5 LENSia 0.04125S29 10 *-2-5 
6 LENS5 0.04343202 8 S-2-« 

Five solutions are found. The distortion plots have a full scale of 5% whereas the 

astigmatic field plots have a fuU scale of 0.05mm. 

In general, the solutions are very much like the ones obtained in the previous 

optimization experiment (E-1) except that the current solutions have larger distortion 

variations (as imposed, in the merit fimction). The current solutions also exhibit less 

higher order distortion balancing. The argument can be substantiated by comparing a few 
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solution pairs. Solution E-2-4 is very similar to E-1-1 except for the magnitude of higher 

order distortion balancing. Solution E-1-2 is similar to E-1-2 except E-2-2 has no trace 

of higher order distortion balancing. The same comparison can be made between E-2-6 

and E-1-3. 

It is also noted that all the solutions in both experiments (E-1 and E-2) have very 

low, close to zero distortion at the long focal zoom position and the distortion variation is 

very much skewed toward the wide-angle zoom position. This behavior is in accord with 

the inherent behavior of the optimization starting point (E-0-0, figure 6.231,6.232 and 

6.233). This illustrates that for this particular zoom lens configuration, the inherent 

aberrational behavior is dominant in all the various optimization solutions. The higher 

order distortion balancing is only a secondary effect which provides slight improvements 

in distortion correction. 
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Figure 6.266, 6.267,6.268, 6.269 and table 6.99 
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6.13 Summary discussions 

The goal of the ray trace experiments presented in this chapter is to demonstrate 

the connections between intrinsic lens group aberration contents and system aberrational 

behavior of zoom lenses. Particularly, the effects of lens group pupil SA on system 

residual distortion and distortion variations are explored. The findings can be 

summarized in the following paragraphs. 

6.13.1 Inherent aberrational behavior and stationary aberration 

In any zoom system, once the first order configuration is established, a certain 

inherent aberrational behavior is determined. This is the behavior when all of the lens 

groups are set to be perfect at the nominal zoom position. Five examples are presented in 

this chapter, they are A-0-0, B-0-0, C-0-0, D-0-0, and E-0-0. 

For any of these "standard" systems, the lens performs perfectly at the nominal zoom 

position. However at the other zoom positions, aberrations come in quite rapidly as the 

lens groups are no longer operating at the prescribed working conditions (due to 

conjugate and pupil shifts at the group level). The residual system astigmatism, curvature 

and distortion variations are generally of lower order. This is particularly true for the 

compact two group systems (section 6.8.1, 6.9.1,6.10.1) and classical four group systems 

(section 6.11.1). However, with more moving lens groups and careful selection of first 

order layout, an inherent counter-balancing behavior may (section 6.12.1) in which 

astigmatism and curvature are essentially stationary (E-0-0). This implies that a portion 

of the residual aberration in a zoom lens can be inherently stationary in nature. 
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6.13.2 Finite lens group aberrations provide compensatory effects 

Although any of these "standard" system performs perfectly at the nominal zoom 

position, by no means does it have the best possible performance over the entire zoom 

range. Often deliberate aberrations can be added to the individual lens group to provide 

an overall compensatory correction. This is evident throughout all the experiments 

presented in this chapter. 

6.13.3 Higher order aberrations are important in zoom lens designs 

The aforementioned compensatory effect often involves higher order abenation 

balancing. This is most apparent when we compare the field aberration plots of a 

"standard" perfect system with those of the optimized solutions (such as figure 6.9 and 

6.13). The explanation is actually quite intuitive. Since the inherent aberrations are of 

lower order in nature, a counter-balance can be accomplished by an appropriate amount 

of higher order aberrations. 

6.13.4 The higher order aberrations are induced aberrations 

For all the ray trace experiments presented in this chapter, lens groups are 

modeled using third order lens modules and lens module aberrations are specified up to 

third order, fii theory, the zoom lens solution after optimization should be free firom 

intrinsic higher order aberrations. However, the evidence of higher order aberration 
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compensation is plentiful. This indicates that the higher order aberrations which are 

responsible for the compensatory effect are in fact induced aberrations. 

6.13.5 Pupil spherical aberration is vital to the compensatory effect 

In section 5.2, it is established that induced aberrations only occur in the presence 

of pupil SA. Clearly, pupil SA is essential in higher order aberration balancing. 

Experiment C-4 and C-5 readily demonstrate the argument. In these two experiments, 

only lens group pupil S A contents (mco c27) are allowed to vary while all other 

aberration contents (mco cl I through cI5) are kept constant. Surprisingly, despite the 

fact that the starting points are severely over-constrained, the solutions after optimization 

exhibit some higher order aberration balancing. The only possible explanation is the 

presence of induced aberrations which are in mm caused by lens group pupil SA. 

The results from experiment C-6 and C-7 also substantiate the argument. In these 

two experiments, which are exactly the reverse of C-4 and C-5, all lens group aberration 

contents except pupil SA are allowed to vary. Consequently, the resulting solutions have 

relatively little higher order aberration balancing. 

6.13.6 Pupil spherical aberration can be used to control distortion variation 

As it is identified in chapter 5, the roles of lens group pupil S A in controlling 

distortion and distortion variation can be characterized into two effects: 
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1) Static effect: the interaction between pupil SA and field curvature results in higher 

order induced distortion, which in turn can be used to balance 3rd order distortion that is 

inherent in the zoom lens. 

2) dynamic effect; pupil SA can be deliberately introduced to balance aberration variation 

due to conjugate and pupil shifts. 

Experiment A-3, B-3 and E-1 readily demonstrate the static effect in which higher 

order induced distortion balancing is most apparent (figure 6.21,6.57 and 6.234). On the 

other hand, the dynamic effect is most evident when we make a comparison between C-1-

1 and C-1-2 or C-2-1 and C-2-2. All these solutions have very little higher order 

distortion balancing. This rules out the induced aberration argument. Nevertheless, they 

have vasUy different third order distortion variation behaviors (positive rate vs. negative 

rate) and very different lens group pupil S A contents. 

6.13.7 Astigmatism and field curvature corrections 

Beside distortion balancing, the findings from the ray trace experiments also 

indicate that pupil S A causes induced higher order astigmatism and curvature balancing 

which in mm contribute to an improvement in image resolution. While not all the 

solutions presented in the chapter exhibit higher order distortion correction, higher order 

astigmatism and curvature corrections are always apparent. Solution D-1-1 is one of 

several examples that readily demonstrates the phenomenon (figure 6.163,6.164 and 
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6.165). This does not come as a surprise since higher order induced astigmatism and 

curvature come about when lens group coma interacts with pupil SA. 

If we look at the conjugate shift effects on various third order aberrations 

(equation 5.21 through 5.25), all aberrations except Petzval curvamre are affected by 

pupil S A. This indicates that even if induced aberration effects are ignored, pupil S A still 

affects image resolution under a conjugate shift. 

Although distortion reduction is the major topic in this dissertation work, it is after ail a 

secondary concern in the design problem. The optimization merit function will always 

find the most favorable set of lens group aberrations, including pupil S A that would 

achieve the best overall image performance. Distortion balancing is in any case of 

secondary importance. The argument has come to a full circle: this is why distortion is 

often compromised in zoom lenses. 
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CHAPTER? 

IMPLEMENTATION OF LENS GROUP PUPIL SPHERICAL ABERRATION 

IN ZOOM LENS DESIGN 

Throughout the current investigation, lens modules were utilized to determine the 

optimum intrinsic aberration contents of lens groups. The advantage is clear: since 

individual lens group aberrations can be "dialed in" at will, the connection between lens 

group intrinsic aberration and overall system performance can be explored directly. Most 

importantly, these lens modules can be used in a ray-based optimization for the 

aberrational design of zoom lenses. The process is identical to the one used in chapter 6. 

Once the lens module zoom lens is optimized, the optimum lens group aberration 

contents are determined. The next step in the process is to design individual lens groups 

with the corresponding aberration contents (figure 3.13). &i other words, a module-to-

real-lens conversion has to be carried out. 

7.1 Lens module to lens group conversion 

Park and Shannon (1996) have shown that this module-real-lens conversion can 

be achieved by using a third order analytical approach. A standard triplet is used as the 

starting point for each lens group because it has sufficient degrees of fireedom for the 

concurrent correction/control of all five third order image aberrations. With the lens 

group aberration contents obtained by optimization, several simultaneous equations that 
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describe the third order aberrations of the standard triplet are used to solve for a solution 

for each lens group. 

Alternatively, Park has employed an optimization approach to the problem (1997) 

in which specific aberration contents are set as targets. Similarly, the standard triplet is 

used as the optimization starting point for the lens group optimization. 

Due to the complexity of the problem, both conversion methods utilized by Park 

have been limited to the use of only three third order aberrations as targets. They are 

spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism. The issues related to explicit pupil S A 

control have not been addressed. 

7.1.1 Explicit pupil spherical aberration control 

As it is shown in the previous chapters, lens group pupil S A control indeed has a 

profound effect in zoom lens aberration correction. A careful selection of lens group 

pupa SA can be used to induce higher order distortion, which in turn can be used to 

balance the lower order inherent distortion in zoom lenses. The overall benefit is a 

reduction of distortion variation across the zoom range. Similarly, higher order 

astigmatism and curvature can be induced by pupil SA which in turn can be used to 

improve field aberration correction. The important point is that lens group pupil SA 

should not be ignored in zoom lens design. Even though pupil S A itself does not affect 

image performance in a standalone system. Naturally, an extension to either methods 

used by Park is to include the consideration of pupil SA. 
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7.1.2 Reverse problem: eikonal function to real lens 

The modular design approach may give a good solution, but the lens modules may 

not be easily convertible to real lens groups. In effect the lens module optimization 

solution gives us the optimum eikonal fimctions (in the guise of lens modules) for the 

individual lens groups. The task is to find a real lens group that possesses the same 

characteristics as the eikonal function. 

In a real lens system, different types of aberration are intricately linked together 

and generally cannot be manipulated independently. With a limited number of optical 

surfaces and selection of optical materials, it may not be possible to find the real lens 

equivalent with the specific characteristics described by an arbitrary eikonal function. 

After all, lens design is a complicated subject and it is unlikely that a generalized 

cookbook recipe can be found that applies to all different zoom lens design problems. 

Nevertheless, it is not altogether impossible to find the solution for a specific problem. 

7.2 Design example 

As a demonstration of the feasibility of the advocated method, a specific example 

design is carried out. A three group zoom configuration similar to the one presented in 

section 6.12 is chosen. The zoom range is fi-om f=40 to 100mm. Relatively low system 

NA is assigned to reduce intrinsic higher order aberration. The system f-number varies 

with zoom position firom 9.3 to 12.6. Since the aperture stop is located within the second 

group, this lens group is modeled with two separate lens modules for ±e same reasons 
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presented in section 6.12: one in front of the stop and one behind the stop. In effect, there 

are four lens groups in the design. 

7.2.1 Lens module optimization 

During the initial lens module optimization stages, individual lens group effective 

focal lengths and zoom loci are also allowed to vary. In other words, the first order 

configuration is allowed to deviate from the starting point. This initial optimization 

assures the system to assume a configuration which has the most favorable inherent 

aberrational behavior. Consequently, the optimum lens group aberrations would not have 

to be excessive, resulting in runaway solutions such as those shown in the previous 

chapter (e.g. C-3-5, C-3-6). 

In order to avoid any possible performance discontinuities along the zoom range, 

five zoom positions are used in the optimization. The default minimum RMS transverse 

ray aberration merit function is used. Distortion is constrained to be within +/- 1% across 

the entire zoom range. After the optirmzation, the solution as shown in figure 7.1 is 

obtained. The optimum lens group aberration contents are obtained (table 7.1). The 

system performances in terms of field aberration curves and OPDs across the zoom range 

are shown in figure 12 through 7.11. The prescription of the system is given in appendix 

B. 
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Table 7.1 Optimum lens module specification of the example lens 

Module specifications 

sur MFL MRD MFF MBF MEN MFD HEO 

1 
3 
6 
8 

63.45888 
-72.74075 
32.64277 
-33.62164 

l.Oe-OlO 
-6.68476 
-0.07643 
-1.96462 

-49.93680 
71.58398 
-23.17608 
36.04014 

68.75078 
-76.86844 
29.32258 

-35.46051 

23.94850 
6.19860 
-1.41513 

-27.54470 

1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 

1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
l.OOOOO 

sur MCO Cll MCO CI2 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 
3 
6 
8 

0.00036 
-0.00078 
0.00058 

-0.00007 

-0.00060 
0.00281 
-0.00168 
0.00006 

0.00111 
-0.00188 
0.00008 
0.00071 

-0.00143 
0.00101 
0.00135 
-0.00448 

0.00095 
-0.00125 
0.00065 
-0.00028 

0.00003 
-0.00008 
0.00003 
-0.00455 

7.2.2 Lens group optimization 

Once the optimum aberration contents of the individual lens modules are 

obtained, the preliminary system is broken down into four separate module-real-lens-

conversion problems. Different starting points are used for the different lens modules. 

The conversion optimization merit function consists of real ray height and angle 

targets. The first step is to perform a real ray trace on the lens module. Ray heights and 

angles of the real chief ray and two real marginal rays (both on-axis and off-axis) are 

obtained. The results are then used as the targets for the conversion optimization merit 

function (since specific finite aberrations are the targets of the optimization, naturally, die 

default merit function has to be "turned off'). Once the result approach the targets, third 

order wavefiront aberration coefficients are then included as constraints to fine tune the 

results. These wavefront abenration coefficients are calculated by using several user 

defined functions written in a CodeV sequence macro file (appendix A). 
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Positions: 1-b 
FULL SCALE three group zoom ex 

Figure 7.1 Lens module zoom lens solution 

Figure 7.2 Field abenatioa plot at ZP 1 Figure 7.3 OPD at ZP I 
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Figure 7.4 Field aberration plot at ZP 2 

Figure 7.6 Field aberration plot at ZP 3 Figure 7.7 OPD at ZP 3 

Figure 7.8 Field aberration plot at ZP 4 Figure 7.9 OPD at ZP 4 
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three group zoom ex 

Figure 7.10 Field aberration plot at ZP 5 Figure 7.11 OPD at ZP 5 

7.2.2.1 First lens group 

The initial starting point for the first group is a triplet which consists of a doublet 

front followed by a positive singlet. Fictitious glass types are used. The starting point 

has an arbitrary overall lens thickness of lOmm which is allowed to vary (with reasonable 

bounds). Refractive indices and Abbe numbers are also allowed to vary in the 

optimization. Two wavelengths are included in the re-optimization stage to reduce 3"^ 

order chromatic aberrations. The initial lens module is shown in figure 7.12. Its field 

aberration plot and monochromatic OPDs are shown in figure 7.13 and 7.14. The real-

lens equivalent and its aberrations are shown in figure 7.15,7.16 and 7.17. The overall 

thickness of the real-lens equivalent is 14mm. 

7.2.2.2 Second lens group 

The starting point for the second lens group is the same triplet as the first group. 

Similarly, fictitious glass types are used. The final result only consists of two lens 
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elements (cemented doublet) with a significant reduction in overall thicicness (from 

10mm down to 5mm). The initial lens module is shown in figure 7.18. Its field aberration 

plot and monochromatic OPDs are shown in figure 7.19 and 7.20. The real-Iens 

equivalent and its aberrations are shown in figure 7.21,7.22 and 7.23. 

7.2.2.3 Third lens group 

On the other hand it turns out that the third lens group needs to have a more 

complex constmction, A simple Cooke type triplet with an overall thickness of 10mm is 

used as the initial starting point. Nevertheless, the final solution consists of four elements 

as shown in figure 7.27. The performance is shown in figure 7.28 and 7.29. The overall 

thickness of the lens group is 18.2mm. The initial lens module is shown in figure 7.24. 

Its field aberration plot and monochromatic OPDs are shown in figure 7.25 and 7.26. 

7.2.2.4 Fourth lens group 

The starting point for the rear lens group is a negative doublet. This is a natural 

choice since the system is more or less of a "zooming Biogon" construction (section 

4.4.3.2). The system has a short image clearance at the wide-angle of the zoom range and 

a negative meniscus is necessary to accommodate the relatively steep chief ray angle in 

image space. 

The final result requires the splitting of the lens elements. It is depicted in figure 

7.33. The performance is presented in figure 7.34 and 7.35. The initial lens module is 
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shown in figure 7.30. Its field aberration plot and monochromatic OPDs are shown in 

figure 7.31 and 7.32. 

7.2.3 Final system 

After the four real lens groups are obtained, they are substituted back to the zoom 

system to form the final solution (figure 7.36). Since the system has relatively low NA, 

no further re-optimization is necessary. The system performance is shown in figure 7.37 

through 7.46. 
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Figure 7.12 First lens module 

Figure 7.13 Field aberration plot Figure 7.14 OPD 
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Figure 7.15 Real lens solution for the first lens group 
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Figure 7.16 Field aberration plot Figure 7-17 OPD 
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Figure 7.18 Second lens module 

Figure 7.19 Field aberration plot 

Figure 7.21 Real lens solution for the second lens group 

Figure 7.22 Field aberration plot Figure 7.23 OPD 



Figure 7.24 Third lens module 
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Figure 7.25 Field aberration plot 

Figure 7.27 Real lens solution for the third lens group 
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Figure 7.28 Field aberration plot 
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Figure 7.30 Fourth lens module 
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Figure 7.31 Field aberration plot 
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Figure 7.33 Real lens solution for the fourth lens group 

Figure 7.32 OPD 

Figure 7.34 Field aberration plot Figure 7.35 OPD 
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a715_02.seq(l) 25.00 MH 

Positions: 1-5 
FULL SCALE 15-Jul-98 three group zoom ex 

Figure 7.36 Example three group zoom lens final solution 
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Figure 7.37 Field aberration plot at ZP I Figiire 7.38 OPD at ZP 1 
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Figure 7.39 Field aberration plot at ZP 2 

Figure 7.41 Field aberration plot at ZP 3 

Figure 7.40 OPD at ZP 2 

Figure 7.42 OPD at ZP 3 
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Figure 7.43 Field aberration plot at ZP 4 Figure 7.44 OPD at ZP 4 
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group sacn ex nemo* « MB 2Wui-«i 

Figure 7.45 Field aberration plot at ZP 5 Figure 7.46 OPD at ZP 5 

7.3 Suggested methods for explicit pupil spherical aberration control 

The previous design example has demonstrated the feasibility of the optimization-

based conversion which includes the considerations of all aberration types including pupil 

SA. Generally, once an appropriate starting point is chosen for the conversion, the 

optimization would behave nicely and a solution would be found. However, the problem 

lies in the selection of good starting points that would provide the necessary degrees of 

freedom for explicit pupil S A control. 

Understandably, the interest in the subject has been very limited because pupil 

aberrations are often regarded as unimportant in most designs (sometimes wrongfully). 

Nevertheless there are certain similarities between pupil S A control and other field 

aberration control, notably distortion. As it is stated and explained in chapter 2 and 5, 

distortion is a field dependent chief ray position error (figure 2.1) and pupil SA is a field 

dependent chief ray angle error (figure 5.6). It is the chief ray manipulation that is the key 
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to both problems. Methods in manipulating distortion can be borrowed and modified for 

pupil S A control. 

Currendy three strategies are identified. Other strategies may also exit and a 

thorough study of the subject is beneficial not only to the modular zoom lens design 

problem, but also to other design problems which require explicit pupil abenation 

control. The three methods presented here are: 

1) extension of lens overall thickness, 

2) application of pseudo-field lens and 

3) application of aspherical surfaces to pseudo field lens elements. 

7.3.1 Lens thickness 

From basic aberration theory, we know that the standard Cooke triplet is the 

simplest lens form which can be simultaneously corrected for all five image Seidel 

aberrations. It has just enough degrees of freedom for a third order solution. However, 

our goal is to include pupil SA control in the design, therefore an extra degree of fireedom 

is needed. Without adding any additional elements to the triplet, an extra degree of 

freedom can be provided by allowing the overall thickness or overall length (OAL) to 

vary. 

In the modular design method, OAL is in fact a feasible variable. Recall firom 

chapter 3 that a lens module is nothing other than a "blackbox" eikonal function. As long 

as the first order properties are retained and defined with respect to the firont and back 
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surfaces of the lens module, the actual module thickness has no consequence to the 

behavior of the lens module. Its thickness only contributes to an increase or decrease of 

the overall thickness of the final system. 

The design example presented in the previous section has also shown that OAL is 

in fact a viable variable in module-real-lens conversion. The thicknesses of the final lens 

group solutions can depart significantly from the initial lens module thicknesses (table 

7.2). 

Table 7.2 Thickness comparison between lens modules and actual lens groups 

Thickness (mm) First group Second group Third group Fourth group 
Lens module 10 10 10 10 
Real lens group 14 5 18.2 6.6 

7.3.1.1 Third order triplet ray trace experiment 

As a demonstration, an experiment is carried out to invesagate the pupil 

aberration behavior in a third order triplet as a function of OAL. The goal is to find 

different solutions with significantly different pupil aberrations using global optimization, 

given a fixed overall length of the lens. 

A triplet of the Cooke type designed by Tronnier (1930) is chosen to be the 

starting point (figure 7.47). The original specification is listed in the following table 

(table 7.3): 
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Table 7.3 Original triplet specification 

focal length (mm) 100 
f-number 4.5 
wavelength (nm) 587.56 
HFOV 10° 

OAL (mm) 22.76 

Figure 7.47 Example triplet lens (DRP 501068) 

The triplet is stopped down to f/5.6 to limit higher order aberration residuals. A 

global optimization is carried to find different solutions with different pupil S A. The 

merit function consists of all five monochromatic third order image Seidel terms defined 

as aberrations (not strict constraints). The default transverse ray targets for minimizing 

RMS spot size are also used to minimize higher order residuals. The lens overall length 

is fixed (OAL=22.76imn). The aperture stop is allowed to float within the air space 

between the second and third lens elements . The system effective focal length is 

constrained to 100mm. Front and back focal lengths, entrance and exit pupil locations are 

also maintained to the same values as the starting poinL These are all essential first order 

properties that have to be satisfied when the module-lens conversion is to be done 

correctly. In general the problem is over-constrained since glass types are fixed in the 

optimization. We would anticipate that the Seidel terms would not be completely satisfied 

(to have zero values). 
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The result is not surprising. With all the constraints imposed on the system, the 

optimization results are quite limited. Two distinct solutions with significantly different 

pupil SA are obtained after the global optimization run (figures 7.48 to 7.49). Table 7.4 

lists the wavefront aberration coefficients of the solutions. 

The first solution is a classical triplet not unlike the starting point, where as the second 

solution is of a negative-positive-negative construction, sometimes referred to as the 

reversed or "inside-out" triplet. The performance of this type of lenses is know to be 

relatively insensitive to conjugate changes. This characteristic is generally attributed to 

the high level of pupil S A correction. 

Iensll(4) 

Figure 7.48 Global optimization solution Lens 11 

lens3(2) 

Figure 7.49 Global optimization solution Lens3 
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Table 7.4 Global optimization result of a triplet with an overall thickness of 22.76mm 

Rank Lens name W040 W131 W222 W220 W311 moo 
1 Lensll 0.5491 0.1482 -2.5285 2.4389 -0.0981 3.0450 
2 Lens3 -0.0089 2.5127 13.0694 4.2108 5.5863 -0.0701 

7.3.1.2 Increased overall lens thickness 

Another global optimization is carried out with OAL increased to 40mm. Ten 

solutions with distinctly different configurations are obtained (figure 7.50 through 7.59). 

They provide different level of pupil S A corrections (table 7.5). 

The results from both optimization mns have shown that the level of aberration 

control is very much limited when the overall length is specified. However, different 

values of pupil SA can be obtained with different OAL, indicating that OAL can be used 

as a variable to control pupil SA. 

Table 7.5 Global optimization result of a triplet with an overall thickness of 40mm 

Rank Lens name W040 W131 W222 W220 W131 W400 

1 LENS31 0.0846 0-7327 -1.7190 3.7615 4.7923 -0.7241 

2 LENS33 -0-0952 0.4918 -0.7303 2.8302 13.3537 -1.3939 

3 LENSl 0.5211 -0.1232 -4.4286 3.9719 6-6595 -0.4442 

4 LENS23 0.7441 -0.4574 -1.6941 3.8601 3.9497 -0.4154 

5 LENS32 1.3714 0-9027 -1.1985 3.4038 11-0531 -0.9966 

6 LENS17 0.1907 0.4628 0.6999 1.9945 19-0497 -3.1059 

7 LENS7 0.3051 -0.3637 -4.0340 3-7352 17-5094 -1-7564 

8 LENS4 1.7564 1.5625 -0.4256 4-8081 13-1951 -0-7345 

9 LENS30 1-4169 1-0320 -0.0607 3.9398 18.5423 -2-6818 

10 LENS27 1.5504 2.0521 0-0941 5-2963 14.0944 -1-3076 



Figure 7.50 Global optimization solution Lens33 

Figure 7.51 Global optimization solution Lensl 

Figure 7.52 Global optimization solution LensSl 

— _ 

Figure 7.53 Global optimization solution Lens23 

Figure 7.54 Global optimization solution Lens32 

Figure 7.55 Global optimization solution Lens 17 
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Figure 7.56 Global optimization solution Lens7 

Figure 7.57 Global optimization solution Lens4 

Figure 7.58 Global optimization solution Lens30 

optimization solution Lens27 
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7.3.2 Pseudo-field lens 

Although overall thickness is a variable that can be used to relax the constraint in 

pupil SA control, a particularly thick lens group is not an attractive solution to the zoom 

lens design problem. It is a well known fact that the primary function of air spaces in a 

zoom lens is to facilitate zooming and it is more desirable to have thick air spaces 

(between lens groups) and thin lens groups in a zoom lens. For a fixed magnification 

range, the longer the travel a lens group has, the less its optical power it has to have. 

Consequently, the less its aberration contribution variation is. 

The question returns to: how do we get the extra degree(s) of freedom to control 

pupil S A? Naturally, we can add an extra element. Specifically, we can add a so-called 

pseudo-field lens to the standard triplet and improve pupil S A control. 

From lens design theory, we know that a field lens located at or near the image 

plane (or intermediate image plane) can be very effective in correcting field aberrations 

such as curvature and distortion. Often overlooked, field lenses also alter pupil SA. 

After all, pupil SA being a chief ray angle error (figure 5.6) is a field aberration. 

However, the use of the traditional field lens would significantly increase the overall 

length of the lens group, especially when the intermediate image plane is far away from 

the lens group. Fortunately, a field lens does not necessarily have to be located at the 

image plane. A pseudo-field lens can be applied close to the base lens and retain the 

benefits of a true field lens. 
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A pseudo-field lens basically is a negative meniscus shell that is located near the 

front or the back of the base lens. This is essentially a "close-up" field lens that has been 

moved away from the 'Tield" and close to the base lens. As the field lens is moved away 

from the image plane, its exclusive effect on field aberration corrections slightly 

diminishes and its contribution to spherical aberration increases. Naturally, the base lens 

has to be re-optimized to accommodate the close-up field lens. 

Although the application of pseudo-field lenses is not a common technique, they 

are occasionally encountered in standalone optical designs. An example is the "expanded 

triplet" according to Tronnier et al (1972). Figure 7.60 dirough 7.63 illustrate several 

examples. They are identified by the characteristics concave front elements (pseudo-field 

lenses). All of these expanded oiplets have exceptionally good distortion correction and 

significant entrance pupil aberrations. In fact the quasi-symmetrical wide-angle objective 

(Bertele, 1954) (figure 7.64) which has the characteristic negative outer shells can be 

view as a system with two negative pseudo-field lens: one at the front and one at the 

back for wide field aberration correction. The quasi-symmetrical wide-angle type lens is 

well known to have significant entrance and exit pupil aberrations (appendix F). 

The example design presented in section 7.2 has demonstrated the use of pseudo-

field lens in one of the lens groups. Lens group number three (section 7.2.2.3), which is 

depicted in figure 7.27 is essentially an expanded tiiplet with a thick negative fi:ont 

element (pseudo-field lens element). Similarly, the firont lens group of the design 

example presented in section 6.9 also possesses a pseudo-field lens element (figure 7.65). 
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Figure 7.60 Expanded triplet example Figure 7.61 Expanded triplet example 

Figure 7.62 Expanded triplet example Figure 7.63 Expanded triplet example 

Figure 7.64 Zeiss Biogon 

licfroiip I 
Zadgfoop 

Figure 7.65 Zoom lens example B 

7.3.3 Aspherical modification of pseudo-field lenses 

A further extension of the pseudo-field lens method is the application of 

aspherical surfaces. As it is mentioned earlier, techniques for controlling distortion (via 

chief ray control) generally can also be modified to control pupil aberrations. Reiley and 

Chipman (1992) has demonstrated that a fourth order aspheric surface can be applied to a 
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field lens to improve distortion correction. Similarly, an aspheric surface could be 

applied to a pseudo-field lens to control pupil S A. 

7.3.3.1 Ray trace experiment 

As a demonstration of the method, a ray trace experiment is carried out. The rear 

lens group of the zoom lens presented in design example is used as a starting point At a 

10 degree HFOV, the original lens group which is identified as F-1, has a 3.38% full field 

distortion. The layout is presented in figure 7.66. Since we are only interested in real 

chief ray angle/height control, only the real chief ray is plotted. 

A fourth order aspherical modification is attached to the rear surface (surface 4). 

The fourth order aspherical surface is described by its sag (z): 

J = --&=H-A/. (7.1) 
1 + ̂ 1 —c"y" 

where c is the center curvature, y is the radial height. The system is optimized 

(constraint-only) to have zero full field distortion, with aspheric coefficient A set a the 

sole variable. The result is lens F-1. From the layout plot (figure 7.67), we can see that 

distortion at full field is corrected: the real chief ray height corresponds to the paraxial 

image size. Nevertheless, This distortion control is achieved in the expense of chief ray 

angle, which implies that pupil SA has changed after optimization. Table 7.6 shows that 

the real chief ray angle has changed firom 19.41 to 18.48 degrees. 

Altematively, this fourth order aspheric departure can be use to control real chief 

ray angle directly. F-3 is the result of an optimization in which the chief ray angle target 
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is set to be 20 degrees (figure 7.68). F-4 is a similar result with 25 degrees of real chief 

ray angle but runaway distortion (table 7.69). Clearly, the explicit control of pupil 

aberration (real chief ray angle) is obtained only in the expense of distortion control (real 

chief ray height). 

Obviously, a simultaneous control of pupil S A and distortion would require at 

least two variables in the optimization. Since it is desirable to maintain the first order 

properties of the pseudo-field lens, an additional fourth order aspheric departure is 

applied to the first surface. An optimization is then carried out to find a solution which 

has an image plane real chief ray angle of 20 degrees and zero full field distortion. The 

result (F-5) is shown in figure 7.70. Immediately we can see the very steep aspheric 

deparmre on both surfaces. Particularly, the front surface has such a high level of 

aspheric departure that it looks like a positive surface, even though the vertex curvature is 

negative. 

The results clearly illustrate the effectiveness of using aspheric surfaces in 

manipulating chief ray height and chief ray angle. It should also be noted that diffractive 

optical surfaces can be employed to achieve similar results. In fact diffiractive optics have 

been used in eyepiece design specifically for pupil SA correction (Missig and Morris, 

1995). 
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Table 7.6 Listing of different pseudo-field lenses with different pupil spherical aberration 
and distortion 

Lens Real chief ray angle at 
image surface (degrees) 

Real chief ray height 
at image surface (mm) 

% dist 
(full field) 

Surface 1 
A 

Surface 4 
A 

F-1 19.41 16.64 3.38% - -

F-2 18.48 16.10 0.00% - -0.2746x10-^ 
F.3 20.00 16.99 5.50% - 0.1698x10"* 

F-4 25.00 20.05 25.53% - 0.1481X10--' 

F-S 20.03 16.11 0.00% 0.4949x10-' 0.5045x10-^ 

7.66 Pseudo-field lens F-1 

Figure 7.67 Pseudo-field lens F-2 



Figure 7.69 Pseudo-field lens F-4 

Figure 7.70 Pseudo-field lens F-5 
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7.4 Chapter summary 

In the previous few chapters, it has been established that lens group pupil SA 

plays a significant role in zoom lens design. The conclusion is that lens group pupil S A 

should be included in modular zoom lens design. The modular design method may give a 

good lens module solution, but these lens modules eventually have to be converted into 

real lenses described with actual construction parameters. This module-real-lens 

conversion may not be easy, especially when explicit pupil SA is to be taken into account. 

In general, the most efficient way to convert any lens module to a real lens group 

is by ray trace optimization. The objective is to find a solution with the prescribed 

aberration contents. Naturally, user defined constraints/aberrations would be used in the 

merit function as shown in the design example. Unusually, once an appropriate starting 

point is selected, the optimization generally behaves nicely and a solution can be found 

eventually. However, the problem lies in the selection of good starting points which 

would provide the necessary degrees of freedom for explicit pupil S A control. 

Three suggested strategies regarding starting point selection are presented in this chapter: 

1) extension of lens group thickness, 

2) application of pseudo-field lens elements to individual lens group and 

3) application of steep aspherical surfaces to pseudo-field lens elements. 
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CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE CONSLDERTAIONS 

8.1 Summary 

This dissertation work started with some ambitious goals: 

1) To find the connections between lens group aberration contents and aberrational 

behavior in zoom lenses, in particular, the interdependence between the lens group pupil 

SA and distortion variation. 

2) To find a systematic way to further improve zoom lens performance by reducing 

residual distortion and distortion variation. 

The results of the dissertation work has proven that lens group pupil aberration 

indeed plays a very significant role in zoom lens design, particularly in the control of 

distortion variation. Several important facts regarding the zoom lens design problem are 

also established. In conclusion, the findings of the dissertation work: are summarized in 

the following subsections. 

8.1.1 System abenation variation 

This is almost an argument that is too trivial to explain. Since individual lens 

groups experience both conjugate and pupil shifts during zooming, their aberration 

contributions vary. Consequently system aberration varies as well. 
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8.1.2 Inherent aberrational behavior 

The aberration variation in a zoom lens is inherent to the system once the first 

order configuration is established. This is the aberration variation behavior when all the 

lens groups are set to be perfect at the nominal zoom position. The five example lenses 

(A-0-0, B-0-0, C-0-0, D-0-0, and E-0-0) presented in chapter 6 readily demonstrate the 

existence of this inherent aberrational behavior. These five "standard" examples have 

vastly different first order configurations, and their inherent aberration variations are quite 

different. At one end, we have fast varying distortion (A-0-0, +4% to +0.2%, negative 

rate). At the other end, there are systems with very little distortion variation (D-0-0, -

0.5% to +0.1%, positive rate). Some systems have very stable astigmatism/curvature 

behavior (E-0-0, figure 6.231, 6.232 and 6.233) while others have very sensitive 

astigmatism/curvature behavior (B-0-0, figure 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36). 

In addition, it is shown that this inherent aberration is of lower order in nature. It 

is not too surprising since conjugate and pupil shifts have the greatest effects on third 

order aberrations. 

S. 1.3 Finite lens group aberrations provide comoensatorv effects 

Although any of these "standard" lenses (A-0-0, B-0-0, C-0-0, D-0-0, and E-0-0) 

performs perfectly at the nominal zoom position (by default), by no means do they have 

the best possible performance over the entire zoom range. All the experiments presented 

in chapter 6 demonstrate that the optimum solutions should have certain finite lens group 
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aberrations. These "deliberately" added lens group aberrations can provide an overall 

compensatory effect to the system aberration correction. 

8.1.4 Higher order aberrations are apparent in the compensation 

This compensatory effect often involves higher order aberrations. This is most 

apparent when we compare the field aberration plots of a "standard" perfect system with 

those of the optimized solutions (such as figure 6.9 and 6.130). The explanation is 

actually quite intuitive. Since the inherent aberration is of lower order in nature, a 

counter-balance can be accomplished by introducing an appropriate amount of higher 

order aberration. 

8.1.5 The higher order aberrations involved are induced aberrations 

For all the ray trace experiments, lens groups are modeled using third order lens 

modules and the lens module aberrations are specified up to third order. Consequendy, 

the zoom lens solution after optimization should in theory be free from intrinsic higher 

order aberration. However, the evidence of higher order aberration compensation is 

plentiful. This indicates that the higher order aberrations which are responsible for the 

compensatory effect are in fact induced aberrations. 
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8.1.6 Pupil spherical aberration is vital to the compensatory effect 

In the previous section, it is established that higher order aberration components 

of the residual system aberrations are not intrinsic in nature and induced aberrations only 

occur in the presence of pupil SA (section 5.2). Clearly pupil SA is essential to higher 

order aberration compensations even though lens group pupil SA itself does directly 

contribute to system aberration corrections. 

Experiment C-4 and C-5 are two special cases which readily demonstrate the 

argument. In these two experiments, lens groups are kept perfect at the nominal zoom 

position and only lens group pupil SA contents are allowed to vary in the optimization. 

Surprisingly, despite the fact that the problems are severely over-constrained, the 

solution residual aberrations exhibit the effect of higher order aberration balancing. The 

only possible cause of the induced aberrations is the presence of lens group pupil S A. 

The result obtained from experiment C-6 also substantiates the argument. In this 

experiment, which is exactly the reverse of C-4 and C-5, all lens group aberrations except 

lens group pupil SA are set to be variables. The absence of pupil SA has resulted in 

relatively little higher order aberration balancing, 

8.1.7 Pupil spherical aberration can be used to control distortion variation 

Since distortion does not contribute to image resolution degradation, often it is left 

uncorrected as a compromise in zoom lens design problems which are often overly-

constrained. Like aU other aberrations, distortion is not stationary with zoom position. 
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Consequently the reduction of distortion variation is an important consideration in further 

improving performance in zoom lens designs. 

There role of lens group pupil S A in controlling distortion and distortion variation can be 

characterized into two effects: 

1) static effect: the interaction between pupil SA and field curvature results in higher 

order induced distortion, which in tum can be used to balance 3"* order distortion that is 

inherent in the zoom lens. 

2) dynamic effect: deliberate introduction of pupil SA to balance aberration variation due 

to conjugate and pupil shifts. 

The static effect is readily demonstrated in experiment A-3, B-3 and E-1 in which 

higher order induced distortion balancing is most apparent (figure 6.21,6.57 and 6.234). 

The dynamic effect is most apparent when we make a comparison between C-1-1 

and C-1-2 or C-2-1 and C-2-2. All these solutions have relatively little higher order 

distortion balancing. This rules out the induced aberration argument. Nevertheless, they 

have vastly different third order distortion variation behaviors (positive rate vs. negative 

rate) and very different lens group pupil S A contents. 

8.1.8 Astigmatism and field curvature corrections 

The dissertation started with the premise that variation of distortion could be 

reduce with the explicit pupil SA control. It is proven to be the case. However, the 

findings from the ray trace experiments also indicate that pupil SA is indirectly 
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responsible for the image resolution correction via induced higher order astigmatism and 

curvature. While not ail the solutions presented in chapters 6 exhibit higher order 

distortion correction, higher order astigmatism and curvature corrections are always 

apparent. Solution D-1-1 is one of several examples that readily demonstrates the 

phenomenon (figure 6.163,6.164 and 6.165). 

This does not come as a surprise since higher order induced astigmatism and 

curvature come about when lens group coma interacts with pupil S A, though the 

significance of the effect was not anticipated. It turns out that in most cases (i.e. zoom 

configurations), its effect can be as significant as the induced higher order distortion. 

When an optimization is carried out, the principal targets in the merit function are 

often RMS transverse aberrations. Naturally, the optimized solutions tend to have the 

smallest spot size, which is attainable only when spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism 

and field curvature are sufficiently weU balanced. In fact the boundary constraints 

imposed on percentage distortion is of secondary importance. Intuitively, we can think of 

the optimization routine drives the solution toward the smallest spot size. The distortion 

boundary condition constraints kick in only when percentage distortion approaches or 

exceeds the boundary conditions. 

Given the appropriate combination of lens group coma and pupil S A, the right 

amount of induced higher order astigmatism/curvature can be obtained to balance the 

inherent lower order astigmatism/curvature behavior which, in turn contribute to an 

improvement in image resolution. Simultaneously, lens group field curvature also 
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interacts with pupil SA to "induce" the right amount of higher order distortion to balance 

the lower order distortion variation. 

Beside, if we look at the conjugate shift effects on various third order aberrations 

(equation 5.21 through 5.25), all aberrations except Petzval curvature are affected by 

pupil SA. This indicates that even if induced aberration effects are ignored, pupil SA still 

affects image resolution under a conjugate shift. 

Although distortion reduction is the major topic in this dissertation work, it is 

after all a secondary concern in the design problem. The argument has come to a full 

drcle: this is why distortion is often compromised in zoom lenses. 

8.1.9 Determination of the optimum pupil spherical aberration 

At this point, an interesting question may arise among the readers: what is the 

optimum amount of lens group pupil S A? Unfortunately, there is not a definitive answer 

to the question. The result of chapter 6 clearly shows that the optimum lens group 

aberrations contents vary with first order configurations. Different design problems have 

vastly different boundary conditions and different zoom lenses have different inherent 

aberrational behaviors. The best way to determine die optimum lens group aberration 

contents is to carry out the advocated lens module optimization. 
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8.2 Future research on modular zoom lens design 

8.2.1 Extension of the scope of the rav trace experiment 

In chapter 6, a finite number of zoom lens configurations are selected for the ray 

trace experiments. They represent the most popular contemporary zoom design types. 

These different zoom lens types have quite different inherent aberration behaviors. An 

extension of the research would be to include other possible lens types in a similar study. 

Special attention can be put in the study of specialized zoom types, for instant, the two-

conjugate system mentioned in section 4.1.1 and the compensator-focusing zoom lens 

mentioned in section 1.2.3.3. 

8.2.2 Application in reflective zoom svstems 

Another extension of the study would be the application of the modular design 

method to reflective zoom systems. Since each zoom group in a reflective zoom system 

is in effect a simple reflective surface, the conversion from lens module to "lens/surface" 

group would be a relatively simple operation. The intricate connections between system 

aberrational behavior and actual surface aberration contribution can be thoroughly 

studied. 

However, we should bear in mind diat there are some apparent constraints that are 

automatically imposed on the lens module equivalent system. For instance, Fetzval 

curvature of a single reflective surface is fixed once its power is determined. In the 

optimization, lens group Petzval curvature (mco cl5) should not be set as a variable. 
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8.2.3 Analytical approach 

The present investigation has relied upon a semi-analytical/numerical approach in 

which conclusions are drawn based on the observations in aberrational behavior and the 

optimum intrinsic lens group aberration contents of numerous design examples. 

Explanations are derived from the observations supported by some well known facts in 

aberration theory. Alternatively an analytical approach could be employed. 

Understandably, a completely generalized analytical solution to the zoom lens 

pupil aberration problem is hopelessly complicated. Nonetheless it is entirely feasible to 

employ an analytical approach to a specific problem with a specific set of boundary 

conditions. This is to say diat one should be able to model a well defined zoom lens 

without much difficulty. 

The method would involve the selection of a certain first order zoom 

configuration and derivation of the necessary expressions that would relate system 

aberrations to lens group aberration contents. Two key procedures would have to be 

included in the derivation, they are: 

1) the third order conjugate and pupil shift analysis and 

2) fifth order induced aberration analysis. 

Base on the results obtained in the current investigation, it is shown that the 

inherent aberrational behavior of zoom lenses is mostly a third order effect. In the 

analytical study, intrinsic higher order conjugate and pupil shift effects need not be 

considered since the higher order balancing in a zoom lens essentially came from induced 
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aberrations. However the effects of induced aberration would have to be included in the 

analysis. 

Following the two premises, one can proceed to derive the combined third effect 

of conjugate and pupil shifts of each individual lens group in the zoom lens. The 

development could follow a similar method which is presented in appendix E. The result 

would be a set of expressions for the djmamic aberration contribution from each 

individual lens group. Naturally these expressions would have to include pupil SA. The 

analysis would also need to include the effects due to the scaling of the Lagrange 

invariant, which is not unlike the treatment presented in appendix C. By cascading the 

individual lens group aberration contributions, the lower order system aberration behavior 

of the zoom lens could be obtained. However, as we have seen from the results exhibited 

in chapter 6, induced higher order aberrations play a very significant role in the dynamic 

balance of aberration variations. Consequently, induced aberration contributions 

resulting from the interaction amoag the lens groups would have to be included in the 

analysis. A similar treatment as the method described by Hoffman (1993) could be 

employed. 

8.3 Future research on explicit pupil spherical aberration control 

Our modular design method may give a good lens module solution, but these lens 

modules eventually have to be converted into real lenses described with actual 

construction parameters. This operation may not be easy, especially when explicit pupil 
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SA is to be taken into account. Nevertheless, it is not altogether impossible to find the 

"real lens" solution as demonstrated in chapter 7. Though, it is unlikely that a generalized 

cookbook recipe can be found that applies to all different lens module conversion 

problems because each individual conversion problem at hand may have vastly different 

boundary conditions. Lens design is after all a complicated matter. 

In general, the most efficient way to convert any lens module to a real lens group 

is by ray trace optimization. The objective is to find a solution with the prescribed 

aberration contents. Naturally, user defined constraints/aberrations would be used in the 

merit function. It is illustrated in chapter 7 that once an appropriate starting point is 

selected, the optimization generally behaves nicely and a solution can be found 

eventually. However, the problem lies in die selection of good starting points which 

would provide the necessary degrees of freedom for explicit pupil S A control. 

Research on the subject is naturally limited because pupU abeaation 

considerations are often irrelevant or sometimes wrongfully ignored. In chapter 7, three 

suggested strategies regarding starting point selection are presented: 

1) extension of lens group thickness, 

2) application of pseudo-field lens elements to individual lens group and 

3) application of steep aspherical surfaces to pseudo-field lens elements. 

Other design strategies may also exit and a more comprehensive study of the subject 

would be beneficial not only to the modular zoom lens deign problem, but to other design 

problems which require expUcit pupil aberration control (appendix F). 
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APPENDIX A 

MACRO FILE LISTINGS 

A. 1 Lens module conversion macro 

The following CodeV macro (sequence) file performs an automatic lens module 

conversion from a real zoom lens. Given a real zoom lens (i.e. with actual constructional 

parameters) with multiple zoom groups, the sequence file identifies the corresponding 

zoom groups and converts a specified zoom group into a perfect lens module (first order 

properties are retained and no aberrations are defined). This sequence file is particularly 

useful when one wants to study the third order aberrational behavior of existing/patent 

designs (chapter 6). 

In order to use the macro, one has to define two quantities: the specific zoom 

group to be converted and the nominal zoom position. The zoom group is specified by a 

number (l", 2"**... etc.) as it appears in the original zoom lens. The specified nominal 

zoom position is the zoom position in which the lens module is to be defined as a perfect 

module. 

It should be notice that the sequence file deals with one single lens group at a 

time. For multiple lens group conversions, the sequence file can be run several times. 

Sequence:- zoomgpm 

Purpose: Change specified zoom group to module 

Syntax: in zoomgpm z p 

Inputs: z -zoom group number 
p -nominal zoom position 



rfd 0 0 

I Array- to hold data (up to 50 surfaces) 
Id num ^cumthi(22,50) 

! Array to hold zoom surface data 
Id num ^zoomdata(50) 
Id num ''efy(50) ! array that holds group efy 
Id num '^groupthi(50) ! cirray that holds group thickness data 

Id num ''ppdata(2,50) ! array that holds group principal plane 

Id num ''numsur "i "k ! niimber of surfaces, loop counter 
Id num ^z '^m i loop counter 
Id niom '^numzoomgp ! number of zoom groups 

Id num '"zoomgpmag (22,50) 1 zoom group magnification 
Id num zoomgppmag (22, 5 0) I zoom group pupil magnification 

Id num "zoomgpenp(22,50) 1 zoom group entrance pupil location 
1 with respect to group front surface 

Id num '^zoomgpexp (22,50) 1 zoom group exit pupil location 
1 with respect to group last surface 

^numsTir == (num S) 1 number of surfaces 
^numzoom == (num Z) I number of zoom position 

write "200MGPM (change selected zoom group to module)" 
write "Begin..." "Number of Surfaces:" ''niansur "(including image)" 

I Check if number of surfaces exceed max of 50 
if ( ^nimsur > 50 ) 
write "Nimiber of stir faces exceeds 50: abort calculation" 
write •" 
rtn 

end if 

1 Find nxjinber of zoom groups and mark zoom siirfaces 
"ntimzoomgp — 0 
for '^i 1 C^numstir-l) i initialize array 

^zoomdataC^i) == 0 
end for 
for ^i 1 C^ntmstir-l) 

if (zpr s'^i thi) 
'^zoomdata(^i) == 1 
'^umzoomgp — '^numzoomgp +• 1 

end if 
end for 

write "Number of zoom thicknesses: " '^umzoomgp 
if (zpr s'^numstir-l. tbi) =0 1 if last surface is not zoomed 

'^zooradataC^numsur-l) = 1 
'^Tflnzoomgp = '^numzoomgp +1 

end if 
write "Number of groups: " '^umzoomgp 
write "Stop position.: " (sto) 
write "" 

1 Check if selected zoom group is out of range 
if #1 < 1 or #1 > '"numzoomgp 
write "Zoom group number out of range" 
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write 
write 
write 
rtn 

end if 

! Check 
if #2 < 
write 
write 
write 
write 
rtn 

end if 

for ''zp 1 '^numzoom 1 zoom position loop 

! Calculation for individual zoom group 

-^k == 1 
"z == 1 

== I 

whi < '^numsxir) 
if C^zoomdataC^k) = 1) 

I wri q'siirface: 'dd' to 'dd' (group 'dd')" "j "k "z 
if (umy s^k) <> 0 

'^zoomcfpmagC^zp, "z) == (umy s'^j-1 ẑ zp) / (umy s'^k z'^zp) ! it was 
negative previously 

els 
'^zoomgpmagC^zp,'^z) = le99 

end if 
if (ucy s'^k) <> 0 

'^zoomgppmagC^zp,'^z) == (ucy s'^j-l z^zp) / (ucy s'^k z'^zp) 1 it was 
negative previously 

''2oomgpexp('^zp,''z) == -(hey s^k ẑ zp] / (ticy s'^k ẑ zp) 
els 

'"zoomgppmagC^zp, "^z) == le99 
'^zoomgpexpC^zp.'^z) == le99 

end if 
if (ucy s'^j-1) <> 0 

~2oomgpenp('^zp,^z) == -(hey s^j 2'^2p)/(ucy s'^j-l z'^zp) 
els 

'^zoomgpenpCzp.'^z) = le99 
end if 

I wri • • "MAG:" '"zoomgpmagC^zp,^z) " PUPIL MAGt" '^zoomgppmagC'zp,'"z) 
'^z = '^z -K 1 
•^3 = -k -t- 1 

end if 
-"k = ^k -t- 1 
end whi 

end for I end of dezoom loop 

out n 

Ifor ^i 1 C^numsurr-l) 
I wri "surface:* '^i '^zoomdata('^i) 
lend for 

"Syntax: in zoomgpm [zoom group number] [nominal zoom position]" 
•max [zoom group nximber] is:" ^numzoomgp 
"cibort calculation" 

if selected zoom group is out of range 
1 or #2 > '^numzoom 
'Norminal zoom position out of range" 
"Syntax: in zoomgpm [zoom group number] [nominal zoom position]" 
"max [norminal zoom position] is:" '^numzoom 
"abort calculation" 

sav aaaaaaaa 

I Find individueil zoom group effective focal length. 



-j == 1 
whi C^k < '^numsur) 
if CzoomdataC^k) = 1) 
"efyC^z) == (efy s'^j-.^k) ! assign group efy 
for '^k-1 ! find individual group thickness 
'^groupthi('^z) == "groupthi ("z) + (thi s^m) 

end for 
! change lens to the group 
dezoom X 
yan 0 £ set on axis only 
epd 0.001 ! set small pupil size 
if ("k < '^numsur-D 

del S-'k+l.-i-I 
end if 
if ("3 > 1) 

del SI. .'"j-1 
end if 
pirn I rear principal plane location (from Si-1) 
"ppdata(2,"z) == (THI Si-1) - '^efy('^z) 
del pim 
red -le99 ! front principal plane location (from SI) 
wri (THI SO) I this line has to be here (bug in CV) 
-^ppdatad.'z) == 'efyC^z) - (THI SO) 
wri '^ppdatad.'^z) 
del red 
res aaaaaaaa 
"z == '^z + 1 

== -^k + 1 

end if 
== '^k + 1 

end whi 

res aaaaaaaa 

!Following lines delete the temporary lens file 
LIB 
DEL aaaaaaaa.len(*) 
GO 

I Change selected zoom^ group to module 
-k == 1 
-"2 == 1 
-j == 1 

whi C^k < ^numsur) 
if CzoomdataC^k) = 1) 
if rz = #1) 

if (typ sur s"]) <> 'SPH' 
del s-^j 
ins s'̂ 3 

end if 
rdy s'^3 le99 
gla 
if (typ siir s'^k) <> 'SPH' 

del s-^k 
ins s'̂ k 

end if 
rdy s'^k le99 
gla S'̂ k 
if '̂ 3 <> '̂ k-l 

del s^J+l..'^k-l 



end if 
mod S'^j 
thi S'^j "grcupthi(#l) 
mfl S'^j -^efytfl) 
mff S^j "ppdacad, #1)-"efyC#!) 
mbf S'^j ''efy(#l)+'^ppdata{2, #1) 
mrd s^j (-{'^zoomgpmag( # 2 ,''2)) )  
men s'^j "zoomgpenp (#2, "^z) 
got OUTWHI 

end if 
"z == '^z -(• 1 

== 'k -i- 1 

end if 
-"k == -"k + L 

end whi 
Ibl OUTWHI 

sav aaaaaaaa 

"nvirasur == (num S) ! number of surfaces 

out t 
write "Changed zoom group: " #1 
write "Norminal zoom position: " #2 
write "Total.. " "Number of Surfaces:" "ntimsur "(including image) 

I Find number of zoom groups and mark zoom surfaces 
"numzoomgp == 0 
for ^i 1 C^numsur-l) 1 initialize aurray 

'^zoomdata('^i) == 0 
end for 
for '^i 1 C^numsur'-l) 

if (zpr s'^i tiii) 
"zoomdataCi) == 1 
^numzoomgp == "^numzoomgp -t- 1 

end if 
end for 

write "Nvcnber of zoom, thicknesses: " '^numzoomgp 
if (zpr s^numsiir—1 thi) =0 1 if last surface is not zoomed 

"^zoomdataCnxunstir-l) == 1 
^umzoomgp == "numzoomgp +1 

end if 
write "Nximber of groups: " '^numzoomgp 
write "Stop position: " (sto) 
write "" 

out n 

1 Initialize array for group thicknesses 
for ^z 1 '^umzoomgp 
^groupthi C^z) == 0 
end for 

I Find individua-1 zoom group effective focal length 
'^k = 1 
-"z == 1 
^3 == 1 

whi < '^umsur) 
if C^zoomdataCk) = 1) 

''efy{'"z) == (efy s'^j-.'^k) l assign group efy 
for '^k-l t find individucil group thickness 
'^groupthiC'^z) == '^groupthiC'^z) + {thi s'^m) 

end for 
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! change lens to the group 
dezoom 1 
yan 0 ! set on axis only 
epd 0.001 ! set small pupil size 
if ('k < '^nuinsur-D 

del S-'k+l. .i-1 
end if 
if ("j > 1) 

del Sl-.-'j-l 
end if 
pirn ! rear principal plane location (from Si-1) 
-^ppdataca.^z) == (THI Si-1) -
del pirn 
red -le99 1 front principal plane location (from Si) 
wri (THt SO) ! this line has to be here (bug in CV) 
'^ppdata(l,'^z) == '^efyC'z) - (THI SO) 
wri "ppdata (1, z) 
del red 
res aaaaaaaa 
'̂ z == "z 1 

== + 1 

end if 
-^k == '^k 1- 1 
end whi 

res aaaaaaaa 

'Following lines delete the teraporciry lens file 
LIB 
DEL aaaaaaaa.len(*) 
GO 

out t 
wri "" 

IReport individual zoom group focal length and group thickness 
"k == 1 
^z == 1 

== 1 

wri q" surface group group EFY group THI group PP group 
p p > .  

wri q" 

whl (^k < ^numsiir) 
if C^zoomdataC^k) = 1) 
if <= Csto) and. '^k >= (sto)) 
wri q" 'dd-'-'dd' STO 'dd' 'gggggg.gggggg' "gggg^g-ggsgg?" 

• 9ggg99r-gggggg' 'gggggg-gggggg'" ^efyc^z) "^groupthic^z) '^ppdataci.'^z) 
''ppdata(2, "2) 

end. if 
if > (sto) or '^k < (sto)) 
wri q" "dd'-'dd" 'dd' 'gggggg-gggggg' 'gggggg-ggggg?' 

'ggggsff-ggggg?' 'gggggg-gggggg'" '^k '^z '^efyc^z) '^groupthic^z) '^pdatad,'^z) 
^ppdata(2,'^z) 

end. if 

== '̂ z + 1 
== ^k -t- 1 

end. if 
-"k — + 1 
end. whi 
wri " " 
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! Calculate cumulative thicknesses 

!initialize array 
for '^i 1 50 
for '^zp 1 22 
^cumthi {'zp,'^i) == 0 

end for 
end for 

[calculate and write result to array-
out n 
sav aaaaaaaa 
for ^zp 1 (num Z) 
dezoom '^zp 
"cumthi C^zp, 1) == 0 
for ^i 1 Cnumsur-l) 
"cumthi C^zp, "^i+D == "c^unthi C^zpr'^i) + ( thi S"i ) 

end for 
res aaaaaaaa 

end for 
out t 

write "Begin to calculate cumulative thicknesses" 
write q'Number of Surfaces: 'dd' (including image)" '^numsur 
write ' • 

write q'zoom pos total track overall length" 
write q" " 

for ^zp 1 (num 2) 
write q" 'dd• 'gggggg.gggggg' 'gggggg-gggggg'" "zp 
'"cumthiCzp.'^numsur) '^cumthi("zp,"^numsiir - 1) 
end for 

out n 
LIB 
DEL aaaaaaaa.len(*) 
GO 
ouc t 
Ibl DONE 
rtn 

A.2 Wavefront aberratioa calculations 

111 order to carry out the lens-module-to-real-lens conversion method, as described 

in section 7.2, one needs to monitor the wavefront aberration contents (in particular, pupil 

spherical aberration) of the real lens group during the optimization runs. The following 

partial listing of CodeV macro (sequence) file can be used to calculate the six third order 
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wavefront aberration coefficients. These coefficients correspond directly to the lens 

module aberration coefficients (mco xx's). Alternatively, the wavefiront aberration 

coefficients can be defined as global variables and used as aberration targets in the 

optimization. 

Id num 'W040(50) 'W131{50) '>W222 (50) '^W220(50) -^WSIKSO) "W400(50) 
Icl num '•SXiSO) -^311(50) 'SXIKSO) ''SXV(SO) ""SVCSO) "510(50) 
Icl num "W040S '>W131S ^W222S ^W220S "W311S ^W400S 
Id num '^C'urv "H "factor "waves "asp "aspc "kappa 
Id num "A "Abar "hmy "hey "umy "iirayp "ucy "ucyp 
Id num "nl "n2 "P "dell "dellC "del2 "delu2n2 
Id num "numsur "i ! number of surfaces, loop counter 
Id num "numaspsur 1 number of aspherical surface 

IF (DIM) = 'I' 
"factor == 25400000 

ELS IF (DIM) = •€• 
"factor == 10000000 

ELS IF (DIM) = 'M' 
"factor == 1000000 

END IF 

1Lagrange invariant 
"H == (IND Sl)*{(ai!K Sl)*(HCY SD-CHMVT SI) ' (UCY SI) ) 

"waves == "factor/ (CWL) 

! Calculate wave aberration coefficients for general siirfaces 1 to (image-l) 
for "i 1 ("numsur-D 

"umy == (OMiT s"i-l) 
"umyp == (UMy S"i) 
"ucy == (UCY S"i-1) 
"ucyp == (UCY S"i) 
"hmy == (HMY S"i) 
"hey == (HCY S"i) 
"nl == (IND S"i-1) 
"n2 == (IND S"i) 
"curv == (CUY S"i) 
"A. == "nl* ("umy +• "hiny*"curv) 
"Abar == "nl*(^ucy + "hcy*"curv) 
"P == "curv * ({l/"n2) - (l/"nl)) 
"dell == ("iimyp/"n2) - {"xjmy/"nl) 
"dellC= ("ucYp/"n2) - ('^icy/"nl) 
"del2 == (1 / ("n2*"n2)) - (1/ ("nl*"nl)) 
"delu2n2== ("uitOT*'^uroyP) / {'^n2*"n2) - {"umy*"\jmy) / ("nl*"nl) 

IF (TYP SUR S"i) = -CON-
"kappa == (K S"i) 
"asp == "kappa.*"hmy*"hmy*"hmy*"hmy*"curv*"ctirv*"curv* ("n2—"nl) 
"aspc == "kappa*"hcy*"hcy*"hcy''"hcy*"CTirv*"curv*"ctirv*("n2-"nl) 

ELS IF (TYP SOR S"i) = 'ASP' 
"ad = (A S"i) 
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^kappa == (K S'^i) 
IF ''ad <> 0 

'"asp == a'^ad^^hmy'^hmy'^hmy'^hmy* C''n2-'^nl) 
''aspc == 8*''ad*''hcy*^hcy*''hcy*''hcy* (''n2-''nl) 

ELS 
''asp == ''kappa*''hiny*''hmy*''hmy*''hmy*'^curv*^curv*'^c\irv* (''n2-''nl) 
^aspc = ''kappa»''hcy*''hcy*''hcy*"hcy*''cuxv*''curv*''curv* (''n2-''iil) 

END IF 
ELS 

"asp = 
"aspc 

END XF 

== 0 

IF "hmy = 0 
"K == 0 

ELS 
== "hcy/^hmy 

END IF 

IF "hey = 0 
•"KC == 0 

ELS 
^KC == "hmy/'^hcy 

END IF 
"SlCi) == -''A*''A*"hiny*''dell + "asp 
"SllCi) == -"A*''Afaar*''HMir*"dell + "K'^asp 
"SIII("i) == -"Abar*''Abcir»"hiny«''dell + ''K*"K*''asp 
"SIVCi) == 
"SVCi) == -"Abar*(("Abar*''Abar*''hniy*"del2) & 

- {("Abar*''hiity-"H)»"hcy*'^P)) + ''K«''K*"K*"asp 
"SXCCi) == -''Abar*''Abar*''hcy*"dellC + "aspc 
"W040("i) == "SI Ci) •"waves/8 
"W131("i) == "Sir("i)*"waves/2 
"W222("i) == "SIII("i)'"waves/2 
"W220{"i) == ("SIV("i)-i-"SIIIC"i)) •"waves/4 
"W311("i) == "SVC"i)•"waves/2 
"W400{"i) == "SIC("i)'"waves/ a  

end for (sxirface loop) 

I Ccilculace siizns 
"V/040S == sumf("W040, 
"W131S = sumf ("W131. 
"W222S == sunif("W222, 
"W220S == s\atif {"W220, 
"W311S == sumf("W311, 
"W400S == symf("W400, 

C"n;jinsiir-1)) 
("niomsur-l)) 
C"nutnsur-1)) 
("ntamsur-l)) 
("numstir-D ) 
("numsxir-D ) 

for "i 2 ("numsxir-D 
"W040("i) 
"W131("i) 
"W222("i) 
"W220C"i) 
"W311C"i) 
"Vf400 C"i) 

end for 

"W040{"i) 
"W131("i) 
"W222("i) 
"W220("i) 
"WSIK"!) 
"W400("i) 

"W040("i-1) 
"W131("i-1) 
"W222{"i-1) 
"W220 ("i-D 
"W311("r-1) 
"W400 ("r-D 
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APPENDIX B 

LENS DATA LISTINGS 

The following is the lens data listing of the two group modular zoom lens used in 
experiment A (section 6.8). 

Table B.l Lens specification of modular lens A 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Focal length (mm) 36.19 50.26 68.50 
f-number 4.10 5.60 7.70 
HFOV 30.3° 23.1" 17.5° 

wavelength (nm) S87.0 

Table B.2 Lens data of modular lens A 

Surface Radius of curvature (nun) Thicicness (mm) 
1 Infinity 13.32 Module #1 
Stop Infinity Variable 
3 Infinity 8.54 Module #2 
4 Infinity Variable 
Image Infinity 0.00 

Table B.3 Lens module specification of lens A 

Module specificacions 

siur MFL MRD MFF MBF MEN MFD 

1 
3 

26.00634 
-25.97421 

l.Oe-010 
-2.00881 

-15.81345 
32.31853 

24.87347 
-26.09765 

11.37735 
-5.48507 

1.00000 
1.00000 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 
3 

0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

O.OOOOO 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

MED 

1.00000 
1.00000 

Table B.4 Zoom data of modular lens A 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Thickness 52 (mm) 1.91 4.60 8.05 
Thickness 54 (mm) 17.60 12.52 7.90 
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The following is the lens data listing of the two group modular zoom lens used in 
experiment B (section 6.9). 

Table B.5 Lens specification of modular lens B 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Focal length (mm) 38.45 52.15 67.73 
f-number 5.67 7.18 7.41 
HFOV 29.3° 22.5° 17.7" 

wavelength (nm) 587.0 

Table B.6 Lens data of modular lens B 

Surface Radius of curvature (mm) Thickness (mm) 
I Ijiifnity 11.52 Module #1 
Stop Inifnity Variable 
3 Inifnity 8.37 Module #2 
4 Inifnity Variable 
Image Inifnity 0.00 

Table B.7 Lens module specification of lens B 

Module specifications 

sur MFL MRU MFF MBF MEN MFD MEO 

1 
3 

27.74297 
-29.88926 

l.Oe-OlO 
-1.83502 

-18.85685 
37.36524 

28.92074 
-29.26557 

7.75632 
-7.84376 

1.00000 
1.00000 

1.00000 
1.00000 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 
3 

O.OOOOO 
O.OOOOO 

0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 

Table B.8 Zoom data of modular lens B 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Thickness S2 (mm) 13.12 7.46 3.80 
Thickness S4 (nun) 12.15 26.92 43.70 
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The following is the lens data listing of the two group modular zoom lens used in 
experiment C (section 6.10), 

Table B.9 Lens specification of modular lens C 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Focal length (mm) 35.96 55.11 77.35 
f-number 4.40 6.30 6.80 
HFOV 29.1° 19.9° 14.5° 

wavelength (nm) I 587.0 | 

Table B.IO Lens data of modular lens C 

Surface Radius of curvature (mm) Thickness (nun) 
1 Infinity 1.38 Module #1 
2 Infinity 0.04 
Stop Infinity 4.15 
4 Infinity 7.61 Module #2 
5 Infinity Variable 
6 Infinity 8.15 Module #4 
7 Infinity Variable 
Image Infinity 0.00 

Table B.ll Lens module specification of lens C 

Module specifications 

sur MFL MRD MFF MBF MEN MFD MED 

1 
4 
6 

-514.24132 
23.32490 
-28.13570 

l.Oe-010 
0-04691 
-2.28459 

508.33993 
-18.02220 
34.81420 

-521.08401 
24.97105 
-27.73123 

1.44401 
-7.00975 
-25.03337 

1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 

l.OOOOO 
l.OOOOO 
l.OOOOO 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 
4 
5 

0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 

O.OOOOO 
O.OOOOO 
O.OOOOO 

0.00000 
O.OOOOO 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 

0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 

Table B.12 Zoom data of modular lens C 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Thickness S5 (mm) 10.15 339 0.05 
Thickness S7 (mm) 14.00 36.00 62.00 
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The following is the lens data listing of the four group modular zoom lens used in 
experiment D (section 6. II). 

Table B.13 Lens specification of modular lens D 

Zoom position I 2 3 
Focal length (mm) 30.03 135.18 193.23 
f-number 4.50 4.50 4.50 
HFOV 15.1° 9.1" 6.4° 

wavelength (ntn) 587.0 

Table B. 14 Lens data of modular lens D 

Surface Radius of curvature (mtn) Thickness (mm) 
I Infinity 15.75 Module #1 
2 Infinity Variable 
3 Infinity 2.80 Module #2 
4 &ifinity Variable 
5 Difinity 6.30 Module #3 
6 Infinity Variable 
7 Infinity 17.00 Module #4 
Stop Infinity 7.00 
9 Infinity 11.55 Module #5 
10 Mnity 68.10 
Image Infinity 0.00 

Table B.15 Lens module specification of lens D 

Module specifications 

sur MFli MSD MFF MBF asm MFD HED 

1 133.69797 l.Oe-010 -132.29855 124.S02S2 153.51200 1.00000 l.OOOOO 
3 -205.25204 -1.88962 206.53357 -205.81223 35.37098 1.00000 l.OOOOO 
5 -65.54680 0.68790 68.38590 -66.46615 28.34584 1.00000 l.OOOOO 
7 69.38963 1.09372 -71.34349 54.36993 17.51217 1.00000 l.OOOOO 
9 634.53647 -0.72700 -743 .29700 533.76836 -0.39471 1.00000 l.OOOOO 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO CIS MCO C27 

1 O.OOOQO 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
3 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
5 O.QOQOO 0.00000 O.OOOQO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
7 O.OOOCO 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0-00000 O.OOOQO 
9 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

Table B-16 Zoom data of modular lens D 

Zoom position I 2 3 
Thickness S2 (mm) 3.12 2933 34.13 
Thickness S4 (mm) 10.00 731 2538 
Thickness S6 (mm) 48.11 23.36 IJO 
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The following is the lens data listing of the three group modular zoom lens used in 
experiment E (section 6.12). 

Table B.17 Lens specification of modular lens E 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Focal length (mm) 39.00 70.00 102.0 

I 
f-number 4.08 5.60 8.05 
HFOV 28.3° 16.7° 11.6° 

wavelength (nm) 587.0 

Table B. 18 Lens data of modular lens E 

Surface Radius of curvature (mm) Thickness (nun) 
1 Infinity 10.50 Module #I 
2 Infinity Variable 
3 Infinity 7.00 Module #2 
4 Infinity 2.00 
Stop Infinity 2.00 
6 Infinity 9.90 Module #3 
7 Infinity Variable 
8 Infinity 12.30 Module #4 
9 Infinity Variable 
Image Infinity 0.00 

Table B.19 Lens module specification of lens E 

Module specificacions 

sur MFL MRD MFF MBF MEM MFD MED 

1 52.55478 l.Oe-010 -54.11025 54.85300 25.45360 1.00000 1.00000 
3 -1502.35213 -1.20373 1385.70155 -1858.05925 5.35190 1.00000 1.00000 
6 35.87914 -0.39092 -25.03579 42.59830 -2.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
8 -24.24017 2.37782 31.49774 -25.55180 -20.55150 1-00000 1-00000 

sur MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 O-OOQOO 0.00000 0-00000 0-00000 0.00000 0.00000 
3 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0-00000 O.OOOOO 0-00000 
6 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0-00000 
8 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0-00000 

Table B.20 Zoom data of modular lens E 

Zoom position 1 2 3 
Thickness S2 (mm) 3.23 10.30 17.07 
Thickness S7 (mm) 15.03 in 3.20 
Thickness 86 (mm) 8.97 31.09 48.89 
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The following is the lens data listing of the optimized modular zoom lens presented in 
section 7.2.1. 

Table B.21 Lens specification of the modular lens solution 

Zoom position 1 2 3 4 5 
Focal length Cmm) 40.0 50.0 63.7 80.1 101.5 
f-number 9.3 10.2 11.2 11.8 12.6 
HFOV 15.1" 12.2° 9.6° 7.7° 6.1° 

wavelength (nm) | 587.0 

Table B.22 Lens data of the modular lens solution 

Surface Radius of curvature (mm) Thickness (mm) 
1 Infinity 10.00 Module#! 
2 Infinity Variable 
3 Infinity 10.00 Module #2 
4 Infinity 4.06 
Stop Infinity 1.42 
6 Infinity 10.00 Module #3 
7 Infinity Variable 
8 Infinity 10.00 Module #4 
9 Infinity Variable 
Image Infinity 0.00 

Table B.23 Optimum lens module specification of the example lens 

Module speclflcacions 

sur MFL MRD MFF MBF MEN MFD MED 

1 63.45888 l.Oe-010 -49.93680 68.75078 23.94850 1.00000 1 .00000 
3 -72.74075 -6.68476 71.58398 -76.86844 6.19860 1.00000 1 .00000 
6 32.64277 -0.07643 -23.17608 29.32258 -1.41513 1.00000 1 .00000 
8 -33.62164 -1.96462 36.04014 -35.46051 -27.54470 1.00000 1 .00000 

STir MCO Cll MCO C12 MCO C13 MCO C14 MCO C15 MCO C27 

1 0.00036 -0.00060 0.00111 -0.00143 0.00095 0.00003 
3 -0.00078 0.00281 -0.00188 0,00101 -0.00125 -0.00008 
6 0.00058 -0.00168 0.00008 0.00135 0.00065 0.00003 
8 -0.00007 0.00006 0.00071 -0.00448 -0.00028 -0.00455 

Table B.24 Zoom data of the modular lens solution 

Zoom position 1 2 3 4 5 
Thickness S2 (mm) 1.91 4.60 8.05 11.06 13.25 
Thickness S7 (mm) 17.60 12.52 7.90 4.12 0.83 
Thickness 89 (mm) 9.17 18.72 3059 44.40 62.81 
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The following is the lens data listing of the optimized final zoom lens solution presented 
in section 7.2.3. 

Table B.25 Lens specification of the final zoom lens solution 

Zoom position I 2 3 4 5 
Focal length (mm) 40.0 50.0 63.7 80.1 lOlJ 
f-number 9.3 10.2 11.2 11.8 12.6 
HFOV 15.1" 12.2° 9.6° 7.7° 6.1° 

wavelength (nm) 656.0 587.0 435.0 

Table B.26 Lens data of the final zoom lens solution 

Surface Radius of curvature (mm) Thickness (mm) Glass 
1 -72.62 3.00 744000.447000 
2 28.16 5.00 510541585963 
3 -74.99 2.00 
4 29.34 4.00 487000.704000 
5 -60.00 Variable 
6 -30.92 2.00 662985530921 
7 28.33 3.00 755000.276000 
8 -182.88 4.06 
Stop Infinity 1.42 
10 -39.66 5.00 620000.603000 
11 -25.00 0.30 
12 34.67 4.00 687202.494172 
13 -40.67 1.00 
14 -2151 150 735206.284461 
15 36.45 1.40 
16 75.37 5.00 609851.608318 
17 -2132 Variable 
18 -25.98 350 755000.276000 
19 -1759 150 
20 -16.96 1.60 621858599250 
21 80.08 Variable 
Image Infinity Variable 

Table B.27 Zoom data of the final zoom lens solution 

Zoom position 1 2 3 4 5 
Thickness S5 (mm) 151 4.60 8.05 11.06 13.25 
Thickness S17 (nun) 17.60 1252 190 4-12 0.83 
Thickness S21 (mm) 9.17 18.72 30.59 44.40 62.81 
Thickness S22 (mm) -0-15 -0.24 -0.16 -0.04 0-18 
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The following is the original lens data listing of the starting point triplet (Tronnier, 1930) 
used in section 7.3.1.1: 

Figure B.l Example triplet lens (DRP 501068) 

Table B.28 Original triplet specification (DRP 501068) 

focal length (nun) 100 
f-number 4.5 
wavelength (tun) 587.56 
HFOV 10' 
OAL(tnm) 22.76 

Table B.29 Original triplet prescription (DRP 501068) 

Surface Radius of curvature (mm) Thickness (mm) Glass 
I 31J5 3.01 611.549 
2 -104.09 4.14 
3 -41.44 0.98 612.373 
Stop 32J2 12.13 
5 -226.06 2.49 502.608 
6 -29.03 90.56 
Image Infinity 0.00 
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APPENDIX C 

PHYSICAL STOP SHIFT 

The following is the result of a study on the topic of physical stop shift. Equations 

for Seidel aberration coefficients under physical stop shift in a specific configuration are 

presented. 

The classical pupil shift analysis assumes the size of the aperture stop adjust to 

maintain the numerical aperture (NA) of the system under pupil shift. The result is a 

simple and elegant one. However, in a real optical system, such aperture adjustment is 

not necessarily facilitated. One example is the classical four-group zoom lens which has 

its aperture situated within the stationary rear group. This is done to maintain a constant 

image NA over he zoom range. Inevitable, the moving lens groups preceding the 

stationary aperture stop experience pupil shifts when they are displaced during zooming. 

However the group entrance pupil size of the rear group remains constant. In effect the 

zooming lens groups experience physical stop shifts. The classical pupil shift analysis 

does not apply directly since the f/# varies and Lagrange invariant scales with stop 

displacement. 

C.l Physical stop shift equations 

To illustrate the effects of a physical stop shift, we'll consider a simple thin lens 

system with the stop situated behind the lens. Initially, the stop is put against the rear 

surface of the lens. Let s be physical displacement of the aperture stop. 
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Original stop location 

tn/ 
/ Shifted stop 

Marginal ray after stop shift 

Marginal ray before stop shift 

Paraxial image plane 

Optical axis 

/" 
Chief tay after stop shift 

Figure C.l Piiysical stop siiift 

Since the aperture stop size is fixed, the system f-number increases after a physical stop 

siiift. It becomes: 

FN^ = FN 
i f - s )  

f  
(C-1) 

The Lagrange invariant is by definition given by: 

H = Ay-Ay .  

For a lens system with its object situated at infinity, 

H=Ay .  

The original Lagrange invariant before the physical stop shift can be written as: 

H = -nuy . 

(C.2) 

(C-3) 

(C.4) 
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After the physical stop shift, the new Lagrange invariant scales since the marginal ray 

angle (NA) is increased. The Lagrange invariant becomes: 

=H\ f - s  
. / . 

(C.5) 

Consequently the five Seidel terms become: 

« I 4 5® = —V f Y 

5® =— 
<̂ 11 2 '' 

1 f 

r^t, 

f-s^ 
0 ' 

5® = ff® V,v . 

= Oy — 
2H 

®3 

r f 

/-•y. 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

(C.9) 

(C.10) 

Where through are the structural aberration coefficients of the thin lens,^> is the 

power of the thin lens and is the marginal ray height at the aperture stop, which is 

equivalent to the semi-diameter of the stop. 

Immediately, we can see that spherical aberration, being an aperture aberration, 

changes with physical stop shift via the f-number scaling effect. 

C..1 Example 

As a further illustration, equations C.6 through C. 10 are applied, to a plano-convex 

thin lens. The lens specifications are given in the following: 



Table C.l Example lens prescription 
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Plano-convex thin lens, zero lens thickness 
Aperture stop is located behind the rear surface 
Effective focal length f=50mm 
Refractive index of glass n = I5L7 
Image height is set at 10mm 
Physical aperture stop diameter of 10mm 
The stop is displaced in image space 

The effects on the five Seidel terms are illustrated in the following figures while 

figure C.7 shows that image f-number decreases linearly with stop shift. 

SA vt Stoo 0<«Olcc«(TMnt 

ts 

-osr 

SI 10 r 

25 20 30 10 StooOi^ 0 5 

Figure C.2 The effect on 
spherical aberration 

under a physical stop shift 

Figure C.3 The effect OQ coma 
under a physical stop shift 
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0,3 r 0.0d< 

0.03 
SIV s 

0.02 

0.01 

30 

Figure C.4 The effect on astigmatism Figure C.5 The effect on field curvature 
under a physical stop shift under a physical stop shift 

(mao* 119 vm Stop Slitft 

30 

-0.01 • 

Figure C.6 The effect on distortion Figure C.7 The effect on image space 
under a physical stop shift f-number under a physical stop shift 
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APPENDIX D 

COMBINATION EFFECTS OF CONJUGATE SHIFT AND PUPIL SHIFT 

The following listing is the result of the six Seidel aberration terms under a 

cascade of conjugate and pupil shifts. The conjugate shift and pupil shift variables are 

denoted by e and £ respectively. The Seidel aberration coefficients after a conjugate 

shift are denoted by superscript where as a superscript connotes a value after a 

pupil shift. The double superscript indicates a value due to a cascade of conjugate 

and pupil shifts. The other quantities are defined following the notation of Welford 

(1991): H is the Lagrange invariant, u is the paraxial marginal ray angle, u is the 

paraxial chief ray angle, n is the index of refraction and A(*) is the difference function 

which gives the difference of the value in the parenthesis before and after refraction at the 

surface. 
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Third order spherical aberration: 

S'f '  =(l+4ee + 6e^e^ +£*e*)S,  

+4e(l + 3ee + 3€^e^ +e^e^)S,; 

+6e^S, f f  

+2££ (2, +£)(^S[Y +3SIII) 

+2rs, y  

+Ae^(l+££)Sv 

-£(l + 3££+3£^e^ +£^£^)HA(.U^) 

-3£^(1+2££+£^£^ )HAiuu) 

-3£\I+££)HA(u) 

+rs, 

Third order coma: 

sj/=(1 + 3££+3£"£^+£^£^ )S,  

+(l+6e£ + 9£^£"+4e^£^)5„ 

+ £ i S i y  + 3 S „ i )  

+££*(3+2e£X5^ +35„^) 

+£"(3+4££)5v, 

-££(l+2£e+£-£")ffA(«") 

-£"(I+4££ + 3£"£)ifA(WM) 

-T'(2+3££)HA(^) 

+£ S r 
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Third order astigmatism: 

S]', =s^il+2ee-\-£^e' )S, 

+2e(l+3ee +2e-e^)S,f  

+^111 

+2eeil+e£XS^ +3S„f) 

+2s(l + 26e)Sy (D.3) 

-{e+£^e')HA{u-) 

-(2ee-^3e'e ')HA(uu) 

- i£-e + 3ee')HA(M) 

+£~Si 

Petzvai curvature: 

S ~ = S „  ( D . + )  

Third order distortion: 

5" =£\l+££)S, 

+£-(3-h4££)S,i 

+i'(l+2e£)(5^ +3Siif) 

(D.5) 

-3£'£HAiuu) 

—3££HA{u')  

+£S [ 

Third order spherical aberration of the pupil: 

S7 =£*S, 

^£\4S^-HAiu-))  

-h £-{6S,u  -  3HMUU) + 2S^) (D-6) 

-(-£(4SJ,  -3HA(U')) 

-i-Sr 
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Although the expressions are much more complex than the expressions associated with 

conjugate shift and pupil shift separately, there are some interesting observations. The 

reoccurrence of the term (l+se) indicates that there is a mutual connection between 

conjugate shift and pupil shift. For example, if ee = -\, then spherical aberration and 

coma simplify to: 

Si =6e S,ii 

(D.7) 
-2e"(2 + £)(5,^ +35,„) 

+2e'S, 

+'elt 

IV 

and 

S ' l i  = £ { S , y  + 3 S i i j )  

+e(5;y +35,;^) 
—O 

-e' S y  

(D.8) 
+3e (l+e)HAiuu) 

•he'HAiu^) 

+ £ 5/. 

Both spherical aberration and coma are then independent of initial values of spherical 

aberration and coma. In order words, there is compensatory effect between conjugate 

shift and pupil shift in this regard. 
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APPENDIX E 

EXPRESSIONS FOR FIFTH-ORDER INDUCED ABERRATIONS 

The following is the listings of 5th order induced aberration according to Hoffman 

(1993). Normalized transverse pupil aberration coefficients are related to image 

normalized transverse image aberration by: 

^040 = ^400 (E-O 
(E.2) 

^1313 ~ ^311 (E.3) 
^222 = ^222 (E.4) 
^220 =^220 0E.5) 
^31, = ^.31 (E-6) 

WhertK„„=W^/ff (E.7) 

Wy^'s are the aberration sums from the previous surfaces. 

^/tint's are the normalized entrance pupil aberrations for the surface. 

The followings are the expressions for fifth-order induced aberrations in terms of image 

and pupil aberration coefficients: 

(E.9) 

Wis, +8(^220-^^222)^^060 (E-10) 
^*2 +4^220^31 +6^22oW;3. +8^3U%«, (E-^) 
W^240 = +4^:13,^^040 (E.12) 
W^333 = 4A:3„W,3J _ CE.I3) 

"(2-^311 +3^i3(^)W^3[ +4(^220 + ̂ y>7 )^nn +^131^11 
(E.I4) 

W^422 =2^222^^311 +'̂ 1̂ X3X̂ )̂ 7X2 +8^040^^31 (^.15) 
W^420 (E.I6) 

=(^311 +^I3IA)W^3U +8^O«(W^22O +^^222) 
^^600 =4^«oW'3,t 
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APPENDIX F 

THE EXPLICIT USE OF PUPE. ABERRATION: SLYUSAREV EFFECT 

In the field of optical design, there are specific situations in which deliberate pupil 

aberration can be introduced to improve off-axis illumination. The most well known 

example is in the design of extreme wide-angle systems. High order entrance coma are 

often deliberately introduced to distort the pupil shape to the extent that the pupil appears 

to grow as the FOV increases. This anamorphic expansion of the off-axis pupil in effect 

increases the size of the entrance pupil. In the language of the lens designer, this is 

equivalent to negative vignetting. This effect is sometimes known as the Slyusarev 

effect. Two examples are presented in the following as illustrations. 

F.l Roossinov quasi-symmetrical wide-angle lens 

One class of lens that readily demonstrates the utility of pupil aberration is the 

quasi-symmetrical wide-angle lens which is a derivative of the "inside-out" or reverse 

triplet. The earliest example is a design by Rossinov (1950). It features a core lens 

enclosed by two large diverging elements. The use of these negative front and rear 

groups are necessary for "FOV gathering". Figure F.2 is the catseye plot of the original 

Rossinov lens (figure F.l) which shows the actual entrance pupils as a function of field 

angle as seen in object space. The plot clearly illustrates the magnification and 

anamorphic expansion of the entrance pupil across the field. 
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13.98*1 

Figure F. 1 US Patent 2516724 Figure F.2 Catseye plot 

F.2 Hologon wide-angle lens 

Similar to the Rossinov wide-angle system, the Zeiss Hologon (Glatzel, 1967) is 

another extreme example of the reversed triplet type with the characteristic "ball lens" 

appearance (figure F.3). The Hologon covers a field in excess of 120° FFOV at an f-

number of 8. Its entrance pupil shape as a function of field is depicted in the catseye plot 

(figure F.4). Once again the pupil magnification effect and anamorphism are apparent. 
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Figure F.4 Catseye plot Figure F.3 German Patent DE 1241637 
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